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Introduction 

This manual has two aspects - the introduction of the ideas and conventions associated 
with common typesetting practice to users with no previous experience in this area; and the 
detailing of the commands available in the typesetting program JUSTIF, together with de
monstrations of some of the more common applications of these commands. 

The first aspect is the more difficult to achieve, since it requires attention to a variety of 
ideas which have developed over centuries of practice and constitutes one part of the train
ing undertaken by a member of the printing profession. Since it depends so much on con
ventions, personal preferences and "in-house" rules (which may vary from one institution to 
another), this is clearly a task which is both large and ill-defined. In an attempt to make 
the transition to typesetting manageable for the new user, yet enable the production of 
output with a professional appearance, Part A of this manual is designed for the beginner 
who requires some idea of the ideas and scope of typesetting by demonstrating familiar 
tasks to which the user can relate ... it is a gentle introduction. 

Once these basic ideas are known (either from previous knowledge or from studying Part 
A), more advanced techniques can be developed via examination of Part B, which reveals 
and demonstrates the complete list of typesetting commands available in the current 
package. Users with this prior knowledge will require Part B only, and then as a reference 
manual only. 

Part C is devoted to the procedural aspects associated with the generation and processing 
of files containing typesetting commands, and is an important element for all users. 

The Appendix section contains details pertaining to available characters, available type
faces, the accessing of various characters in various styles, etc. Again, all users will have 
need of this section for reference purposes. 

New users who will have a responsibility not only for knowing the relevant command 
set, but also for the ultimate design and production of documents (reports, magazines, etc.) 
should also endeavour to obtain access to a publication which provides details of common 
conventions, order of book-makeup, etc. A suitable publication of this sort would be A 
Manual of Style, published by the University of Chicago Press. In addition, useful ideas and 
practices can be learned all the time simply by looking at a range of printed material of the 
same category as the material you are attempting to produce. 
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CHAPTER A1 
Introduction and Basic Concepts 

The purpose of this sub-document is to provide a simple practical introduction to the use of 
the ITPS typesetting package available at the Prentice Computer Centre. It is directed at 
potential users with little or no previous knowledge of typesetting, giving initial instructions 
in and demonstrations of the terms and basic techniques. It does, however, assume famil
iarity with fundamental ideas such as 

• how to log on to the UQKL-IO system 
• how to operate a normal general-purpose computer terminal 
• how to perform basic operating system commands 

(e.g. DIRECT, DELETE, TYPE, PRINT, etc.) 
• how to use anyone of the available editing programs (UQEDIT or SED or TECO or 

SOS or VIDED or VISED) to generate and modify files 
• how to log off the system at the end of a terminal session. 

Such topics are treated in appropriate detail in other manuals (such as MNT-2, MNT-6, etc) 
and documents, and intending users without this knowledge should refer to such documen
tation and/or attend relevant courses conducted by the Prentice Computer Centre before 
proceeding in detail with the current manual. 

WHAT IS TYPESETTING? 

The composition (or setting) of text involves positioning characters into organized "units" 
(such as lines, paragraphs and pages) in accordance with certain pre-determined 
specifications designed to display the text to maximum advantage. 

To the extent that the comment above could also be said to apply to, say, typed materi
al, it should be pointed out immediately that: 

(a) typesetting generally allows a greater variety and convenient flexibility of style of type 
(character shape) and size of type, a small sample of which is displayed below: 

English Times 10 point 
7I"mes Italic 9 point 

Times Bold 14 point 

Helios 8 point 

Souvenir Bold 12 point 
University 11 point 

(b) normally, one has access to a greater range of characters in any given style and size. In 
addition to the "normal" alphabetic and numeric characters and punctuation symbols, 
one commonly finds "additional" characters, e. g. "highlight" characters such as ., *; 
"combination-characters" such as ff, fl, £Ii (called ligatures); and a greater variety of 
"dashes" including - (hyphen), - (en-dash) and - (em-dash), all of which add a sense of 
style and variety to the typeset article. 

(c) the conventions adopted by typists and typesetters are frequently very different. General
ly, this is because the typesetter has ready access to a greater variety of styles, sizes and 
special characters, and finer control over the device producing the final product, and so 
the standards have developed in the certainty of the availability of such discriminators. 
The typewriter is limited as a compromise between handwriting and typesetting. 

The net effect is to produce a final product which should be visually more pleasing and 
of a higher quality than a corresponding typed result. The reason is simply that typesetting 
machines are much more sophisticated in operation and are capable of greater flexibility 
and control. 

Thus, the user of the typesetting facilities available should endeavour, as far as possible, 
to adopt and conform to the standards of the typesetting art. 
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Two final points should be stressed: 

1. In typesetting, normally any given pair of characters will have different widths, so that 
techniques commonly used for vertical alignment in, say, typing will not necessarily be 
successful in typesetting (e.g. "counting characters"). Thus, the new user may have to 
learn some different strategies to achieve desired results. 

2. With computerised phototypesetting, the final appearance of the document being pre
pared is never evident until the product is actually produced ... you work "blind" 
(whereas, with a typewriter, you can see, for example, where one page finishes and 
another begins as the text is being entered). In this respect, there is no substitute for 
experience and confidence ... practice in the various techniques is essential. 

AN OVERVIEW OF THE PROCESSES 

ITPS-lO is a typesetting package available to all users of the UQKL-lO system, which gives the 
user control, via an extensive range of commands, over the final appearance of text materi
al produced as camera-ready copy from either the COMPUGRAPHIC 8400 typesetting machine 
located at the Prentice Computer Centre, or an APS-5 machine located at Queensland 
Newspapers. 

To achieve the end-result, there are just three essential steps: 

(aJ the creation of a file (called the source file) which consists of a mixture of the text 
required to appear in the final product and the commands which are interpreted by the 
ITPS-IO package to style (or format) that text; 

A typical source file (XYZ.TYP) may appear: 
[*cg8400][f 1 OO][p 1 O][v 11][e 16.0J 
This is a simply-styled document which is set up as a file containing 
both text and commands.!1 
The number of commands required will typically depend on the 
complexity of setting desired in the final product.!1 
Variations in [f1 01]style[f1 00] are usually 
accomplished fairly easily.!1 

(b J the processing of the file created in (a) by the ITPS-lO program called JUSTIF, which 
performs all the necessary formatting, including the two basic operations of hyphenation 
and justification, in accordance with certain in-built rules and conventions and by the 
commands entered by the user in the source file, producing a second file used below in 
stage (c); 

The procedure to follow is: 
. r justif 
[JUSTIF Version 301 (1604001-2] 

* XYZ 
[JNHQUE - Justifying file DSK:XVZ.TVP] 
* AC 

(c J the transmission of the file generated by JUSTIF in (b) to the COMPUGRAPHIC 8400 photo
typesetter (or, occasionally, some other appropriate device), producing the final prod
uct' which has the form of the text displayed on chemically-treated paper ready for 
delivery to a printing establishment. 

For transmission: 
. leg XYZ.LST 
[lPT026:XVZ/Seq: 173554/l1MIT: 15. 1 File] 

Final product appears: 
This is a simply-styled document which is 
set up as a file containing both text and 
commands. 
The number of commands required will 
typically depend on the complexity of set
ting desired in the final product. 
Variations in style are usually accomplished 
fairly easily. 
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In addition to these essential operations, there are a number of optional (but often desira
ble, and frequently used) additional steps available. These include: 

• editing the source file to amend either text or command items 
• obtaining less expensive, simulated copies for the purposes of proof-reading and 

general inspection of style 
• general "house-keeping" functions, such as deleting unwanted versions of docu

ments, archiving files for updating at a much later time, etc. 

After a brief description of the form of ITPS commands in the next chapter, you will be 
able to try setting a few simple standard styles for yourself. 
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CHAPTER A2 
ITPS Commands and Codes 

As indicated in the previous chapter, the commands required by rTPS are inserted within 
the body of text in the source file. These commands control the format of the finished 
product, allowing the user to select and change such items as the style of type to be used, 
the size of type to be used, the spacing between lines, any desired indents, the general style 
of paragraphs, the width of type on a page, the depth of pages, etc. 

Most rTPS commands take one of the following general forms: 

[ command -code] 
or [command-code valuers)] 
or Icommand-code 

Generally, these command-codes are just one or two characters long and are mnemonic in 
form - I for indent, P for pointsize, L for left, R for right, etc. These command-codes may 
be entered using either upper-case or lower-case - rTPS will accept both forms. 

Reference to the above forms shows that the characters [ and] and I are "reserved", i.e. 
they have special significance to the typesetting programs. Certain other characters, viz. + 
and @, also fall into this category. So, if we require such characters to actually appear in 
the final document, they have to be accessed in a special way. In particular, we use 

I[ in the source file to obtain the printing character [ in the output document, 
I] in the source file to obtain the printing character] in the output document, 

and I I in the source file to obtain the printing character I in the output document. 

In this manual, we will refer to the combination-symbols 1[, I] and I I as the respective 
access codes for the characters [, ] and I. 

ACCESS CODES 

It should be noted that different "styles" have different sets of characters available (See Ap
pendix E), 
e.g. in the style referred to as English Times, we may call up characters such as V', *, @, 
..... , none of which is available in the style called Baskerville; but Baskerville includes the 
characters £, %, ffi, and accents (e.g. " -, etc), which English Times does not. 

In the system implemented at the Prentice Computer Centre, the following characters 
are available in all "text" styles: . 

• all alphabetic characters - both upper- and lower-case 
• all numeric characters - 0 through 9 
• common punctuation marks -? ! . , : ; etc 

l.e. about 77 characters in all. 
Each style, or font, contains 118 characters, so the balance of about 41 characters may 

differ from font to font. 
Each of these "miscellaneous" characters are called up by an "access code" such as 1M or 

IN, or + B or + S, etc. (Note that the character I has a dual role - it is used with both 
command codes and access codes, whereas + is used only in access codes.) A complete list 
of these access codes for each individual font is displayed in the "font-blueprint" of Appen
dix E. 

Notice that the same access code can produce a different character, depending on the 
font currently in use, e.g. (from Appendix E) the code + b is related to the character. if 
the font is English Times, whereas the same code is associated with the character ~ for 
Tiffany. 
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Obviously, then, when you get down to the serious business of setting type, the informa
tion of Appendix E will be indispensable, both as a reference for the availability of 
characters in given fonts and as a reference for the appropriate access code when the char
acter exists in such a font. 
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CHAPTER AS 

Some Typical Examples 

Preliminary Notes: 
1. Users new to typesetting are encouraged to perform some (at least) of the examples 

shown in this chapter. 
2. Some of the terms (e.g. pica, point, etc) may be foreign to you. These will be explained 

in working terms as they are encountered. 

EXAMPLE 1 

Introduction: This example demonstrates that, to obtain output from a text file, it is strictly 
necessary only to insert one initial command into that text file, since any other essential 
commands required for formatting will adopt values built into the system if they are not 
supplied by the user. 

Also, whereas it shows the editor UQEDIT being used to establish the file and also to 
make subsequent amendments to that file, if you are more familiar with some other editing 
program, then feel free to use that alternative editor in your own practice. 

Step 1: 

· create S 1. TYP 
Input: 
[*cg8400J 
This short file is to be 
used to produce typeset 
output using the faculties 
of the Prentice Computer Centre. 
Since we don't know any commands 
at this stage, we won't use any! 
As commands are introduced, they 
will be tried. 

* file 

Step 2: 

· r justif 
[JUSTIF Version 301 (160400)-2] 

* S 1 
[JNHQUE - Justifying file DSK:S1.TVP] 
[JNHFIN - S 1 DONE] 
*"C 

Explanatory Notes 

(a) Always give the source file the extension .TYP 

(b) The command [*cg8400] (or [*aps]) must always be 

inserted as the first line of the source file. It nominates 

the device to be used to produce the final product. 

(c) Note the literal error in the fourth input line ('facul

ties' should read 'facilities'). 

(d) Note that text is freely input, with no attempt at ar

rangement. But, don't split words over two input lines. 

At this stage, a new file S1.LST has been produced 

Return to monitor level 

The file S1.LST produced above is a file in which all the commands have been translated 
into instructions which the phototypesetting machine can interpret, i.e. it is ready to send 
to the output device. 

Step 3: 

· Icg s1.lst 
[LPT026:S1 =/Seq:175161/LIMIT:23, 1 File] Note that the file S1.LST will disappear from your 

area. 
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This file has now been queued for processing by the COMPUGRAPHIC 8400 typesetting ma
chine. Suffice it to say at this stage that this machine is operated so that, for the cheapest 
rate, the above command guarantees overnight turnaround but, if demand is sufficiently 
heavy, output may be obtained more quickly than that. 

When you collect your output, it should appear as: 

This short file is to be used to produce typeset output using the faculties of the Prentice Compu
ter Centre. Since we don't know any commands at this stage, we won't use any! As commands 
are introduced, they will be tried. 

Note the spelling mistake is still present,. but the output text is justified. 

If we are not satisfied with the result, either because of textual errors (as in this case) or 
because of general appearance, we return to the source file Sl.TYP, make the necessary 
amendments using an editing program, re-process the revised version with the JUSTIF pro
gram, and re-submit the resultant S1.LST file to the phototypesetting machine, as indicated 
below: 

Step 4: 

· edit S 1.TYP 
[*cg8400] 
* locate Ifacultiesl 
output using the faculties 
* change Ifacul/facilil 
output using the facilities 

* file 
[EDIFll: S1.TVP] 

Step 5: 

· r justif 
[JUSTIF Version 301 (160400)-2] 

* S 1 
[JNHQUE - Justifying file DSK:S 1. TVP] 
[JNHFIN - S 1 DONE] 
*"C 

Step 6: 

· Icg S 1.LST 
[lPT026:S1 =/Seq:175167/lIMIT:6. 1 File] 

This time the output should appear: 

This short file is to be used to produce typeset output using the facilities of the Prentice 
Computer Centre. Since we don't know any commands at this stage, we won't use any! As com
mands are introduced, they will be tried. 

Notice how the alteration of the word "faculties" into "facilities" has completely altered the 
first line set. The whole of the word "Computer" has been moved to the second line and, as 
a consequence, the word "command" previously appearing at the end of the second line is 
now hyphenated. It is not uncommon in typesetting for a "minor" change in input to pro
duce a "major" effect on the output. 

Note: In all subsequent examples, only the content of the .TYP file and the appearance of the 
final product will be shown. 
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EXAMPLES 2 - CHANGING TYPEFACE 

Introduction: In this series of examples, we will demonstrate how the final appearance of a 
document can be altered by the selection of different typefaces. 

Over time, many different "styles" of type have been designed to suit different 
purposes - the advertiser requires explosive, eye-catching styles, whereas an academic text 
is generally better suited by a more reserved appearance. These collections of distinctive 
representations of alphabetic and other characters are called typefaces. Organizationally, 
characters belonging to the same typeface are gathered into a collection, called a font. With 
experience, you will learn to recognize some of these different fonts - all the available fonts 
on this system are displayed in Appendix A, Appendix B and Appendix E. 

For purposes of identification, each font is associated with a unique number, as given in 
Appendix A-English Times is font 100, Baskerville is font 110, Helios is font 520, etc. 

In Example 1, no font was specified in the source file; in this case, font 100, i.e. English 
Times, is automatically chosen by the system. 

In Examples 2(a)-2(f) below, a variety of different fonts will be applied to text similar to 
that used in Example 1. 

The form of the relevant command is [f?], where? is the font-number of the desired type
face. 

Example 2(a) 

Source file contains: 
[*cg8400J 
[f120] 
This short file is to be 

(f denotes "font") 

Garth Graphic face 

at this stage, so we won't use any! 

Output appears: 
This short file is to be used to produce typeset output using the facilities of the Prentice Com
puter Centre. Since we don't know any commands at this stage, we won't use any! 

Example 2(b) 
Source file contains: 

[*cg8400] 
[fl0l] 

Output appears: 

Times Italic face 

This short file is to be used to produce typeset output using the facilities of the Prentice Compu
ter Centre. Since we don't know any commands at this stage, we won't use any! 

Example 2(c) 
Source file contains: 

[*cg8400] 
[f520] 

Output appears: 

Helios face 

This short file is to be used to produce typeset output using the facilities at the Prentice 
Computer Centre. Since we don't know any commands at this stage, we won't use any! 
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Example 2( d) 
Source file contains: 

[*cg8400] 
[f200] 

Output appears: 

Korinna Extrabold face 

This short file is to be used to produce typeset output using the facilities at the 
Prentice Computer Centre. Since we don't know any commands at this stage, we 
won't use any! 

Example 2(e) 
[*cg8400] 
[f280] 

Output appears: 

Florentine Script face 

92a ,"""7</;:;;' a h 6e raed' h~.ce ~ c¥~td' adt~ de pu;;':tWi d Che g?'C?tc.u ~AnjU<a",-I'te:nt'7<e. ~ce we d-.. " ;r 

~ ~ C<H?wnandd: d ddt +, we ==;r ffde. <Z?t;Y'/ 

Example 2(1) 
Source file contains: 

[*cg8400] 
[f140] 

Output appears: 

Mallard face 

This short file is to be used to produce typeset output using the facilities at the Prentice 
Computer Centre, Since we don't know any commands at this stage, we won't use any! 

Moreover, a variety of fonts may be used within a single document for reasons of high
lighting particular phrases, headings, etc, 

Example 2(g) 

Source file contains: 
[*cg8400] 
[f 150] 
For purposes of emphasis, it may 

Start with Souvenir 

be desirable to have [f153]some Use Souvenir Bold 

phrases in bold type[f150] and Restore original face 

also [f 1 51]some others in italic, or Swap to Souvenir Italic 

sloping, type[f150] and perhaps even Restore again 

some phrases [f153lin bold italic[f150]' Use Bold Italic face temporarily 

all in the same document. 

Output appears: 
For purposes of emphasis, it may be desirable to have some phrases in bold type and 
also some others in italic, or sloping, type and perhaps even some phrases in bold italic, 
all in the same document. 

Notes on Style: 

1. Typeface changes should be used consistently and sensibly. Too much bold, for exam
ple, can reduce the visual importance of key phrases. 

2. In general, the various typefaces are chosen from the same 'family', i.e. if the regular 
face is, say, Baskerville and we require some bold text, then we choose Baskerville Bold 
(not Times Bold, nor Univers Bold, etc). 
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EXAMPLES 3 - CHANGING WIDTH 

Introduction: Another general characteristic which will considerably alter the final appearance 
is the measure, or width across the page, to which the type is set. 

This measure is always quoted in units called picas and points, 
where 6 picas = 1 inch 
and 12 points = 1 pica. 

In this context, the notation 4.6 indicates 4 picas and 6 points (i.e. 47"2 picas); 
likewise 19.11 indicates 19 picas and 11 points 

(i.e. decimal notation is not used). 
In all of our examples thus far, we have not specified a measure, so the "system stan

dard" has been applied, viz. 36.0 picas (i.e. 6 inches). 

The form of the command to alter width of setting is [c??], where ?? denotes the required 
measure in the picas. points notation. 

(c denotes "column measure") 

Example 3(a) 
Source file contains: 

[*cg8400] 
[c24.0] 
This short file is to be 

Output appears: 
This short file is to be used to produce typeset output using the 
facilities at the Prentice Computer Centre. Since we don't know 
many commands at this stage, we won't use any! 

Example 3(b) 
Source file contains: 

[*cg8400] 
[c12.0] 

Output appears: 
This short file is to be used to 
produce typeset output using the 
facilities at the Prentice 
Computer Centre. Since we 
don't know many commands at 
this stage, we won't use any! 

Note: As column measure is reduced, interword-spacing introduced during the justification 
process may become more evident, and hyphenation may have to be used more extensive
ly. 
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EXAMPLE 4 - CHANGING POINT SIZE (SIZE OF TYPE) 

Introduction: Variation in pointsize, i.e. the height of type used, also has a marked impact on 
the appearance of the final product, as the examples below show. 

Pointsize, as used in printing, is not a precise term, but varies, for example, consider
ably from one typeface to another. However, it is expressed in the unit of the point. If the 
COMPUGRAPHIC 8400 system is used, the related software allows the use of 30 distinct type 
Sizes, rangmg from 5-point type (Thi' 5-poim 'ypc in B"kmill, Medium) to 72-point type 

In all the previous examples, no pointsize was specified, so output is automatically set to 
10-point. 

The form of the command to change current point size is [p?], where ? is the pointsize 
desired. 

(p denotes "point size") 

Example 4(a) 
Source file contains: 

[*cgS4001 
[c16.01 
[pSl 
This sample is set in English Times S-point. There are 30 sizes allowed, from 5 point 
to 72 point. The width of the column measure to be used often determines the most 
appropriate size of type to use. This manual is set primarily in 11 point. 

Output appears: 
This sample is set in English Times 8-point. There are 

30 sizes allowed, from 5 point to 72 point. The width 

of the column measure to be used often determines 

the most appropriate size of type to use. This manual 

is set primarily in 11 point. 

Example 4(b) 
Source file contains: 

[*cgS4001 
[c16.0] 
[p 121 
This sample is set in English Times 12-point. There are 30 sizes allowed, from 5 
point to 72 point. The width of the column measure to be used often determines the 
most appropriate size of type to use. This manual is set primarily in 11 point. 

Output appears: 
This sample is set in English Times 
12-poinL There are 30 sizes al
lowed, from 5 point to 72 point. 
The width of the column measure 
to be used often determines the 
most appropriate size of type to 
use. This manual is set primarily in 
11 point. 

Again, different sizes can be used in the one document: 

Example 4(c) 
Source file contains: 

[*cgS4001 
[c24.0][p12] 
12 [p11111 [pl0110 [p919 [pS1S [p717 [p616 [p515 ... [p201POWl 

Output appears: 
12111098765 POW! 
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EXAMPLE 5 - CHANGING VERTICAL SPACING (LEADING) 

Introduction: In the last set of examples, a variety of point sizes were used but the distance 
between successive pairs of lines was kept constant, so that the output from Example 4(b) 
appears more "cramped" that that from Example 4(a), because of the larger pointsize used 
in that case. 

For best visual results, pointsize and "space between lines", called leading (and pro
nounced "ledding"), should be considered together. 

Leading is measured strictly (unlike point size) in points (or points and tenths of points). 

The command used has the form [v?], where? denotes the required value of the leading. 
(v indicates "vertical" space, or leading) 

Thus, [v9] denotes 9 point leading, and 
[v10.5] denotes 1012 point leading (i.e. 10.5 points from baseline to baseline of 

successive lines). 

If leading is not specified by the user, the system will assume the value 12, i.e. 12 point 
leading is the system default. 

Example 5(a) 
Source file contains: 

[*cg8400] 
[c12.0][p10][v13] 
These samples show the visual effect (including depth) 
of altering leading. In each case, the text used and the column 
measure used have been kept the same, so that comparisons can be made. 

Output appears: 
These samples show the visual 
effect (including depth) of alter
ing leading', In each case, the 
text used and the column mea
sure used have been kept the 
same, so that comparisons can 
be made. 

Example 5(b) 
Source file contains: 

[*cg8400] 
[c12.0][p10][v11] 
These samples show the visual effect (including depth) 

Output appears: 
These samples show the visual 
effect (including depth) of alter
ing leading. In each case, the 
text used and the column mea
sure used have been kept the 
same, so that comparisons can 
be made. 

Example 5(c) 
Source file contains: 

[*cg8400] 
[c12.0][p1 0][v1 0] 
These samples show the visual effect (including depth) 

Output appears: 
These samples show the visual 
effect (including depth) of alter
ing leading. In each case, the 
text used and the column mea
sure used have been kept the 
same, so that comparisons can 
be made. 
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Note: Except to obtain special effects, the leading value should not normally be set to less 
than the point size value. The actual value chosen should depend not only on point size but 
also on typeface and width of page. 

INTERLUDE 

The five parameters so far discussed, viz. 
[*cg8400] or [*aps] 
[ c?] 
[p?] 
[£?] 

Defines output device 

Defines measure in picas. points 

Defines pointsize 

Defines font (i.e. typestyle) 

[v?] Defines leading (i.e. inter-line spacing) in points 

should be considered the "basic" parameters to be specified prior to any text in a source file 
destined for typesetting. 

The decisions regarding which typeface to use for any particular job, which pointsize, 
what measure, etc. do not have to be made before text can be entered into the source file; 
but they must be made before the file can be processed by the JUSTIF program. 

Such decisions depend on visualizing in advance how the final product will appear - this 
is subjective, of course, and different users will often have widely-differing opinions on the 
relative merits of different settings of the same document. 

For general document work, until ,you have more experience with the different typefaces, 
etc., it is probably safer to suggest conservatism rather than adventure with regard to 
choice of style! 

The remaining examples demonstrate a range of other features which are commonly em
ployed in setting a variety of document types, and how these may be obtained using this 
system. A more complete exposition (with associated explanation) of each of the available 
commands is given in Part B of this manual. 
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EXAMPLES 6 - PARAGRAPHS 

Introduction: Normal documents do not consist of just a single paragraph, as our examples 
so far have done. ITPS allows us to define the basic parameters to be applied to all subse
quent paragraphs (i.e. how much to indent the first line of new paragraphs, what vertical 
space (if any) to leave above new paragraphs, etc), and then to indicate in the file the 
conclusion of each paragraph. 

The "parameter" command has the form [ip?1,?2,?3], where 
? 1 denotes the size of indent (in picas. points notation) to be used on the first 
line of each new paragraph, 
?2 denotes the amount of leading (in addition to the normal leading), in points, to 
be used immediately before the first line of any new paragraph, 
?3 denotes the number of points which must still remain on the current page if 
a new paragraph is to be begun on that page. (See Examples 12 later for pagi
nation.) 

Note that this command simply sets the values of the parameters ... it doesn't cause anything 
to happen. 

The "execution" command, which (i) marks the end of paragraphs, and then (ii) applies the 
values of the "parameter" command to the next line, has the form Ip. 

(In both commands, p denotes "paragraph") 

Example 6(a) 
Source file contains: 

[*cg8400] 
[f110][p9][v10][c14.0] 
[ipO.9,O,0] 
This text represents more normal 
input for general setting, which 
breaks the lengthy text into units 
called paragraphs. With this system, 
we are able to define the basic 
style of all the paragraphs by means 
of one command, and mark paragraph 
endings by means of a second 
command./p 
We now begin a 

This command indicates that new paragraphs have an 

initial line indented by 9 points, with no added space 

between paragraphs, and no special testing for when 

new paragraphs are allowable. 

The command /p indicates the end of a paragraph. 

new paragraph, which again is 
terminated by use of the lip command.!p 
This ends the current demonstration./p 

Output appears: 
This text represents more normal input 
for general setting, which breaks the 
lengthy text into units called paragraphs. 
With this system, we are able to define 
the basic style of all the paragraphs by 
means of one command, and mark para
graph endings by means of a second com
mand. 

We now begin a new paragraph, which 
again is terminated by use of the /p com
mand. 

This ends the current demonstration. 
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Example 6(b) 
Source file contains: 

[*cg8400J 
[f 11 0][p9][v 1 O][c 14.0] 
[ip1.6,5,0] . New-paragraph indent 1 pica 6 points, inter-paragraph 
This text represents more normal spacing 5 points, and begin new paragraph anytime. 
input for general setting, which 
breaks the lengthy text into units 
called paragraphs. With this system, 
we are able to define the basic 
style of all the paragraphs by means 
of one command, and mark paragraph 
endings by means of a second 
command.!p 
We now begin a 
new paragraph, which again is 
terminated by use of the lip command.!p 
This ends the current demonstration./p 

Output appears: 
This text represents more normal input 
for general setting, which breaks the 
lengthy text into units called paragraphs. 
With this system, we are able to define 
the basic style of all the paragraphs by 
means of one command, and mark para
graph endings by means of a second com
mand. 

We now begin a new paragraph, 
which again is terminated by use of the /p 
command. 

This ends the current demonstration. 
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EXAMPLES 7 - SIMPLE INDENTING 

Introduction: A common strategy to emphasize certain sections of material is to indent these 
sections, i.e. to move them relative to either or both of the normal margins between which 
the type is set. ITPS commands exist to allow us to indent text on the left side only (a left
indent), or the right-side only (a right-indent), or both sides simultaneously (a both-sides
indent). 

The command formats for these features are, respectively, [ill], [ir?] and [ib?] , where 
(in each case) ? indicates the magnitude of the indent in the picas. points notation. 

Additionally, there are commands to allow us to specify the position in text at which any 
existing indent is to be cancelled. These are [il % ], [ir %] and lib %] for the three indent
types. 

Note: The symbol % within a command in ITPS is always used to indicate cancellation of 
that command-type. 

Source file contains: 
[*cg8400] 
[f 1 OO][p9][v 1 O][c20.0] 
[ipO,O,O] 
This paragraph is being set to the full 
measure specified, so that 
we can observe where the regular 
margins are situated, and hence make any desired comparisons and 
measurements./p 
[iI5.0lThis paragraph will be 
indented by 5 picas on the left side 
because of the command preceding it. 
Notice that we still have alignment, but the 
point of alignment is changed, until the 
indent is cancelled./p 
[il%][ir3.0]Now the left indent has been 
cancelled, but a right indent of 3 picas 
has been substituted instead, as we can check from the output./p 
[ib5.6]Finally, a both-sides indent has 
been called for. Notice that the original right-indent value 
has been replaced by the value requested in the new 
indent command, viz. 5.5 picas./p 
[ib%]At last we are back to where we started, 
showing that elementary indents are not too difficult to achieve./p 

Output appears: 
This paragraph is being set to the full measure specified, so 
that we can observe where the regular margins are situated, 
and hence make comparisons and measurements. 

This paragraph will be indented by 5 picas 
on the left-side because of the command 
preceding it. Notice that we still have align
ment, but the point of alignment is changed, 
until the indent is cancelled. 

Now the left indent has been cancelled, but a right 
indent of 3 picas has been substituted instead, as 
we can check from the output. 

Finally, a both-sides indent 
has been called for. Notice 
that the original right-in
dent value has been re
placed by the value 
requested in the new in
dent command, viz. 5.5 pi
cas. 

At last we are back to where we started, showing that ele
mentary indents are not too difficult to achieve. 
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EXAMPLE 8 - QUADDING COMMANDS 

Introduction: In Chapter A1, the idea of a "unit" of text was introduced - a "unit" being a 
paragraph, or a heading, etc. The final line of any "unit" is always treated somewhat 
differently to other lines of the "unit". All other lines are generally "stretched" to fit exactly 
between the margins defined by the [c?] command - this process is called justification. 
However, the final line of a "unit" is normally not justified, i.e. the inter-word spacing is 
not modified; usually, this "part-line" is pushed across to the left margin (as shown by the 
final line of each paragraph in Examples 6 and 7) - the official term is that it is set quad lift 
or flush lift. But sometimes, especially where the "unit" is a heading, we may wish to posi
tion it differently - perhaps we would like to push this piece of text to the right (quad right 
or flush right), or to position it in the centre of the line (quad centre). 

There are commands for all three operations, viz.: 

II to position flush left 
Ic to centre 
Ir to position flush right. 

Each command is placed immediately following the text to which it is to be applied. 

Note: Ip performs the same function as II as far as the text preceding the command is 
concerned. But, it also acts on the following line, whereas II does not (except for causing it 
to be placed on the next output line). 

Source file contains: 
[*cg84001 
[fl00][p10][v11][c16.01 
This represents a text file 
containing not only normal paragraphs but 
also styled headings, and other displayed features. These displays 
have been achieved with a mixture of different 
type styles and different quadding commands. II 
[f 1 02lSampie Heading[f1 OOl/c 
The paragraphs are terminated with the "quad left" code, whilst 
the heading is followed with the 
"quad centre" code. The final lines show the use 
of the "quad right" code./1 
[fl01lSignature/r 
Title/r 

Output appears: 
This represents a text file containing not 
only normal paragraphs but also styled 
headings, and other displayed features. 
These displays have been achieved with a 
mixture of different type styles and differ
ent quadding commands. 

Sample Heading 
The paragraphs are terminated with the 
"quad left" code, whilst the heading is fol
lowed with the "quad centre" code. The 
nal lines show the use of the "quad right" 
code. 

Signature 
Title 
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EXAMPLES 9 - INSERTING BLANK SPACE 

Introduction: To produce a visually-pleasing document, it frequently happens that it is neces
sary to introduce "blank space" (or "whitespace") to avoid a "crammed" appearance. 
Referring to Example 8 above, the general effect would have been improved if the heading 
had been made more dominant, and two possible ways (apart from the typeface change 
already shown) of achieving this include (i) increasing the pointsize for the heading, and 
(ii) adding "whitespace" around the heading. To perform option (ii), we could just change 
the value of the leading for the single heading line and then restore it when the next para
graph resumes. 
However, there exists a special command which allows us to advance the film in the photo
typesetter immediately (but once only) by any specified amount in points (and tenths of 
points). 

This command has the form [va?], where? denotes the amount to advance. 
(va indicates "vertical leading advance") 

Example 9(a) 
(Modifying the contents of the file used in Example 8:) 

Source file modified to read: 

[va 11 ][f1 02]Sample Heading[f100]/c 
[va5.5]The paragraphs are terminated with the "quad left" code, whilst 

Output appears: 
This represents a text file containing not 
only normal paragraphs but also styled 
headings, and other displayed features. 
These displays have been achieved with a 
mixture of different type styles and differ
ent quadding commands. 

Sample Heading 

The paragraphs are terminated with the 
"quad left" code, whilst the heading is fol
lowed with the "quad centre" code. The 
nal lines show the use of the "quad right" 
code. 

Signature 
Title 

As shown in the following example, this command takes effect immediately-even in the mid
dle of a line of text (or the middle of a word!). 

Example 9(b) 
Source file contains: 

[*cg8400J 
[f100][p10][v11][c16.0] 
This is a normal line of text./I 
This line [va3]F[va3]A[va3]L[va3]L[va3]S [va3]away./1 
Normal text again./1 

Output appears: 
This is a normal line of text. 
This line FA 

LL 
S away. 

Normal text again. 
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We may also "advance" the film by a negative amount, by a "reverse leading" command. 

This command has the form [vr?], where? is the desired amount of vertical movement (in 
points and tenths of points) in the reverse direction. 

(vr denotes "vertical leading reverse") 

Example 9(c) 

Source file contains: 
[*cg8400] 
[f1 00][p1 0][v12][c12.0] 
This text is set 10 point on 12 point leading, i.e. there 
should be 12 points between successive baselines./I 
[p8][v9][vr3]The leading has been changed to 
9 point to match the change to 8 point type. 
The first line of this new style has b~en reversed 
by 3 points too./I 

Output appears: 
This text is set 10 point on 12 
point leading, i.e. there should 
be 12 points between successive 
baselines. 
The leading has been changed to 9 point 
to match the change to 8 point type. 
The first line of this new style has been 
reversed by 3 points too. 

The final illustration combines both the [va?] and [vr?] commands with point size changes 
to show how inferior and superior characters (i.e. subscripts and superscripts) could be 
generated when these are not directly available as characters in the chosen font. 

Example 9( d) 
Source file contains: 

[*cg8400] 
[f 1 OO][p 1 O][v 11 ][c20.0] 
This file demonstrates the creation of 
inferior characters, such as might be used in 
a chemical formula, e.g. 
H[va2][p7]2[vr2][p 1 0]SO[va2][p7]4[vr2][p 10], and 
superior characters, used to indicate footnotes[vr3][p7]23[va3][p 1 0] within 
the body of text./I 

Output appears: 
This file demonstrates the creation of inferior charac
ters, such as might be used in a chemical formula, 
e.g. H2S04, and superior characters, used to indicate 
footnotes23 within the body of text. 
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EXAMPLE 10 - SIMPLE TABLES 

Introduction: ITPS allows us to define (in a variety of ways, one of the simplest of which is 
discussed below) tab stops, so that tabular material (i.e. tables) can be displayed. Once tab 
stops have been so defined, different special quadding commands are available which posi
tion the preceding text within the current "sub-column" (i.e. between tab stops) and begin 
entering the subsequent text in the next available "sub-column". 

Note: Tab stops defined in this way do not allow continuous text to be displayed in multi
column form; other commands and techniques using indent commands are required for 
this. 

The commands relevant to tab setting include: 

[ts?1, ?2, ?3, ... ], which defines the positions of the tab stops. 
?1, ?2, ?3, ... are measurements in the picas. points notation from the 
left margin. 

[t %], which cancels all previously-defined tab stops. 
" Note: This is very important where one set of tab stops is to be re

placed by another, because successive tab stop commands are cumula
tive. 

lu, lv, Iw are the common quadding commands, used in tabular displays, which 
correspond to the II, Ic, Ir commands previously introduced. 

Source file contains: 
[*cg8400] 
[f100][p10][v11][c24.0] 
[t%][ts5.0, 12.6, 18.0] 
Item 1/uPointsize/uExample 4/uEasy/1 
Item 2/ul ndents/uExample 7 /uEasy II 
Item 3/uMultiple columns/uExample 12/uHarder/1 

Output appears: 
Item 1 Pointsize 
Item 2 Indents 
Item 3 Multiple columns 

Example 4 
Example 7 
Example 12 
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EXAMPLE 11 - LEADERS 

Introduction: In the setting of material such as a contents page of a document or a pro
forma, it is common to find a style in which some text is set flush left on a line, other text 
is set flush right on the same line, and the intervening space (which may vary considerably 
from line to line) is filled with some character, which may assist the eye to identify correct
ly the corresponding left- and right-side elements, e.g. 

Chapter Title .................... Page Number 
Next Title ...................................... 29 

This style is referred to as the insertion of leaders, and can be easily introduced using the 
ITI'S system. 

The commands needed to produce such output are: 

/. which passes the instruction to use a system-defined leader-character instead of 
normal whitespace for the current line only. 

/q, another special quadding command, which forces preceding text to be set flush 
left, but allows other text to be set on the same line with its own separate 
quadding command. 

Example 11 
Source file contains: 

[*cg8400J 
[f100][p10][v11][c12.0] 
Left entry/q/.Right entry/r 
Next/q/.More on right/r 

Output appears: 
Left entry .......... Right entry 
Next ........... More on right 
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EXAMPLE 12 - MULTIPLE COLUMNS 

Introduction: The facility exists to allow us not only to reverse a nominated number of points 
(using the [vr?) command) but also to reverse to some previously specified position. This 
facility is useful especially in multiple-column displays, and can be manipulated so that a 
form of automatic pagination can be achieved. 

The commands involved are: 
[vg? ?), where ?? denotes the size of the "gutter"i.e. inter-column space, (in Pl

eas. points notation) to be inserted between columns. 
[vc?), where ? denotes the depth (in points) of each column· before beginning a fresh 

column. (This is a simplified form of the full command, which is given 
in detail in Part B of this manual.) 

[em??], where ?? denotes the total width in picas. points notation to be made avail
able to the complete multiple-column display . (The [em??] command 
gives the maximum measure for setting, which must account for all the 
columns (each of which takes the current "column measure" (i.e. the 
value in the normal [e?] command) as the width of a single column) 
plus all the necessary "gutters" between text columns. The system then 
determines how many columns can fit in the maximum measure, and 
so needs to know only how deep each column must be.) 

[vc % ), which cancels any current [vc?) command. 

Example 12(a) 

Source file contains: 
[*cg8400] 
[f100][p10][v11][cm24.0] 
[vg2.0][c10.0] 

Defines total width 

Defines gutter of 2 picas and each column to be 10 pi

cas wide. So 2 columns will fit into 24 picas. 

[vc99] Defines depth of columns. 

This sample will demonstrate how to set 
simple multiple-column continuous text. 
Since we have defined the leading to be 11 point, and the column 
depth to be 99 points, we are really requesting that a new column 
begin after 9 lines have been set. 
Since two 10-pica columns with a 2-pica separating 
gutter can fit into a maximum column width set to 24 picas, we 
expect the output to be set "two-up" across the page. 
Notice that at the end of the "right-hand" column, text reverts 
back to the left-column again (with a small clearance gap) 
and the pattern repeats. 
This process continues indefinitely, and 
forms the basis for pagination, shown in the 
next example. 

Output appears: 
This sample will demon
strate how to set simple 
multiple-column continu
ous text. Since we have de
fined the leading to be 11 
point, and the column 
depth to be 99 points, we 
are really requesting that a 
new column begin after 9 

hand" column, text reverts 
back to the left-column 
again (with a small clear
ance gap) and the pattern 
repeats. This process con
tinues indefinitely, and 
forms the basis for pagina
tion, shown in the next ex
ample. 

lines have been set. Since 
two to-pica columns with 
a 2-pica separating gutter 
can fit into a maximum 
column width set to 24 pi
cas, we expect the output 
to be set "two-up" across 
the page. Notice that at 
the end of the "right-
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As a special case of the above technique, if the value in the [cm?] command is set so that 
only one column (as specified in the [c?l command) can fit, then at the end of the first 
single column, a clearance gap will be inserted, and the second column will begin immedi
ately after the first, i.e. we have pagination (of sorts, because we haven't considered "run-

. h d" ''i' l' ") nlng ea s or 10 lOS . 

Example 12(b) 

Source file contains: 
[*cg8400] 
[f1 OO][p 1 O][v 11 Hcm 15.0][vg2.0][c 12.0][vc88] 
This time, with maximum-column set to 15 picas, normal 
column measure set to 12 picas, and gutter-width set to 2 picas, 
only a single column can fit. So each column will 
set below its predecessor, as single pages. 
Because depth has been set to 88 points, and 11-point 
leading is being used, each "page" will consist of 
8 lines of text. 

Output appears: 
This time, with maximum-col
umn set to 15 picas, normal 
column measure set to 12 picas, 
and gutter-width set to 2 picas, 
only a single column can fit. So 
each column will set below its 
predecessor, as single pages. Be
cause depth has been set to 88 

points, and II-point leading is 
being used, each "page" will 
consist of 8 lines of text. 

A more difficult example 

Where columns of unequal measure are required, we need to use more complex techniques, 
involving the indent commands (see Examples 7) together with the commands given below: 

These additional commands have the forms: 
[vm?] , where ? is a value from 0 to 9. 

(vm denotes "mark vertical position".) 

[vp?], where again? is a value in the range 0-9. 
(vp indicates to "vertically position" at the marked position.) 

These two commands are used in conjunction in the following way: 
Suppose we may need to return to some definite position in text at a later time. Then, 

we "mark" that position with a [vm?] command (i.e. there are 10 different "spots" we can 
mark). When we need to return to that position, we call up the [vp?] command using the 
same value. This technique is especially useful when it is difficult to keep track of how far 
we could have moved from the marked spot in the interim - remembering we are always 
working "blind". 
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Example 12(c) 

Source file contains: 
[*cg8400J 
[f100][p10][v11][c12.0J 
This is an initial paragraph in the usual 
form. We will "mark" the beginning of 
the next paragraph.!1 
[vm 1JThis can be referred to as 
"mark point 1", and we can go back to that spot 
at any later time'!l 
[vp 1 ][c21.0][i114.0lThe sequence of commands 
inserted at the start of this paragraph will 
(a) send us back to the first marked position, 
(b) re-set the column measure to 21 picas, 
(c) indent 14 picas on the left side. 
The net effect of all this is to give us a 
7-pica column beside a 12-pica column.!1 

Output appears: 
This is an initial paragraph in 
the usual form. We will "mark" 
the beginning of the next para
graph. 
This can be referred to as 
"mark point 1", and we can go 
back to that spot at any later 
time. 

The sequence of 
commands inserted 
at the start of this 
paragraph will (a) 
send us back to 
the first marked 
position, (b) re-set 
the column mea
sure to 21 picas, 
(c) indent 14 picas 
on the left side. 
The net effect of 
all this is to give 
us a 7-pica column 
beside a 12-pica 
column. 
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EXAMPLE 1.'3 - SIMPLE MACROS (or HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN COMMANDS) 

The list of commands necessary to achieve a particular effect may be very lengthy and, if 
this effect occurs frequently in a document, the constant insertion of a long string of com
mands is both tedious and likely to lead to occasional inconsistencies. 
For example, a particular style of common sub-heading in an article may require a se
quence of commands such as 

[il3.0J[ va24 ][f112][p14][ v14] 
to precede the text of the heading, and an equally difficult sequence to conclude the head
ing, such as 

/I[il % ][va12][f110][p11 ][v12] 

To avoid these problems, we may choose to create our own "home-grown" commands, so 
that a single command can replace a lengthy andlor difficult sequence. 

Note: This is worthwhile only when the command-string is to be used frequently. 

To generate "simple" commands to correspond to the sequences of commands illustrated 
above, we create (with an editor) two files, both of which must have the extension .MCR. 

Since our two sequences are concerned with the commands to begin a heading and to end a 
heading, we shall choose to call the two files BH.MCR and EH.MCR respectively. 

Then, each file simply contains the same sequence of commands which we would have used 
to perform the job directly in the source file, i.e. 

BH.MCR consists of the single line 
[il3 .0][ va24 ][f112][p14][ v14] 

and EH.MCR consists of the single line 
II[il % ][ va12][ f1lO][pl i][ v12] 

To use these simple commands (or macros), we include in the source file (at the same points 
we would have issued the full string of standard commands) the commands 

[*hh] and [*eh] respectively. 

Note: The form of these commands includes an asterisk, which precedes the name of the 
command. 

For users preparing a class of documents, all of which have the same basic format, the use 
of personal commands can reduce both the work involved and the risk of inconsistency. 

Example 13 
(This example uses the macros defined above.) 
Source file contains: 

[f100][p11J[v121 

end of section.!1 
[*bhlNew Section Heading[*ehl 
This is start of new section ... 

Output appears: 

end of section. 

New Section Heading 

This is start of new section ... 
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CHAPTER Bl 

Introduction to the ITPS Composition System 

The ITPS commands are inserted into the body of a text file by the user to control the 
appearance of the typeset product. 

In the ITPS system, aU commands take one of the following forms: 

[command-code] or 
[command-code value(s)] or 
I command-code 

In the following chapters of Part B, each available command will be considered separately, 
and often in combination with other commands, to illustrate common uses of the command 
and restrictions which apply to the command. In all cases, examples are provided as mod
els which newer users may follow in designing their own documents. 

ACCESS CODES 

As well as commands, which affect the positioning of characters, ITPS also demands that 
"non-standard" characters be called up by codes, which in this manual will be referred to as" 
access codes. 

All "access codes" have one of the forms: 

+ x or 
lx, 

where, in either case, x is a "standard" (i.e. alphabetic, numeric or punctuation) character. 

The access codes may vary from font to font in meaning, e.g. in English Times face the 
code + k will result in the production of the character ©, whereas in Serif Gothic style, 
the same access code + k will produce the character 1,\: The user should refer to Appendix 
C and Appendix E for a complete list of all available characters in all available fonts, 
together with the appropriate access code for each. 

FORMAT OF PART B 

In the remainder of this Part, the following conventions will be adopted: 

1" Type set in U nivers style will represent exactly what the user would type in hislher file 
. .. text and commands. 

This is a sample of Univers style. 

2. The resultant output will generally be displayed in the style called English Times. (It will 
not always be possible to adhere to this standard ... in particular, when the output is 
supposed to have been generated with some other style in accordance with the ITPS 

command in the input file.) 
This is a sample of English Times. 

Bl-l 
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CHAPTER B2 
Basic Set-Up Commands 

In order to produce phototypeset material, certain fundamental decisions must be made 
concerning the basic style desired, and the commands necessary to effect this style must 
then be incorporated into the input (source) file as a command sequence preceding the first 
text characters in the file. These decisions are: 

• the output device to be used - generally the COMPUGRAPHIC 8400 machine, but pos
sibly the APS-5 machine located at Queensland Newspapers or (less frequently) a 
pseudo-typesetting device such as a Diablo terminal or line-printer 

• the initial typiface to be used 

• the pointsize to be employed initially 

• the leading (i.e. vertical space between lines) 

• the measure (or width) to which the initial copy is to be set. 

Note: If any of the terms above are not familiar to you, it is suggested that you read Part A of this manual. 

Remember that, unless default values are being used, the five commands corresponding to 
the five items above must be inserted at the very beginning of the file to be processed. 

Introductory Example 
Source file contains: Comments 

[*cg8400] Output to COMPUGRAPHIC 8400 

[f100] Use English Times face 

[p9] Use 9-point type, 

[v10] on lO-point leading 

[c16.0] Set 16 picas wide 

This short demonstration file illustrates 
the basic commands to be inserted at the beginning 
of any file destined for typesetting. If any are 
omitted (except the output device command), a system 
default value will be used. Text is input freely, with 
no thought of nal appearance ... this depends on the 
commands inserted, not on the "appearance" of the 
source file.!1 The command II will be explained later. 

Output appears: 
This short demonstration file illustrates the ba
sic commands to be inserted at the beginning of 
any file destined for typesetting. If any are om
itted (except the output device command), a 
system default value will be used. Text is input 
freely, with no thought of final appearance ... 
this depends on the commands inserted, not on 
the "appearance" of the source file. 

Each of the above commands will be discussed in more detail in subsequent chapters of this 
manual. 
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CHAPTER B3 
Output-Device Commands 

Since output can be directed to anyone of a variety of devices, each with its own distinc
tive set of characteristics (available typefaces, available characters, etc), it is necessary to 
advise the program JUSTIF of the intended destination of the file. 

The available devices, with the corresponding commands, are listed below: 

1. [*cg8400] COMPUGRAPHIC 8400 phototypesetter (at Prentice Computer Cen
tre) 

2. [*aps] 

3. [*diablo] 

4. [*lpt] 

Notes: 

APS-5 phototypesetter (at Queensland Newspapers) 

DIABLO terminal 

Normal lineprinter 

1. Only the COMPUGRAPHIC 8400 and APS-5 are genuine phototypesetting machines. The oth
ers do not have the capabilities normally expected in a typeset product, e.g. typeface 
changes, different sizes of type, varying character widths, etc. 

2. A number of typefaces are common to both phototypesetting machines, but each does 
have its own unique faces as well. Also, the characters available on the two machines 
are different. Simply changing the output-device command in the source file may result 
in unexpected changes in the output, because of the different character-sets. 

3. Unless there is a special reason for doing so, all files intended for typesetting should be 
directed to the COMPUGRAPHIC 8400 machine. 

It is very important to be aware of the fact that there is no default for this command and it 
must precede all text and all commands in the file. If the program JUSTIF is passed a file in 
which the first item in the file is not one of the above commands, then that file will be 
rejected. 
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CHAPTER B4 

Typeface Commands 

The available characters in any style (character-shape) are organized into jonts, i.e. collec
tions of characters of a common style. The available "text" styles include English Times (in 
a variety of text, italic, bold, bold italic, condensed and display forms), Baskerville, Mal
lard, Univers, Helios, Souvenir, Tiffany, University, Serif Gothic, Korinna Extrabold and 
Goudy Bold; in addition, there are "specialist" styles involving Greek-Mathematics sym
bols, phonetic symbols, and "logos". 

The complete list of fonts is shown in Appendix A, with a display for comparisons of 
style in Appendix B, and a character-listing in both Appendix C and Appendix E. 

Each font is identified by a unique "font number", as given in Appendix A. 

[f?] COMMAND 

Any available typeface can be called up at any time by the command 

[f?], where? is the font number of the desired typeface. 

The typeface so called up remains in effect until superseded by a later [f?] command, or 
special associated typeface command given later in this chapter. 

Notes: 
1. If no [f?] command is included near the beginning of the file (see Chapter B2), then the 

parameter? takes the default value 100. Referring to the table of Appendix A, this 
means that the default typeface is English Times. 

2. If an illegal value of ? is used (i.e. a value not given in Appendix A), then an error 
message is displayed during processing by JUSTlF, and no typeface change is effected. 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[fl00] 
The initial text is English Times Medium, but this 
may be changed to [fl02]bold style[f1 00] or 
[fl0l]italic style[fl00] at any time. 

Output appears: 
The initial text is English Times 
Medium, but this may be 
changed to bold style or italic 
style at any time. 

Point oj Style 

Except in special display work (e.g. advertising), it is generally accepted that all material in 
the one article, or book, or journal, etc. should be set essentially using only faces of the one 
"family", i.e. if the basic style is, say, English Times, then use only English Times, Times 
Bold, Times Italic, Times Bold Italic, etc ... do not mix in styles from other families such 
as Baskerville or Souvenir or Helios, etc. 

Notwithstanding the above remark, there will be occasions when a break to some 
different family (e.g. Univers) may be considered visually desirable for, say, headings. This 
is essentially a question of aesthetics and therefore subjective - but, if in doubt, it is prob
ably better to err on the side of conservatism. 
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Auxiliary Typeface Change Commands 

While any typeface change can be effected by means of just the [f?] command, other type
face commands are available for convenience in particular situations, and these are dis
cussed below. 

[ib] AND [fi] AND [fs] COMMANDS 

These commands call up the bold, italic and bold italic faces respectively corresponding to 
the typeface currently in effect (provided this related member of the typeface family exists). 

Thus, 
both [f100]Here is [f102]bold text 
and [f100]Here is [fb]bold text 

produce Here is bold text 

Similarly, 
both [fl00]Here is [f1 01 ]italic text 
and [f 1 OO]Here is [fi)italic text 

produce Here is italic text 

Likewise, 
both [f100]Here is [f103]bold italic text 

and [f100]Here is [fs]bold italic text 

produce Here is bold italic text 

Notes 
1. If the face called by any of [ib] or [fi] or [fs] does not exist (e.g. if [f160]-Rockwell 

Medium-is being used, there is no corresponding italic face (See Appendix A)), then, 
during the processing by JUSTIF, an error message will be displayed, and the typeface 
change command will be ignored. 

2. For all families of faces, the "medium" face is treated as the "regular" face. Where a 
"light" version of the face exists (e.g. Univers), this "light" face can only be called up by 
means of the [f?] command. 

3. The face invoked by any of the commands [ib] or [fi] or [fs] remains in effect until 
replaced by a face called up by either of the two commands [f?] or [fr] (see below). 

4. Note especially that the "regular" face should be the current face when the commands 
[fi], [ib] or [fs] are used. 

Another command of this type, viz. [fv] , also exists for reversing the current face. This 
command is discussed and demonstrated in Chapter 17. 

[fr] COMMAND 

Whenever [ib] or [fi] or [fs] is used, not only does the current typeface change, but also 
the previous font number is stored by the system. This original typeface may be restored as 
the current typeface by the command [fr]. 

Thus, 
both [f100]Here is [fb]bold text[fr] followed by normal style 

and [f100]Here is [f102]bold text[f100] followed by normal style 

produce Here is bold text followed by normal style 
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ONE-LINE TYPEFACE CHANGES - [wP], [wb], [wi], [ws] 

Again, for convenience, where a typeface change is required for just a single output line 
(e.g. a heading), instead of using 

either [f---l ... normal text 
[f---]Heading[f---] 
Normal text again 

or [f---] ... normal text 
[fb]Heading[fr] 
Normal text again 

we may use any of the commands [wf?] or [wb] or [wi] or [ws] in the following way: 

[f---] ... normal text 
[wb]Heading 
Normal text again 

i.e. the typeface change called up by any of these commands remains in effect for just a 
single output line, and then the typeface reverts automatically to the original face. 

[fm] AND [fm%] COMMANDS 

Certain phototypesetting machines, including the COMPUGRAPHIC 8400 and APS-5, have the 
capability to "slant" characters. 

This is achieved by the insertion of the command [fm] immediately before the first character 
to be slanted, and cancelled by inserting the command [fm %] immediately following the 
last character to be slanted, 
i.e. all characters between the commands [fm] and [fm %] will be slanted. 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[f500]Normal text [fmlfollowed by slanted,[fm%] followed by normal. 

Output appears: 
Normal text followed by slanted, followed by normal. 

Warning: 
While this command may be used with any typeface without error, it is not the general 
method for achieving italic text, except with special fonts (viz. the sans-serif fonts) such as 
Helios. With other families, the italic face has many differences from the "regular" face 
apart from its "slant". 
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CHAPTER B5 
Point size Commands 

The characters available in any font may be displayed in anyone of 30 available sizes of 
type, ranging from 5-point to 72-point. 

The available sizes are: 
5 6 7 

11.5 12 13 
26 28 30 

8 
14 
36 

8.5 
15 
42 

9 
16 
48 

9.5 
18 
54 

10 
20 
60 

10.5 
22 
66 

11 
24 
72 

Note: Point size is measured in units of the point. However, this measure is not a strict 
reference to the printing unit called a point (where 72 points are equivalent to one inch). 
Rather, 8-point type, say, is (arbitrarily) type of such vertical dimension that it will "com
fortably" sit between baselines separated by 8 points of space. But, character height of the 
same point size will vary considerably with typeface. 

[p)] COMMAND 

Any legitimate point size is called up at any time by the command 

[p?], where? denotes any value from the list above. 

The point size so called remains in effect till replaced via a subsequent [p?] command (or a 
[wp?] command-see later in this chapter). 

Note: If the [p?] command is omitted from the beginning of a file then the initial text, by 
default, is set in 10-point. 

Example 1 
Source file contains: 

[p9]This is an example showing [p12]LARGER[p9] and 
[p6]smaller[p9] type. 

Output appears: 
This is an example showing 
LARGER and smaller type. 

Example 2 
Source file contains: 

[p9]T[p 1 O]H[p 11]l[p 12]N[p 13]K [p 14]B[p 15]1[p 16]G 

Output appears: 

THINK BIG 
Example 3 

Source file contains: 
[p 18]T[p 7]HIS STYLE [p 10] demonstrates the use of 
a larger character as the initial character of a chapter, and also the 
style called "small caps" (and how to manufacture these when they are 
not directly available in a font). 

Output appears: 

T HIS STYLE demonstrates the use of a 
larger character as the initial character 
of a chapter, and also the style called 
"small caps" (and how to manufacture 
these when they are not directly avail
able in a font). 

Note: The reader should also refer to the modified form of the point size command discussed 
in Chapter B6. B5-1 



Auxiliary Pointsize Commands 

ONE-LINE POINTSIZE COMMAND - [wp?] COMMAND 

This command changes pointsize from its current value to the value nominated in the 
[wp?] command, but only Jor the remainder oj the current line, after which the original point size 
is automatically restored. 

(a) Issued at beginning oj line 
Source file contains: 

[p9]. .. end of paragraph.!1 
[wp121HEADING/I 
New paragraph ... 

Output appears: 
... end of paragraph. 
HEADING 
New paragraph ... 

(b) Issued in middle oj line 
Source file contains: 

[p9JThis paragraph contains a one-line-only 
pointsize command [wp12]in the middle of 
a line, so that it will remain in effect only until 
the end of the current output line. 

Output appears: 
This paragraph contains a one-line-only poin
tsize command in the middle of a line, 
so that it will remain in effect only until the end 
of the current output line. 

Note: Again, as with the one-line typeface change commands, the [wp?] command is useful 
in practice when setting single-line headings which require a point size change from the 
body text for emphasis. 

A voiding Illegal Pointsizes 

Since there is a limit (30) on the number of available pointsizes, there is always the risk of 
the user attempting to select an illegal pointsize. In particular, for users designing their 
own typesetting macros (see Chapter B19), the very real possibility exists that a point size is 
chosen as the result of a calculation, which could lead to attempts to call a point size which 
is not available. 

Three further point size commands are available to avoid this problem. 

[pr?], [pg?] AND [pF] COMMANDS 

(a) If the value? is legal (i.e. it is a member of the set of numbers at the beginning of this 
chapter), then each of these commands functions as the [pI] command for the same 

(b) 

value of ? / /' 

Where the value ? is not legal, each offhese three commands substitutes point sizes 
which are legal in the following ways:' 

(i) [pr?] selects the closest legal pointsize to the nominated value, 
e.g. [pr7.9] is replaced by [p8] 

[pr7.1] is replaced by [p7] 

(ii) [pg?] selects the closest legal point size greater than the specified size, 
e.g. [pg40] is replaced by [p42] 
Note: If the nominated value is greater than 72 (the maximum legal size), then [p72] is applied. 

(iii) [pl?] selects the closest legal pointsize less than the specified value, 
e.g. [p135] is replaced by [p30] 
Note: If the specified value is less than 5 (the minimum legal pointsize), then [p5] is applied. 
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CHAPTER B6 
Leading Commands 

Introductory Note: The term leading (pronounced "ledding") is defined as the "vertical" distance 
between successive lines of text, and is measured in points, or points and tenths of points. 
Commonly in books, journals, etc. leading is set 1 point greater than the current point size 
(but this can vary with certain typefaces, which may be "taller" than other typefaces of the 
"same" pointsize), 
e.g. this manual is set primarily in ll-point type with 12-point leading. (This is frequently 
referred to as setting "ii-point on 12-point" or just "lion 12-point".) 

The visual effect of using different leading is demonstrated below. 

[v?] COMMAND 

Leading is set or changed by the command 

[v?], where? is the desired leading value in points (e.g. [v10]), or points and 
tenths of points (e.g. [v10.5]). 

If this command is issued at the beginning of a new output line, it takes effect immediately; 
if it is issued in the middle of an output line, it does not take effect until the beginning of 
the next output line. Any leading command remains in force until replaced by another 
command of the same type, but may temporarily be replaced (for one line of output) by the 
command [wv] (see later in this chapter) or suspended (for one occasion) by such com
mands as /z and /q (see in Chapter B8). 

If the [v?] command is omitted at the beginning of a source file, it is set by the system to 
the value 12. 

Example 

Below are shown a number of samples of the same text set in the same style, with the same 
pointsize, but with different values defined for the leading. 

Source file contains: 
[*cg8400] 
[f100][p10] 
[v14] 
This is a series of demonstrations in 

English Times 10-point 
14-point leading 

which the style and size of type are kept constant, 
but the leading is progressively decreased, so that 
the visual effect of leading changes can be observed. 

Output appears: 
This is a series of demonstra-
tions in which the style and size 
of type are kept constant, but 
the leading is progressively de
creased, so that the visual effect 
of leading changes can be ob
served. 
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Source file contains: 
[*cg8400][f1 00][p1 0] 
[v12] 
This is a series of demonstrations in 

English Times 1O-point 

l2-point leading 

which the style and size of type are kept constant, 
but the leading is progressively decreased, so that 
the visual effect of leading changes can be observed. 

Output appears: 
This is a series of demonstra
tions in which the style and size 
of type are kept constant, but 
the leading is progressively de
creased, so that the visual effect 
of leading changes can be ob
served. 

Source file contains: 
[*cg8400][f110][p10] 
[v11] 

English Times lO-point 

ll-point leading 

This is a series of demonstrations in 
which the style and size of type are kept constant, 
but the leading is progressively decreased, so that 
the visual effect of leading changes can be observed. 

Output appears: 
This is a series of demonstra
tions in which the style and size 
of type are kept constant, but 
the leading is progressively de
creased, so that the visual effect 
of leading changes can be ob
served. 

Source file contains: 
[*cg8400][f11 O][p1 0] English Times lO-point 

[v 1 0] lO-point leading ... called "solid" when pointsize and 
This is a series of demonstrations in leading equal 

which the style and size of type are kept constant, 
but the leading is progressively decreased, so that 
the visual effect of leading changes can be observed. 

Output appears: 
This is a series of demonstra
tions in which the style and size 
of type are kept constant, but 
the leading is progressively de
creased, so that the visual effect 
of leading changes can be ob
served. 

Source file contains: 
[*cg8400][f11 O][p1 0) 
[v9] 

This is a series of demonstrations in 

English Times lO-point 

9-point leading 

which the style and size of type are kept constant, 
but the leading is progressively decreased, so that 
the visual effect of leading changes can be observed. 

Output appears: 
This is a series of demonstra
tions in which the style and size 
of type are kept constant, but 
the leading is progressively de
creased, so that the visual effect 
of leading changes can be ob
served. Note: too cramped!! 
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MODIFIED POINTSIZE COMMAND - [p?1,?2] 

Since point size and leading are closely related for best aesthetic effects, whenever poihtsize 
is changed, consideration should always be given to the probable need to alter leading cor
respondingly. Both can be changed within the single modified pointsize command 

Example 

[p?1,?2], where 
? 1 denotes the new pointsize to be used, and 
?2 denotes the new leading to be used. 

Source file contains: 
[p 10,111 Set 10-point type on ll-point leading 
This paragraph is set 1 a-point on l1-point 
leading. Both size and leading 
will be changed for the next paragraph. II 
[p 12, 14]This paragraph is set 12-pointSet 12-point type on 14-point leading 
on 14-point leading, both parameters being 
changed in the one command./1 

Output appears: 
This paragraph is set lO-point on 11-
point leading. Both size and leading will 
be changed for the next paragraph. 
This paragraph is set 12-point on 
14-point leading, both parameters 
being changed in the one com
mand. 

IMMEDIATE LEADING COMMANDS - [va?] AND [vr?] 

The two commands [va?] and [vr?] allow immediate movement, in either "vertical" direc
tion, by the amount (number of points or points and tenths of points) specified in the 
command, without affecting the normal leading between lines. 

To advance, use the [va?] command: 
(a) Source file contains: 

This demonstrates [va51the use of added leading 
within a line of text 

Output appears: 

This demonstrates the use of added lead
ing within a line of text 

(b) Source file contains: 
... end of section.!1 
[va 1 O]New section begins with extra vertical 
space preceding it for added emphasis. 

Output appears: 
... end of section. 

New section begins with extra vertical 
space preceding it for added emphasis. 

To reverse, use the [vr?] command: 

Source file contains: 
This [vr31shows [vr31an [vr3]uphill [vr31c1imb 

Output appears: 
uphill climb 

This shows an 

The example below shows the use of both immediate leading commands (together with 
point size commands) to generate superior numbers (superscripts), where these do not occur 
as characters in the font in use. 
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Example 
Source file contains: 
[p 1 O][v 111A superior number[vr3][p7129[p 1 O][va31 may be generated. 

Output appears: 
A superior number29 may be generated. 

Auxiliary Leading Commands 

(i) ONE-LINE LEADING CHANGE - [wv?] 

This command causes leading to be changed for just a single line, after which it reverts to 
its previously-used value. This can be convenient where added space is needed above and/ 
or below headings, between sections, etc. 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[p10][v11][c12.01 
This paragraph is included to show normal setting 
so that we may compare the changes caused 
by the insertion of the new command.[wv16.5]!1 
The new section is dropped 5.5 points 
(i.e. half a line) but then the initial value 
for the leading is used for all other lines. 

Output appears: 
This paragraph is included to 
show normal setting so that we 
may compare the changes 
caused by the insertion of the 
new command. 

The new section is dropped 5.5 
points (i.e. half a line) but then 
the initial value for the leading 
is used for all other lines. 

CANCEL LEADING FOR ONE LINE - [vz] COMMAND 

This command is a very special case of the [wv?] command ... it sets the leading value to 
zero for the next line set. 

Thus, it allows us to"print over" one line of text with other text. 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[vzlMistakes are easily made.!1 
[vzlxxxxxxxx/l 
[vr91Errors 

Output appears: 
Errors 
MNitxkn are easily made. 

Note: Where "zero leading" is required, in practice it is generally simpler to use the command Iz, described 
(with applications) in Chapter E8. 
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CHAPTER B7 
Measure (Width) Commands 

[c.?] COMMAND 

This command defines the width of the line within which the ITPS-IO programs must per
form the necessary hyphenation-justification functions. This width is referred to as the "col
umn measure". 

The parameter? is given in the picas. points notation, e.g. 
[c12.0] requests that output be justified to a measure of 12 picas 
[c18.6] requests justification to a measure of 18 picas and 6 points 
[e22.10] requests justification to a measure of 22 picas and 10 points. 

All subsequent text will be set to the nominated width, until amended by a later [e?] com
mand. The default value is 36 picas. 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[c12.0]AII text is initially set to a 
measure of 12 picas, because of the inital width 
command given.!1 
[c 18.0lThis paragraph is set half as wide again 
because it is preceded by a column-width command 
requesting an 18-pica measure.!1 
[c9.0]At any time, we can reduce the measure 
also by asking for the appropriate width./I 

Output appears: 
All text is initially set to a 
measure of 12 picas, because of 
the initial width command giv
en. 
This paragraph is set half as wide again because 
it is preceded by a column-width command re
questing an 18-pica measure. 
At any time, we can re-
duce the measure also 
by asking for the appro-
priate width. 

Note: In this chapter, the term "column" refers simply to "single-column" output. For multi
ple-column displays, the reader should refer to Chapters Bl2 and B18. 

[cm?] COMMAND 

Because of the physical size of the phototypesetting machines, there is a maximum width of 
chemically-treated paper which can pass through these machines. This, in turn, restricts 
the width to which copy may be set. This maximum width is 70 picas. 

However, the user may (and in some applications will have to) set the maximum width 
to a smaller figure than the default value of 70 picas. 

This is done by the command 

[em?], where ? is the desired maximum measure. Like the parameter of the 
[e?] command, ? is given in picas. points notation. 

The particular situation in which this command becomes necessary involves the setting of 
multiple columns of text ... see Chapter B18. 
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It should also be noted that, while there is no command for setting a minimum value for 
column measure, nevertheless the system does have such a restriction, viz. 2 picas, i.e. JUS

TIF will not accept the task of attempting to justify copy in a column less than 2 picas wide. 

[cz] COMMAND 

This command may be used to cancel any indents or tabs (see Chapters Bl0-B12 for de
scriptions of these) and hence restore the full measure defined in the most recent [c?] com
mand. 
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CHAPTER B8 
Quadding Commands 

If any collection of one or more whole or part lines is considered a "unit" (i.e. a "unit" may 
commonly be a paragraph or a heading, etc.), then we must issue a command to define 
how the final line of the "unit" is to be treated. 

This is because the final line is special in that it is not normally Justified. 

THE COMMANDS II AND Ir AND Ie 

In the simplest terms, there are three ways of handling a final line: 

(i) FLUSH LEFT 

or QUAD LEFT 

(ii) CENTRE 

or QUAD CENTRE 

The respective commands for these three treatments are: 

II to set the text flush left 

Ie to set the text centred 

Ir to set the text flush right 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[c15.0] 
Left Text/I. 
Centred Text/c 
Right Text/r 

Output appears: 
Left Text 

Centred Text 

Notes: 

Right Text 

(iii) FLUSH RIGHT 

or QUAD RIGHT 

1. After any of the commands II or Ie or Ir, the subsequent text will appear on a new 
output line. 

2. Normally units of text such as paragraphs are terminated with either II or Ip (see later 
in this chapter). Ie and Ir are used chiefly for display purposes (e.g. headings in papers 
or namesladdresses at beginnings or ends of documents). 

3. "Unnecessary" quadding commands result in blank lines being output, e.g. 

text AIIII 
text BII 

results in text A 

text B 
You may prefer to use the [va?] command to control additional spacing, since it is more 
flexible in the amount of leading which may be added. 
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QUAD PARAGRAPH COMMAND Ip AND [ip?J,?2,?3] COMMAND 

One primary decision to be made in the styling of most documents concerns the basic 
appearance of paragraphs and their relation to surrounding text, viz. 

• Is the introductory line of each paragraph to be indented? If so, by how much? 
• Do we require extra leading between paragraphs? If so, how much? 
• Are there are restrictions concerning when a new paragraph may be begun in 

relation to the bottom of a column or page? 

Points oj Style: 
While there are no absolute guidelines for decisions such as these (since they involve per
sonal preference and, even then, may vary from one document-type to another), neverthe
less it should be stressed for the user not familiar with typesetting conventions that matter 
of a "continuous-text" nature tends to be set "tighter" than typed material, i.e. 

• where initial lines of paragraphs are indented, the amount of such indent is nor
mally small compared to the standards usually adopted in typing 

• it is common (but not universal) practice not to include additional vertical space 
between paragraphs. (This decision is based largely on the type of document.) 

• whereas in typing it is common to refrain from commencing a new paragraph if 
few lines of the new paragraph will fit on the current page, in typesetting it is 
standard practice in most documents to aim for pages of equal length, so that 
new paragraphs are normally begun even when only sufficient space exists on the 
current page to fit the opening line of the new paragraph. Where headings, for 
example, are involved, the decision will usually be quite different. 

The command [ip?1,?2,?3] allows us to: 

(i) pre-define these general characteristics of all paragraphs: 
(a) the parameter ?1 defines in the picas.points notation the amount by which the 

introductory line of each new paragraph is to be indented 
(b) the parameter ?2 defines in points the additional leading to be inserted between 

paragraphs 
(c) the third parameter ?3 defines least amount of vertical space (in points) which must 

remain in the current column or page (see Chapter B18) if the new paragraph is 
to be begun in that column or on that page. If less space remains, a new column 
or page is begun instead. 

(ii) indicate the end of each paragraph by inserting the command Ip at this point in text, 
which then causes the following two effects: 
(a) the preceding text on the current output line is set flush lift on that line, and 
(b) the parameters defined in the preceding [ip?1,?2,?3] command are used to posi

tion the following text as a new paragraph relative to the paragraph just complet
ed. 

Note: Ip is interpreted simply as II unless a [ip.)J ,?2,?3] command is currently in effect. 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[c12.0][ipO.10,6,O) Indent first line of any new paragraph by 10 points, 

This is a short paragraph to and add 6 points extra leading between paragraphs. 

show how the "quad para" command 
works./p 
Note the extra leading forced 
before the first line, and the 
indent of the first line.!1 

Output appears: 
This is a short paragraph to 
show how the "quad para" 
command works. 

Note the extra leading forced 
before the first line, and the in
dent of the first line. 
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Note on Parameter ?3 
Until you have need to use the commands discussed in Chapter B18, it is suggested that 
when using the command [ip?1,?2,?3] you should always set the parameter ?3 to the value 
zero. 

Hanging Indents 

Note: The general area of indenting is extended in Chapters BiD-Bi1. Both here and there, users familiar with 
"word-processing" packages will have to learn to avoid "counting characters" when attempting indenting ... re
member that, generally, any two given characters will have different widths. 

Another common style for "units" of text is referred to as a "hanging indent", and this is 
illustrated below in a sample of typical bibliographic material. 

Bell, M.W. (1979), Typesetting For Beginners, Creative Press, 
London. 

Cross, P.A. and Double, W.P. (1978), The Effects of Compu
terization on the Printing Industry, John Brown and 
Sons, Birmingham. 

Williamson, J.L. (1982), Phototypesetting and Me: Survival of 
the Fittest, Jovial Publications, London. 

Notice that, in this style, the first line of each item (or unit) is set flush left at the margin 
and all other lines are indented. Thus, it appears as the opposite of the normal paragraph
style discussed in the previous section of this chapter. However, it is generated in much the 
same fashion - one command to define the necessary parameters and a second command to 
indicate the point of execution. 

[ih.)] AND [ih %] AND Ih COMMANDS 

The command [ih?] defines the size of the indent (in picas. points notation) for turn-over 
lines in "paragraphs" (or items) following any subsequent Ih command. 

Example 1 
Source file contains: 

[c24.0][f1 00][p1 0][vl1] 
[ih2.6]/h Define indent-hang to be 2 picas 6 points. The cam

Bell, M.W. (1979). [f101]Typesetting mand Ih is necessary to cause thejirst item to conform 

For Beginners[f1 00). Creative to the pattern. 

Press, London./h 
Cross, P.A. and Double, W.P. (1978). 
[f101]The Effects of Computerization 
on the Printing Industry[f1 00). 
John Brown and Sons, Birmingham./h 
Williamson, J.L. (1982). [f101]Phototypesetting 
and Me: Survival of the 
Fittest[f 100). Jovial Publications, London./h 

Output appears as shown near the top of this section. 

To cancel the hanging-indent style, the command [ih %] has to be inserted. After this has 
been done, no further Ih commands should be issued. However, if they are, they are inter
preted as simple II commands. 

Note: It is not sufficient just to refrain from using the Ih command to "cancel" the [ih?] 
command, since once the indent has begun it will continue until cancelled properly with 
the [ih %] command. 
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The following example gives another possible use for this combination of commands. No
tice this time that even the first line is involved in alignment. 
Note: The symbols +. and 1m appearing in this example will be explained in Chapter 9. 

Example 2 
Source file contains: 

[c 1 5. O][f 1 OO][p 12J[ih 1.6] 
+ ./mThis is the first item in a list, each being 
marked with a "bullet"./h 
+ ./mNote that each "bullet" sits at the margin, 
and the subsequent text is aligned./h 
[ih%] 

Output appears: 
• This is the first item in a list, 

each being marked with a 
"bullet" . 

• Note that each "bullet" sits at 
the margin, and the subse
quent text is aligned. 

The success of this example relied on a knowledge of actual widths of various characters, 
and doesn't represent a general approach. 

Further techniques concerning indentations and vertical alignment are discussed in Chap
ters B10-B12. 

Multi-quadded lines 

On occasions, we may wish to have two pieces of text appear on the same line of output, 
but to be positioned horizontally on that line in different ways, e.g. 

Item 
Pointsize 
Leading 

Quad leji 
in column 

Page No. 
17 
29 

Quad right 
in column 

While the above style can be achieved by use of the normal leading commands (11, Ic and I 
r) in conjunction with the "reverse leading" ([vr?]) command, there are special quadding 
commands available for such situations (apart from other special quadding commands asso
ciated with the setting of tab-stops ... see Chapter B12). 

/z AND Iq COMMANDS 

The Iz (or quad zero) command operates as the II command, except that the normal leading is 
suppressed, so that subsequent text will be positioned on the same line as the preceding text, 
but under the control of its own quadding command. Thus: 

Example 1 
Source file contains: 

[c12.0] 
1./zPointsizes/c 
Il.IzTypefaces/c 

Output appears: 
I. Pointsizes 
II. Typefaces 

Source file contains: 
[c12.0] 
[f1 01]ltem/zPage No.[f11 Ol/r 
Pointsize/z 1 7/r 
Leading/z29/r 

Output appears: 
Item 
Pointsize 
Leading 

Page No. 
17 
29 BS-4 



Note that 
... Text AIz ... Text B/I 

would cause ... Text B to overprint ... Text A. 
So, usually, the command Iz will be followed by a quadding command other than II (or an 
indent - see Chapter BlO). 

The command Iq (quad middle) functions in a similar way-the preceding text is set flush 
left and the following text is positioned on the same line (usually) by means of its own 
distinct quadding command (usually Ir). However, it differs from the command Iz in that 
Iz treats the preceding and following text as separate lines (even if it places them on the same 
output line), whereas Iq does not cause a line-break between the two pieces of text. If the text 
following the Iq command does not fit into the remainder of the column width, then the Iq 
command is ignored and normal justification takes place. 

The command Iq is especially important when the space on a line between two pieces of 
text set at either margin is to be filled with leaders (see Chapter B13), whereas it is of little 
use in the alignment of lists (See Chapter BlO, with use of Iz). 

FORCE JUSTIFY COMMAND Ij 

This command forces a given output line to be justified on a particular nominated charac
ter. 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[*cg8400][fl OO][p 1 O][v11 ][c15.0] 
This is a brief example to show how 
lines may be forced to justify 
at a particular character to avoid 
unwanted hyphenation, or for other 
reasons.!1 

"N atural" output appears: 
This is a brief example to show how 
lines may be forced to justify at a parti
cular character to avoid unwanted hy
phenation, or for other reasons. 

If we desire to "re-format" the same text, with the same parameters, so that the second 
output line ends after the word "a" (rather than the first syllable of the word "particular", 
then the source file is edited to replace the space between the words "a" and "particular" with 
the command Ij, as shown below: 

Source file amended to contain: 

at a/jparticular character to avoid 

Note: The command Ij is used instead oj, not as well as, the space between the words. If the space is 
not removed, it remains as a character so that the last character of one line or the first character of the 
next will be a space! In either case, the relevant line will appear unjustified. 

"Modified" output now appears: 
This is a brief example to show how 
lines may be forced to justify at a 
particular character to avoid unwanted 
hyphenation, or for other reasons. 

Note: By forcing the line-ending of the second output line in this way, the line-ending of the third line was 
altered also because of the extra characters forced to the beginning of this line. In this case, it had the effect of 
removing another hyphenation. 

In general, when the command Ij is used to alter a line-ending, the endings of some or all of the subsequent 
lines may (but not necessarily) be changed also. 

The command Ij is useful especially to remove undesirable hyphenations, and to allow the 
insertion of inter-page material such as folios (page numbers) and running heads (page 
titles) at nominated "page breaks" (see Chapter B18). 

Important Note: Ij cannot be used to force more characters into a line than will fit naturally. 
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QUAD MAYBE COMMAND - I? 

As shown earlier in this chapter, additional quadding commands normally produce blank 
lines in output. If a macro (see Chapter B19) is being used, it may not be clear to the 
operator entering the text and commands whether or not some necessary quadding com
mand has already been included within the macro itself. To avoid this problem, it may be 
prudent to use the command I? in the macro. Its effect is 

(a) to be ignored if it is immediately preceded by another quadding command (i.e. no 
extra blank lines are inserter!) 

(b) to be interpreted as /1 if it is not immediately preceded by another quadding com
mand. 

QUADDING COMMANDS WITH TABS 

Where tab stops have been set, special quadding commands apply to position text between 
tabs and then move to the next tab stop. These are discussed in Chapter B12. 
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CHAPTER B9 
Access Codes 

Each font contains 118 "visible" characters, and also implicitly has additional "invisible" 
characters which represent the various "fixed spaces" which may be generated. (Fixed 
spaces are spaces which are not affected during the justification process). As a result, each 
font contains more characters than there are keys on a normal terminal keyboard. 

Also, some keyboard characters may not correspond to any character in some fonts and, 
conversely, some characters in some fonts will not correspond to any keyboard character. 

Thus, some mechanism has to be employed to allow the user to access any available 
character despite the physical restrictions imposed by the terminal keyboard. 

In this system, the following conventions are adopted: 
• Wherever possible, typing any keyboard character will generate that same character (or 

its nearest equivalent), provided 
1. that character is available in the current typeface 
2. the character typed is not any of I or [ or ] or + or = or @, all of which are 

interpreted in a special way by the typesetting programs, nor the characters < and 
>. 

Thus, typing the keyboard character "asterisk" will result in the character * being output 
in any font in which this character exists, 
typing the keyboard character" (up-arrow) will generate the lower-case circumflex char
acter if it is a member of the current font collection. 
Note: If "double quotes" are required, do not use the "double-quote" key on the termi
nal- use two single quotes (opening or closing) as the case may be. 

• All other characters are referenced by an access code which takes one of the forms 
Ix or + x 

where x is a normal alphabetic, punctuation, or numeric character. 
Thus, combination-symbols such as M, 1= , 16, + C, +:, + 8 will be used to access 
"special" characters. 

Where these characters are required, but do not exist in the current typeface, it will 
be necessary to issue a typeface-change command prior to using the appropriate access 
code. 

• In the normal "text" faces, the same access code is reserved for the one character from 
face to face - where it does not exist, the code will be ignored. 
Thus the code + I will always generate either V' or nothing at all in these commonly
used styles. 
For faces containing a range of more specialised characters (e.g. Maths/Greek series), 
this consistency of access coding cannot be maintained. 

For a complete list of character-availability and matching access-codes, the user should con
sult Appendix E in particular. 

SPECIAL CHARACTERS - / AND [ AND 1 AND + AND = AND @ 

Because of their special significance to JUSTIF (in connection with commands, access codes 
and macros), these particular six characters are never accessed by their single keyboard 
equivalent - they must be accessed by a combination code; furthermore, if they exist in the 
current font, they are always accessed by the particular access codes indicated below: 

Access code I I produces the character I 
Access code I[ produces the character [ 
Access code I] produces the character] 
Access code /@ produces the character @ 
Access code I = produces the character = 
Access code I + produces the character + 

Also, these access codes are never used for generating any other character. 
Note: The printing characters indicated above are not available in ali typefaces. 
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ACCESS CODES FOR FIXED SPACES 

Another special group of "characters", which are always accessed by the same code, irrespec
tive of current typeface, are the "fixed space characters". These are not true characters, but 
rather instructions to move the carriage of the phototypesetting machine horizontally by 
some fixed amount, which is not disturbed during the justification process. Since they are 
movements rather than characters, it follows that they are available in all typefaces. 

The complete list of fixed spaces, togther with their individual access codes, follows: 

Access code 1m produces an "em-space", which is approximately equal to the width 
of the character "M" 

Access code In produces an "en-space", which is approximately equal in width to 
one-half of an "em-space", but (more importantly), in all faces except Florentine 
Script, has the same width as a numeric character (and is therefore very useful 
in tables for achieving alignment). 

Access code Ii produces a "thin-space", which is approximately one-third the width 
of an "em-space", and always has the width of certain punctuation symbols (. 
and, in particular) in any typeface ... again to assist is alignment. 

Access code 10 produces a "unit space", which is the smallest horizontal movement 
the user may request. Unit spaces may be used to produce fine adjustment 
between characters which appear too close. 

Access code Ig produces a "figure-space" which, for the COMPUGRAPHIC 8400, is iden-
tical to the en-space. 

Access code If produces a "fixed space" of approximately one-third of an "em-space". 

Access code I; produces a "thut", which is a slightly expanded en-space. 

Access code I: produces a "bolt", which is a slightly expanded thin-space. 

In accessing these fixed spaces, upper- and lower-case characters may be used interchange
ably, i.e. codes In and IN are treated identically. (This is not true for other access codes.) 

ACCESS CODES FOR DASHES 

It is not uncommon that, in a single article or document, dashes of different lengths may 
be required. The list of common dashes and their access codes is given below: 

Access code - (keyboard hyphen character) produces the hyphen character (-). 
Access code + - (keyboard combination plus-hyphen) produces the "en-dash" 

character (-), if it exists in the font. 
The en-dash is typically used in expressing dates (1939-45), pages (pp. 
234-367), etc. 

Access code _ (keyboard character underscore) produces the character "em-dash" 
(- ). 
The em-dash may be used to indicate an interruption in sentence structure, 
e.g. 
Typesetting programs - such as JUSTIF - are available. . 

Access code + s (keyboard combination plus-s) produces the chara,cte"r "minus sym
bol" ( - ), when it exists in the current typeface 

Remember: 
1. It is worth the effort to use these characters in the correctw~y to improve the appear-

ance of the final product. . 
2. The complete list of access codes for all typefaces is supplied in Appendix E. 
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CHAPTER Bl0 

Simple Indents 

The column command [c?) establishes the existence of two margins - a left margin set auto
matically and a right margin separated from the left margin at the distance specified in the 
[c?] command. 

An indent allows either or both of these margins to be changed temporarily. 

In this chapter we will consider only the simplest indent forms - those which are most com
monly used; more sophisticated techniques are explained and illustrated in the following 
chapter. 

Thus, we need commands to indicate: 
• whether the indent is to be applied to the left margin, or the right margin, or both 
• the size of the relevant indent 
• when to cancel (or kill) the indent. 

liP] AND [il %] COMMANDS - LEFT INDENT 

The [il?) command, where? indicates the size of the indent in picas. points notation, causes 
a left indent to be set up at the beginning of the next output text line, and to continue until 
killed by an [il%) command (or an [i%] command ... see later in this chapter). 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[c20.0] 
This initial paragraph shows regular setting to the full 
margins, so that the indent of the next paragraph 
can be compared with it./I 
[iI5.0lThe command given at the start of this paragraph 
requests a left-indent of 5 picas, with no effect on the right 
margin./1 
[il%]Now the indent has been killed, as we see from the output./I 

Output appears: 
This initial paragraph shows regular setting to the full 
margins, so that the indent of the next paragraph can 
be compared with it. 

The command given at the start of this 
paragraph requests a left-indent of 5 pi
cas, with no effect on the right margin. 

Now the indent has been killed, as we see from the 
output. 

fir?] AND [ir%] COMMANDS - RIGHT INDENT 

These commands are identical in function and application to their [il-) counterparts, except 
that the indent created affects the right margin only. 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[c20.0] 
This initial paragraph will show where the regular 
margins have been set, so that we may check that 
the indents have worked.!1 
[ir5.0lThis paragraph will still align on the 
left margin, but will be indented by 5 picas 
at the right margin.!1 
[ir%lThe right-indent has now been cancelled, so this 
final paragraph will set back to the original margins.!1 
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Output appears: 
This initial paragraph will show where the regular 
margins have been set, so that we may check that the 
indents have worked. 
This paragraph will still align on the left 
margin, but will be indented by 5 picas 
at the right margin. 
The right-indent has now been cancelled, so this final 
paragraph will set back to the original margins. 

[ib.)] AND [ib%] COMMANDS - BOTH-SIDES INDENT 

Again, this pair of commands is identical in function and application to both the [il-] and 
[ir-] pairs of commands, except that the indent is applied to both the left and right margins. 

Notes: 
1. Since only one parameter is supplied, it follows that this command allows only a "balanced" indent, i.e. an 

indent of the same dimension is applied to the left and right margins. 
2. If a "biased" indent is required, i.e. the left indent and the right indent are different in size, then both the 

liP] command and the fir?] command must be applied simultaneously, rather than the rib?] command. 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[c24.0][p10][v11] 
In this example, the main text is to be 
set 10 on 11 point to a measure of 24 picas. 
There will also be a section representing 
an extract from some other publication 
(often called a "block quote"), shown 
below:/I 
[ib2.0][p9][v10] 
The extract will be displayed differently 
from the main text, firstly by indenting 
it by 2 picas on each side. Note the 
command which requests this feature.!1 
[ib%][p10][v11]1n this case, the extract has been made more distinctive by 
setting it is a smaller type size (and correspondingly 
smaller leading) than the main body type. 
(We should have adjusted the spacing where the 
leading changed.)/I 

Output appears: 
In this example, the main text is to be set 10 on 11 point to a 
measure of 24 picas. There will also be a section representing an 
extract from some other publication (often called a "block 
quote"), shown below: 

The extract will be displayed differently from the main text, 
firstly by indenting it by 2 picas on each side. Note the com
mand which requests this feature. 

In this case, the extract has been made more distinctive by set
ting it is a smaller type size (and correspondingly smaller leading) 
than the main body type. (We should have adjusted the spacing 
where the leading changed.) 

[i%] COMMAND - CANCEL ALL INDENTS 

Any, or all, of the commands [il?] , fir?] or lib?] in effect at any time may be cancelled by 
the single "kill-alI-indents" command [i%]. 

Recall also, from Chapter B 7, that the command [cz] also cancels any current indents, 
to restore the previously-defined column measure. 
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Hanging Indents 

COMMANDS [ih.)] AND [ih%] AND Ih 

While the hanging indent commands [ih?], [ih %] and Ih were introduced in Chapter B8, 
they are included here also for the sake of completeness. 

Recall that the command [ih?] establishes the size of the indent in picas. points notation, and 
the command Ih signifies that: 

• the current line is to be set flush left 
• the next line should be set flush left to the jull measure 
• all subsequent lines should have a left indent of the size nominated in the command, 

I.e. the left indent is "delayed" or "suspended" for a single output line. 

The reader is referred back to Chapter B8 for examples showing some applications of this 
command. 

Further Examples Involving Indents 

In particular, some attention should be given to the construction of lists, such as: 
1. This is a model of an item in a typical list-display, 

with each item of the list indicated by an Arabic 
numeral. 

2. Notice that when the text of the item exceeds a sin
gle output line, the "turn-over" lines have to align 
with the first text character of the initial line of the 
item. 

3. The general appearance resembles the "hanging in
dent", except for the question of alignment in the 
first line of each item. 

While there is the basic structure of a hanging indent here, it is not really a suitable appli
cation for the [ih?] command, because it requires knowledge of widths of individual 
characters to know "how far" to move from the numeral to the first text character in the 
opening line of each item. 

For those already familiar with tab settings, this display cannot be easily achieved with tabs 
either, because of the need for turnover lines to be indented. . 

One technique which is useful in this situation involves the combined use of the commands 
Iz and [il?], as shown in the following example. 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[c20.0][f1 00][p9][v 10] 
1./zlil1.3JThis is the first item of a list generated 
to show the use of the "quad zero" command as an aid 
in building indented Iists.!1 
[il%]2./z[iI1.3]Don't forget to kill the indent 
before commencing each new item of the list. 
Notice that alignment is correct./I 
[il%]Don't forget to cancel the indent at the 
end of the list also!/I 

Output appears: 
1. This is the first item of a list generated to show the use 

of the" quad zero" command as an aid in building in
dented lists. 

2. Don't forget to kill the indent before commencing each 
new item of the list. Notice that alignment is correct. 

Don' t forget to cancel the indent at the end of the list also! 
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Explanatory Note: 
With reference to the example above, the question can still be asked-"How was the indent value 1.3 chosen?" 
There are two possible ways of determining a suitable indent size: 
1. The programs WIDTH and HEDFIT discussed in Chapter C2 can be used. These programs allows us to 

nominate the typeface and size of type to be applied to a given string of text, and they inform us of the 
width required to accommodate this string. 

2. A working "rule of thumb" is to count each pair of characters as an "em" in the pointsize being used, and 
then convert this (by proportion) to a picas. points measure considering that in 12-point type, an "em" is 1 
pica. 
Example: Consider the string "(vi) " being set in, say, 10-point type. 
Then, this string consists of 2.5 ems, i.e. 2 picas 6 points in 12-point type, i.e. 10/12 of 2 picas 6 points in 
lO-point type, i.e. 2 picas 1 point. 
In general, an indent estimated in this way will normally be a little large, i.e. in the example immediately 
above, we could try a neat 2 picas (especially) as the characters "i", "(" and ")" in the string are all "narrow" 
characters anyway. 

Note that where there is no possibility of turnover lines, then either tabs may be used, or 
else you may use fixed spaces, as indicated in the following example. 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[c20.0][fl 00][p9][v 10] 
1./mThis is item 1./1 
2./mThis is item 2.!1 
3./mThis is item 3, etc.!1 

Output appears: 
1. This is item 1. 
2. This is item 2. 
3. This is item 3, etc. 

Warning: 
But, if, say, alphabetic tags (e.g. (a), (b), (c), etc.) are to be employed (or Roman-num
bered tags ... (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), etc.), then the method of fixed spaces shown above col
lapses because different alpahabetic characters have different widths, whereas all numeric 
characters have the same widths; this, then, marks a radical departure from a technique 
often used in typing to achieve alignment in listed material. 

For alphabetic and Roman-numbered lists, the /z-[il?] combination is still applicable. 
The only problem is the selection of the size of indent to use. 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[f100][pl0][vll][c16.0] 
This is an example of a Iist:!1 
(i)/z[iI2.0]A suitable indent is chosen to ensure 
that the first text character of the item 
clears the Roman-numbered tag attached to that item.!1 
[il%](ii)/z[iI2.0]With this technique, turnover lines 
will be indented correctly also.!1 
[il%](iii)/z[iI2.0]Don't forget to cancel the indent 
after each item has been inserted.!1 
[il%][va41Don't forget to kill the indent after the 
last item too!/I 

Output appears: 
This is an example of a list: 
(i) A suitable indent is chosen to ensure 

that the first text character of the 
item clears the Roman-numbered tag 
attached to that item. 

(ii) With this technique, turnover lines 
will be indented correctly also. 

(iii) Don't forget to cancel the indent af
ter each item has been inserted. 

Don't forget to kill the indent after the last 
item too! 

While the above techniques will probably be adequate for most common applications, there 
are circumstances for which more sophisticated routines are required, or where these basic 
techniques prove cumbersome. The techniques demonstrated in the following chapter, and 
also Chapter B 12, may assist in such situations. 
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CHAPTER B11 
More Complex Indents 

The commands of this chapter are less less likely to be used regularly by many users, al
though there will be particular applications for which they will find extensive use. 

The "picture-notch" group 

In the commands [i1?], [ir?], and [ib?]given that the command is issued at the beginning 
of a new "unit", the indent is applied immediately and continues until cancelled by the inser
tion of the appropriate cancelling command or a replacement command of the same kind. 

In the [ih?]-/h combination, the presence of the Ih commands indicates to delay the appli
cation of the indent for one full line and then continue the indent until another Ih command 
is encountered. 

Sometimes, however, we need an indent of specified magnitude to begin at some 
nominated point and to continue for just some specified depth (expressed either in pi
cas. points notation or in terms of a known number of lines). 

Illustrations of this include: 

Illustration 1 

T his is an example of a style, re
ferred to as a "dropped capital", 

used to highlight beginnings of major 
sections. 

Illustration 2 
Sometimes we have to leave room in an 
article for the later insertion of a pho
tograph or a map or a 
diagram, etc. which has 
to appear in a certain 
position within the text. This gap is 
sometimes called a "picture-notch". 

The "normal" text is indented for just two lines to ac

commodate the large introductory capital. 

The size of the photograph (etc) determines both the 

magnitude of the indent and the depth for which the 

indent is to continue. This depth is expressed in pi

cas. points notation, which can be converted to "lines of 

text" if the leading of the body text is known. Here, the 

indent is also delayed for 2 lines. 

Notice that, in both cases, the point in text at which the indent is to stop (and, in the 
second illustration, the point in text at which it is to begin) are not known in advance. 

This broad category of style can be otained by use of the commands discussed below. 

[hPj ,?2,~31 COMMAND 

This command is used to generate a "picture-notch" on the lift side of the current column. 
This picture notch could be filled at a later time (as in Illustration 2 above) with a map, 
diagram, photograph, etc., or immediately with a character (or characters), such as the large
sized character used in Illustration 1 above. 

In this command, 
• the first parameter ?1 signifies the size of the required left-indent in the picas.points nota

tion. 
• the second parameter ?2 indicates the number of full lines to be set before beginning 

the left-indent, i.e. it is the "delay factor" in lines. 
A value of zero is taken to mean to begin the left-indent immediately (as in Illustra
tion 1 above). 

• the third parameter ?3 denotes the number of lines for which the indent is to contin
ue. 
This time, a value of zero is used to indicate that the left-indent is to continue until 
an appropriate "cancel"-command is met (see later in this chapter). 
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Thus, 
[hI2.6,2,5] 

[hI5.3,O,2] 

[hI2.0,,6] 
[hI3.3] 

indicates 2 full lines, then 5 lines with a left-indent of 2 picas 6 points, then 
full lines again. 
indicates an immediate left-indent of 5 picas 3 points, to be cancelled after it 
has been in effect for 2 lines. 
is interpreted as [h12.0,O,6] 
is identical to both [hl3.3,O,O] and [il3.3]. 

[hr?l ,?2,?3] AND [hb?1,?2,?3] COMMANDS 

These are identical in function and application to the [hI? 1 ,?2 ,?3] command, except that 
[hr?I,?2,?3] causes a right-indent to be produced, and [hb?J ,?2,?3] causes a both-sides 
indent. 

Returning to the opening illustrations, the source files used to produce these (using the 
"picture-notch" commands) are: 
(a) [fl00][pll][v12][c16.0] 

[p28]T/z[pl1][vr12][hll.9,O,2]his is an example of 
a style, referred to as a "dropped capital", used to highlight 
beginnings of major sections. II 

(b) [fl OO][pl1 ][v12][c16.0] 
[hr6.0,2,3]Sometimes we have to leave room 
in an article for the later insertion 
of a photograph or a map or a 
diagram, etc. which has to appear in a certain position 
within the text. This gap is sometimes called a "picture-notch" ./1 

,Voles Oil (a):II 
1. Notice how the "dropped capital" has been inserted with the use of the [va.?] and [vr?] com

mands - effectively "filling in" the "picture-notch". 
2. The size of the indent chosen to accommodate the "dropped capital" has been done here on a trial-and-error 

basis. 

[hl%] AND [hr%] AND [hb%] COMMANDS 

These three commands kill the corresponding "picture-notch" indents. However, there are 
other commands which also cancel or replace the "picture-notch" group, and a complete 
table is provided below: 

Command Cancel-Commands 

[hI?I,?2,?3] [hI%] [hb%] [i%] [cz] 
Another [hI? I,? 2,? 3] command 
Another [hb?I,?2,?3] command 

[hr?I,?2,?3] [hr%] [hb%] [i%] [cz] 
Another [hr? I,? 2,? 3] command 
Another [hb?I,?2,?3] command 

[hb?I,?2,?3] [hb%] [i%] [cz] 
[hI?I,?2,?3] affects left-indent only 
[hr?I,?2,?3] affects right-indent only 
[hI %] kills left-indent only 
[hr %] kills right-indent only 

Multiple-parameter sets 

Where a number of "notches" are involved, all of the commands, [hI-], [hr-] and [hb-], 
accept up to six sets of parameter-triples (? 1 )2,?3), with each set taking effect once the preced
ing set has been executed. The sets of three values are separated from each other by semi
colons, as shown below: 
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Example 
Source file contains: 

[f100][p10][v11][c16.0] 
[hI2.0,1 ,3;3.6,2,2] This example illustrates how a sequence 
of left picture notches may be generated 
from a single command, in which a sequence 
of parameter triples are supplied. 
Once the first set of parameters has been executed, 
the second set is applied, and so on until 
all the parameter sets have been used, or the text 
is exhausted./1 

Output appears: 
This example illustrates how a sequence of 

left picture notches may be generated 
from a single command, in which a 
sequence of parameter triples are sup-

plied. Once the first set of parameters has 
been executed, the second set is applied, 

and so on until all the parameter 
sets have been used, or the text is 

exhausted. 

If the depth of the notch is known in terms of lines, then the [hl-], [hr-], [hb-] commands 
are adequate; where the depth is known in picas. points terms then, since we generally 
know the leading applied to the text, the same commands still suffice, since division of the 
picas. points measure by the leading-value yields the number of lines. 

However, in circumstances where the leading may change from one revision of the docu
ment to another (or for those whose arithmetic is suspect!), there are corresponding com
mands which allow the depth to be specified in the picas. points notation rather than the 
"number of lines" form. 

But, this group of "notch" commands begin immediately - a "number-oHines"-delay cannot be 
specified. 

[IP1,?2] AND [lr!1,.!2] AND [lb?1,?2] COMMANDS 

In this group of commands, 
• the parameter?l specifies the size of the indent-in picas. points notation 
• the parameter ?2 specifies the depth (in picas. points notation) for which the indent is 

to continue. 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[f100][p10][v11][c16.0] 
[114.0,3.6] 
The introductory command calls for a left-indent 
to be applied immediately, and to continue for a 
depth of 3 picas and 6 points (i.e. 42 points). 
Since the leading for the text has been set at 11-point, 
we expect the indent to be cancelled after 4 lines 
have been set, since it is only then that the 
specified depth of 42 points is exceeded.!1 

Output appears: 
The introductory command calls 
for a left-indent to be applied 
immediately, and to continue 
for a depth of 3 picas and 6 

points (i.e. 42 points). Since the leading for 
the text has been set at II-point, we expect 
the indent to be cancelled after 4 lines have 
been set, since it is only then that the speci
fied depth of 42 points is exceeded. 

[11%] AND [Ir%] AND [lb%] COMMANDS 

The "cancel-indent" commands are applied as for the corresponding "picture-notch" com
mands discussed earlier in this chapter. 
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The "skew" group 

"Skews" are"notches" in which the size of the indent is not constant, but varies from line to 
line in a regular fashion. 

As usual, the command may be applied to the left margin, or the right margin, or to 
both margins simultaneously. 

The major difference is the variation in size of indent, which ranges either from zero to a 
maximum specified value (for so-called "positive" skews) or from a maximum specified val
ue to zero (for "negative" skews). The increment or decrement in the indent-value from line 
to line is calculated automatically by the system once the depth of the skew has been nomi
nated. 

POSITIVE SKEW COMMANDS - [sUl,.)2] AND [sr.)1,)2] AND [sb?1,.)2] 

In a "positive skew", the first line is set to the full measure, and then an indent of increasing 
size is applied to successive lines over a nominated depth ?2, until the final line in this 
range is indented b.y the maximum amount ? 1, after which the indent is automatically 
killed, and setting is resumed at the full measure. 

Both? 1 and ?2 are specified in the picas. points notation. 

A left-indent of this kind is applied by the [sl] form of this group of commands, a right
indent by the [sr] form, and a both-sides-indent by the [sb] form, as shown in the example 
below. 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[c20.0](f100](p10](v11] 
[sI8.6,7.4]ln this initial section, we are 
applying a progressive left indent, beginning at 
zero and increasing to 8 picas 6 points in a depth 
of 7 picas 4 points. 
Since the leading is 11 point and the depth is 7 picas 4 points 
(i.e. 88 points)' we expect the full indent to be reached in 
8 lines of text, after which full measure should be resumed. 
This means that the indent should increase from 0 to 
8 picas 6 points in 8 lines, so that the indent should 
increase by a little over 1 pica each line./1 
[sr3.6,2.9]Now a demonstration of a positive 
right skew is presented, with the size of the skew 
increasing to 3 pica 6 points over a depth of 
2 picas 9 points (i.e. 33 points, or 3 lines in 
11-point leading), after which the indent is 
automatically cancelled.ll 
[sb5.0A.7]Finally, we have an example 
of what a good diet can do, if we stick to it! 
Here, there is a balanced both-sides indent, 
increasing by 1 pica each side each line until a depth of 
5 lines has been reached, after which full setting is restored. 
This kind of setting may be useful for posters or other display work.ll 
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Output appears: 
In this initial section, we are applying a progressive 

left indent, beginning at zero and increasing to 8 
picas 6 points in a depth of 7 picas 4 points. 

Since the leading is 11 point and the depth is 
7 picas 4 points (i.e. 88 points), we expect 

the full indent to be reached in 8 lines 
of text, after which full measure 

should be resumed. This means 
that the indent should increase 

from 0 to 8 picas 6 points in 8 lines, so that the in
dent should increase by a little over 1 pica each line. 
Now a demonstration of a positive right skew is pre
sented, with the size of the skew increasing to 3 
pica 6 points over a depth of 2 picas 9 points 
(i.e. 33 points, or 3 lines in ll-point lead-
ing), after which the indent is automatically cancelled. 
Finally, we have an example of what a good diet can 

do, if we stick to it! Here, there is a balanced 
both-sides indent, increasing by 1 pica each 

side each line until a depth of 5 lines 
has been reached, after which 

full setting is restored. 
This kind of setting may be useful for posters or other 
display work. 

NEGATIVE SKEWS - [sl-?1,?2] AND [sr-.)1,.)2] AND [sb-)1,?2] 

For a "negative skew", the next text line is indented (left or right or both-sides, according 
to the command) by the amount? 1 (in picas. points notation), and successive lines are in
dented by a decreasing amount over the nominated depth ?2, so that the indent "fades away" 
uniformly. 

Note: The negative skew is indicated by the presence of a hyphen in the command, preced
ing the first parameter ? 1. 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[c20.0][f100][p10][v11] 
[sl-4.0,3.8]This example begins with a demonstration 
of a negative left skew, i.e. the skew reduces from its 
maximum value to a zero value over a nominated depth. 
In this case, the indent reduces from 4 picas to nil over 
a depth of 3 picas 8 points, which translates to 4 lines in 11~point leading./1 
[sr-4.0,3.8]Here is a similar arrangement, except that the 
skew indent has been applied to the right side of the text. 
The values used are as for the previous paragraph. 
So, we expect that the indent will end of its own accord 
after 4 lines have been indented, and setting to the 
full measure will be resumed./1 
[sb-9.0,8.3]Here is an example of building 
pyramids from the top downwards! Also, if we were to 
follow this section with a similar section involving 
a positive both-sides skew, we would be presenting text 
organized within a diamond. 
For a very large "dropped capital", for some 
characters, the negative left skew may be preferred 
to the "hanging" style.!1 
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Output appears: 
This example begins with a demonstration 

of a negative left skew, i.e. the skew reduces 
from its maximum value to a zero value over a 

nominated depth. In this case, the indent reduces 
from 4 picas to nil over a depth of 3 picas 8 points, 
which translates to 4 lines in ll-point leading. 
Here is a similar arrangement, except that 
the skew indent has been applied to the right ' 
side of the text. The values used are as for the 
previous paragraph. So, we expect that the indent 
will end of its own accord after 4 lines have been in
dented, and setting to the full measure will be 
resumed. 

Here 
is an ex-

ample of build-
ing pyramids from 

the top downwards! Also, 
if we were to· follow this section 

with a similar section involving a po
sitive both-sides skew, we would be pres-

enting text organized within a diamond. For a 
very large "dropped capital", for some characters, 
the negative left skew may be preferred to the "hang
ing" style. 

COMMANDS TO CANCEL SKEWS - [sl%] AND [sr%] AND [sb%] AND [i%] 

The commands [sl?l,?2] aJ!.d [sl-?1,?2] are both cancelled by the command [sl%], as is the 
left part only of a skew set by either [sb? 1 ,?2] or [sb-? 1 ,?2]. The command [i %] will also 
cancel a left skew set by any of these commands. 

The commands [sr? 1,? 2] and [sr-? 1,? 2] are both cancelled by the command [sr % ], as is 
the right part only of a skew set by either [sb? 1 ,?2] or [sb-? 1 ,?2]. The command [i %] will 
also cancel a right skew set by any of these commands. 

The commands [sb?1,?2] and [sb-?1,?2] are both cancelled by the command [sb%] and by 
[i % ]. The left and right parts of these indents may be cancelled in. isolation from the other 
as explained above. 

Defining an Indent Position, Without Knowing the Size of Indent 

There are occasions when the indent can most easily be defined in terms of the position 
within text, rather than in the normal picas. points convention. 

For example, suppose we wish to align items of a list following a text string whose con
tent, but not length, is known: 
Here is a text string: Item 1 

Item 2 
Item 3 
Item 4 

Another illustration involves altering the right margin to fit to a text string of known content 
but unknown length: 
The text is not to exceed the length of this line. 
Now that the position of the end of the line has 
been marked, we can insert as much text as we 
wish, and it will justify on the marked posi
tion, until killed. 
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COMMANDS [it] AND [iY] AND [ik.)] AND [ij%] AND [ik%] 

Anyone of 9 different positions within the current measure can be "marked" while setting, 
and left or rights indents can then be made to refer to the "marks". Each marked position is 
given a number in the range 09, and this number is referred to in the indent being called. 

To "mark?' a position for subsequent indenting, use the command [it?], where ? is a 
number in the range 19, so that 9 distinct positions can be marked for later referral. 

To use a previously-marked position as the marker for a left-indent, invoke the command 
[ij?], where? is the same number as was used in marking the spot in text. 

To use a previously-marked position as the marker for a right-indent, use the corresponding 
command [ik?]. 

Indents set with this pair of commands are cancelled by the commands [ij %] and [ik % ] 
respectively. 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[c20.OJ 
Within text, [it 1] we may mark positions 
which are to act as boundaries for indented material./I 
[ij 1]Here is a left indent at a marked point./1 
Note that the indent persists until cancelled by 
the appropriate command./I 
[ij%] 
This time, we wish to force material to be indented to match 
of a line of unknown length./1 
This is the "marker line". [it2]/1 
[ik2]Now we are forcing all subsequent material 
to be indented on the right so that all the text 
aligns with the "marker line"./I 
[ik%] 

Output appears: 
Within text, we may mark positions which are to act 
as boundaries for indented material. 

Here is a left indent at a marked point. 
Note that the indent persists until can
celled by the appropriate command. This 

time, we wish to force material to be indented to 
match of a line of unknown length. 
This is the "marker line". 
Now we are forcing all 
subsequent material to be 
indented on the right so 
that all the text aligns 
with the "marker line". 
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CHAPTER B12 
Using Tabs 

The current column (established by the latest [e??] command) can be subdivided by set
ting up "tab stops" (in a variety of ways) and then positioning text between tab stops by 
means of special quadding commands. 

Warning: 
1. Only simple tabular material may be set using the techniques shown in this chapter. 

Where the material to fit into any 'sub-column' will extend to more than a single line, it 
is generally more appropriate to employ strategies described in Chapter B18. 

2. Any tab stops set up will be in addition to (not a repacement for) any tab stops currently 
in existence. 

[ts?1,?2,.?3, ... j COMMAND 

Any number of positions, up to a maximum oj 64, can be 'marked' as tab positions by means 
of this command, where ?1, ?2, ... are the distances in the picas.points notation of these posi
tions jrom the default left-margin, i.e. tab stops are independent of indents. 

Note that the ts-command does not cause anything to happen ... it simply establishes where 
the tab positions are to be. 

[t% 1 COMMAND 

This command cancels all tab stops (whether they have been set using the ts-command or 
by any other method - see later in this chapter). In light of the warning note above, it is a 
wise practice to precede any ts-command with a [t%] command, so that the new tab stops 
will then replace the old. 

lu AND Iv AND Iw COMMANDS 

When setting material using tab stops, it is necessary to use special quadding commands, which 
will position the preceding text in the current 'sub-column' and move to the next sub-column on 
the same line, whereas the 'normal' quadding commands (/1, Ie and Ir) will cause movement 
to the next line. The corresponding special quadding commands are, respectively, 

lu which positions the preceding text flush left in the current sub-column and 
moves on the same line to the next available tab stop, 

Iv which performs a centering operation of the preceding text in the current sub
column and advances along the same line to the next available tab stop, and 

Iw which sets the preceding text flush right in the current sub-column, and moves 
along the same line to the next available tab stop. 

Note: The text in the last sub-column to be used on any given line should be terminated 
with a 'normal' quadding command, so that an advance is made to the next line, rather than 
to the next tab stop. 
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Example 
Source file contains: 

[*cg8400] 
[f 1 OOJ[p 1 OJ[ v 11 J[c24. 0] 
[t%] Cancel any existing tab stops' 

[ts4.0, 1 0,0, 17.0] Sets up subcolumns of widths 4, 6, 7, 7 picas resp. 

[f111]ldent/uName/vAmount/wCategory[f110]/c 1st column quad left, 2nd quad centre, 

Item 1 luJones/v$34. 78/wLocai/c 3rd quad right, 4th quad centre. 

Item 2/uJackson/v$245.60/wOverseas/c Note normal command in last sub-column 

Item 3/uSmith/v$6.21/wLocal/c 

'This is not strictly necessary in this case, as no tab stops have previously been set in this file. How
ever, it may be wise to develop the habit of always killing old tabs whenever new one are introduced. 

Output appears: 
Ident Name Amount Category 
Item 1 Jones $34.78 Local 
Item 2 Jackson $245.60 Overseas 
Item 3 Smith $6.21 Local 

Note on equal widths 
For all but a few special fonts (e.g. Florentine Script), in any font the widths of all numeric 
characters are equal (but do differ from font to font). They will be the same as an en-space 
(In ... See Chapter 9). This is important to know, since if the quadding command in a 
sub-column is either lu or Iv, it may be necessary to 'build up' all entries in that sub
column to the same width to achieve correct alignment. 

If a sub-column contains amounts of money, the quadding command Iw is very useful 
for aligning the period (.) separating dollars and cents. (Note that the width of the period is 
different from the width of each numeric character, but is the width of a thin-space (Ii).) 

Example 
Source file contains: 

1+ 345.67 volts/l 
1+ In/n3.89 volts/l 

Output appears: 
+ 345.67 volts 
+ 3.89 volts 

fa COMMAND 

En-spaces for 'missing' figures 

This command (which again may only be used when tab stops have been set) is a 
'centering'-type command, but differs from the command Iv in that whereas Iv centres the 
preceding text between the last tab stop and the next, the command la centres the preceding 
text on the next tab stop, remaining in the sub-column beginning on the tab stop on which 
the centering took place, i.e. it 'straddles' two adjacent sub-columns, remaining in the sec
ond of the two. 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[c16.0][t%][ts3.0,8.0] 
[fb]Name/aCategory[fr]/c 
John/uJosephson/uFinancial/c 
Tom/uBrown/uUnfinancial/c 

Output appears: 
Name 

John Josephson 
Tom Brown 

Category 
Financial 

U nfinancial 
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SETTING TABS WITHIN THE BODY OF TEXT - It COMMAND 

On occasions, we may wish to set a tab stop at a position within text (i.e. after a particular 
character), without knowing how far this spot is from the left margin. An example of this is 
shown below. 

Example 

Source file contains: 
We want alignment:/n/t1. Item 1/1 
/u2. Item 2/1 
/u3. Item 3/1 

Output appears: 

We want alignment: 1. Item 1 
2. Item 2 
3. Item 3 

Warning on over-setting 

If an attempt is made to place more text in a sub-column than will actually fit, then the 
next tab stop will be passed over, and all subsequent tab movement commands (i.e. lu, Iv 
and Iw) will cause movement to the next available tab position, so that there will be dis
pacement of sub-columns. 

If the last sub-column is overset, the programme will attempt to justify the entire line. 

TAB STOPS FOR EQUAL SUB-COLUMNS - [tel] COMMAND 

The parameter ? in this command informs JUSTIF of the number of columns of equal width 
we wish to establish, i.e. the value 3 will cause 2 tab stops to be set, creating 3 sub-col
umns. 

Example 

Source file contains: 
[c20.0][t%][tc4] Width 20 picas, and 4 sub-columns, so that 

Column 1/uColumn 2/uColumn 3/uColumn 4/1 3 tab stops will be set, at positions 5, 10 and 

Next 1/uNext 2/uNext 3/uNext 4/1 15 picas 

Output appears: 
Column 1 Column 2 
Next 1 Next 2 

Column 3 
Next 3 

Column 4 
Column 4 

TAB STOPS FOR SUB-COLUMNS OF PROPORTIONAL WIDTHS - [tp.)1,?2,?3, ... ] COMMAND 

Where sub-columns of widths in a given ratio are to be established, the tp-command causes 
the necessary arithmetic to be performed, based on the current column width, and tab 
stops to be set at positions dividing the total column width in that given ratio. 

For example, if the current column width is 20 picas, and we wish to set up three sub
columns whose widths are in the ratio 3:2:5, then the command [tc3,2,5] will do this, I.e. 
it will set tab stops at distances 6 picas and 10 picas respectively from the left margin. 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[c20.0] 
[t%][tp3,2,5] 
6 picas wide/u4 picas/Rest of column (10 picas)/I 

Output appears: 
6 picas wide 4 picas Rest of column (10 picas) 
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CHAPTER B13 
Inserting Leaders 

On occasions, it may be desired to use some character other than whitespace to separate 
words or blocks of words. Any character used for this purpose is called a leader character. 

This general style of using characters other than whitespace for separation is commonly 
used in items such as contents pages of documents. 

The ITPS package allows us to use either a system-defined leader character or to select any 
available character we like as a leader character. The following commands will demonstrate 
how to apply these ideas. 

USING SYSTEM-DEFINED LEADER ONCE - I. COMMAND 

The simplest way of inserting leaders is to use the system-defined leader character (.) and 
to assume that we wish to use this character instead of whitespace in just one position (after 
which whitespace will be used again as normal). The command t. is used to give this "one
shot" effect. 

However, to use this command, we must recognise that the leader character must fill the 
space between two pieces of text, each of which must have its own distinct and different 
quadding command. 

Generally, the text preceding the set of leader characters will be set flush left in the 
column, and the text following the set of leader characters will be set flush right in the 
column, i.e. one piece of text is set flush left, the other piece is set flush right (with both on 
the same line), and the intervening space is "filled", not with white space, but with leader 
characters. The appropriate quadding command to use after the first piece of text is the 
command Iq. 

Note: The command Iz is not appropriate, since it positions the carriage on the left margin, 
but we wish the leaders to begin only where the "left text" finishes, so we want the carriage 
positioned after the last character of the "left text", which the command Iq does for us. 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[c20.0] 
Chapter 1/q/.26/r 
Chapter 34/q/.423/r 
Name/q/./r 
/. /r 

Output appears: 

Text on right side only 

Full line of leaders (no text at all) 

Chapter 1 .............................. 26 
Chapter 34 ............................ 423 
Name .................................. . 

USING BASE-LINE RULE AS LEADER ONCE - 1_ COMMAND 

The system provides us with an "alternative" system-defined leader, viz. the base-line rule 
character (_). This is particularly useful in the preparation of some office-type documents, 
where the base-line rule may be preferred to a "row of dots" to indicate where some infor
mation is to be entered. 

The command to use is I_instead of the regular leader-insertion command I. intro
duced above. It is used in an identical fashion, as the example below demonstrates. 
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Example 
Source file contains: 

[e20.0] 
Left text/q/_Right text/r 
Enter Name:/q/_/r 
/_/r 

Output appears: 
Rule drawn to full measure 

Left text _____________ Right text 
Enter Name: 

The last line of the example above shows one way of inserting horizontal rules. Another 
technique is given in Chapter B16. 

CONTINUED USE OF SYSTEM-DEFINED LEADER CHARACTER - [xl] COMMAND 

In certain situations (e.g., on occasions, setting a contents page), it may be desirable to use 
leaders everywhere instead of whitespace, without having to re-apply the style in every line. 

The command [xl] instructs the typesetting program to insert the "standard" (i.e. system
defined) leader character instead of whitespace until the instruction [x %] is encountered. 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[e20.0] 
[xl] 

Chapter 1/q9/r 
Chapter 2/q36/r 
Chapter 3/q54/r 
[x%] 

F. Jones/qSydney/r 
Output appears: 

Chapter .1 ...................................... 9 
Chapter 2 ..................................... 36 
Chapter 3 ..................................... 54 
F. Jones Sydney 

ONE-SHOT WHITESPACE COMMAND - Is COMMAND 

When leaders are in continuous use (as in the previous example), it may occur that leaders 
are not required on occasional lines. They can be temporarily suspended for a single line by 
inserting the command Is at the appropriate point. 

In effect, the combination of [xl] and Is is the reverse of the normal situation with an 
isolated I. command. 

DEFINING AND USING YOUR OWN LEADER CHARACTER - COMMANDS [xdstring] AND [xx] 
AND Ix 

Although the system has effectively two distinct leader characters (. and _), there is still 
the opportunity for the user to select some other character or combination of characters for 
JUSTIF to employ whenever leaders are called for in the appropriate way. 

Difming the alternative leaders 

The alternative leader character or character-combination is defined by the command 
[xdstring), where string is any character or set of characters composed of not more than six 
individual characters or character access codes. Thus 
[xd *] defines the single character * as the alternative leader character; 
[xd + .] defines the single character • (accessed by the code +.) as the alternative leader 
character; 
[xd/n.lm.ln] ,defines the combination "en-space/dot/em-space/dot/en-space" as the alterna
tive leader character. Note that this string is considered to consist of 5 characters ... the 
"two-character" access codes are treated as single characters. 
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Invoking the alternative leaders 

As with standard leaders, the alternative leaders can be applied on either a "one-shot" or 
"continuous" basis. The relevant commands are: 

Example 

Ix for the one-shot use of alternative leader defined in the [xdstring] command; and 
[xx] for continuous use of alternative leader instead of whitespace, until killed by 
the command [~%] 

Source file contains: 
[e20.O] 
[xd*] 

Left text/qRight text/r 
[xx] 
Left Entry No 1/qRight Entry No 1/r 
Left Entry No 2/qRight Entry No 2/r 
Left Entry No 3/qRight Entry No 3/r 
[x%] 

AII/qGone/r 
Onee/q/xOnly/r 
Gone/qAgain/r 

Output appears: 

Defines • as leader for [xx 1 or Ix commands 

Leaders only defined not requested 

Use leaders from now on 

Cancel use of leaders 

Left text Right text 
Left Entry No 1 ***************** Right Entry No 1 
Left Entry No 2 ***************** Right Entry No 2 
Left Entry No 3 ***************** Right Entry No 3 
All Gone 
Once ************************************** Only 
Gone Again 
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CHAPTER B14 
Ragged-Style Setting 

While it is general practice to produce justified copy, there are situations in which an unju
stified or "ragged" effect is desired. 

The setting of poetry, for example, is a simple illustration - and in this case the obvious 
solution is to terminate each line with a quad-left code. 

But, there are other examples, too - especially examples in which the final product will 
not correspond to the input file on a "line-to-line" basis, but still has to have a ragged 
appearance such as might be generated by a typewriter. 

SETTING RAGGED TEXT WITH HYPHENATION - [rl),[rc) AND [rr) COMMANDS 

The command [rr] causes subsequent text to be set with each line beginning at the left 
margin, but ending at a different mark, so that the right margin is not justified, but ragged 
(called ragged right style). In effect, the justifying process to which each line is normally 
subjected is suspended. 

This produces output is a style similar to that from a typewriter. 

Note: The application of the [rr] command alone does not prevent hyphenation. As much 
text as possible is set on any given line, without exceeding the prescribed margins, but the 
text is then not justified (i.e. minimum inter-word spacing only is applied). 

Example 14(a) 
Source file contains: 

[*cg8400][f100][p1 O][v11 ][c12.0] 
[rr] 
This example shows the style called 
"ragged right" setting, and how to 
achieve this style. In this example, 
we have not disallowed hyphenation.!1 

Output appears: 
This example shows the style 
called "ragged right" setting, 
and how to achieve this style. In 
this example, we have not disal
lowed hyphenation. 

In like fashion, it is possible to prevent each line justifying, but then to set that line either 
centred or flush right, rather than flush left as in the example above. These styles are re
ferred to respectively as ragged centre and ragged left, and are enabled by the commands [rc] 
and [rl], as shown in the following two examples: 

Example 14(b) 
Source file contains: 

[*cg8400][f1 OO][p1 O][v11 ][c12.0] 
[rc] 
This example shows the style called 
"ragged centre" setting, and how to 
achieve this style. In this example, 
we have not disallowed hyphenation./c 

Output appears: 
This example shows the style 

called "ragged centre" setting, 
and how to achieve this style. In 
this example, we have not disal

lowed hyphenation. 
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Example 14(c) 
Source file contains: 

[*cg8400][fl OO][pl O][vll ][c12.0] 
[rl] 

This example shows the style called 
"ragged left" setting, and how to 
achieve this style. In this example, 
we have not disallowed hyphenation./r 

Output appears: 
This example shows the style 

called "ragged left" setting, and 
how to achieve this style. In this 
example, we have not disallowed 

hyphenation. 

Some Uses for Ragged Setting 

Apart from the simulation of typed material, where "ragged right" is the general style used, 
the following situations may often lend themselves to ragged style: 
(a) Headings, especially lengthy ones, which may be set any of 

ragged right (such as the sub-headings throughout this manual), or 
ragged centre (such as the chapter headings in this manual), or 
ragged left (such as the headings on the part-title pages of this manual). 
However, in this case it is usual to also request that hyphenation be disabled (see below). 

(b) Text set in relatively narrow columns, where the justification process may result III 

ungainly inter-word spaces. 

CANCELLING RAGGED STYLE - COMMAND [r%] 

Only one ragged style can be in effect at any time, so that only one cancel-type command 
is necessary to remove the current ragged style. This command has the form [r%], and 
takes effect immediately. 

Note: If one ragged command is in effect and another is issued, then the second over
rides the first (i.e. the first is cancelled). 

SETTING RAGGED TEXT WITHOUT HYPHENATION - USING COMMANDS [ya%] AND [yaJ 
To disable both justification and hyphenation, it is necessary to include both the commands 

[rl] or [rc] or [rr], to prevent justification 
and [ya %], to suppress hyphenation. 

Note: To re-introduce hyphenation, simply insert the command [yaJ. 

Example 14( d) 
Source file contains: 

[*cg8400][f1 OO][pl O][vl1 ][c12.0] 
[rr][ya%] 
This example shows the style called 
"ragged right" setting, and how to 
achieve this style. In this example, 
we have disallowed hyphenation./c 

Output appears: 
This example shows the style 
called "ragged right" setting, 
and how to achieve this style. In 
this example, we have 
disallowed hyphenation. 
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CHAPTER B15 

Hyphenation and Justification Commands and Parameters 

Important Note: 

It is very strongly suggested that you do not alter the default values of the parameters of the 
commands discussed in this chapter without good reason. 

The ITPS typesetting system incorporates both a set of general rules for producing accepta
ble hyphenation-points within words and a dictionary of "exceptional" hyphenations, i.e. a 
collection of words which generally do not hyphenate at the correct point(s) if the general 
rules are applied to them. 

Within the standards of the system are such items as common prefixes and suffixes, in
structions concerning where to break words containing various character-patterns (e.g. it is 
normally suitable to hyphenate a word containing at two adjacent identical consonants be
tween this pair of characters ... "follow" can hyphenate as "fol-Iow"), and instructions 
controlling the balance between fitting lines by hyphenating words and fitting lines by 
opening inter-word spacing. 

Clearly the complete set of instructions governing this aspect of typesetting is quite com
plex, and altering some part of the routine can serious affect other parts of it - hence the 
introductory warning above. 

ENABLING/DISABLING HYPHENATION - COMMANDS [yaJ AND [ya%] 

Hyphenation is automatically enabled (i.e. it is initially set "on") whenever JUSTIF is applied 
to a source file. Thus the command [ya] does not have to be inserted at the start of a 
source file if hyphenation is desired (as it usually is). 

However, there may be sections within the file (e. g. with headings - see Chapter B 14) 
within which hyphenation is not regarded as desirable. These sections should be preceded 
with the command 

[ya%] 
which prevents hyphenation being applied to all subsequent text. 

If, later, hyphenation is to be resumed, insert the command 
[ya] 

to re-activate the hyphenation routines. 

DISABLING HYPHENATION FOR A SINGLE WORD - [yw] AND /j COMMANDS 

Notwithstanding the complex hyphenation algorithm and relatively extensive dictionary, 
there will be occasions when a particular hyphenation is not considered satisfactory. This 
undesirable hyphenation point will be noticed from even a "draft" copy - see Part C. 

One solution is to enclose the badly-hyphenated word between the commands [ya %] and 
[ya], but there are two other solutions which are tidier. 

One solution is to precede the single word with the command [yw], which simply disallows 
hyphenation for one word and then automatically re-enables hyphenation. 

The other solution is to replace the space preceding the offending word with the command 
Ij, which forces the termination of that line (but still justifies it) and hence moves the whole 
of the offending word to the beginning of a fresh line, thus removing the need to hyphenate 
it. 

The command Ij was also discussed in Chapter B8. 
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If it is known from previous experience that a particular word can be hyphenated if neces
sary when you would prefer that it never be hyphenated, whenever this word is input to a 
source file, the command [yw] could always be placed in front of the word, thus preventing 
any hyphenation of it. 

CHOOSING YOUR OWN HYPHENATION POINT - /- COMMAND 

Again, if previous experience tells you that JUSTIF hyphenates a particular word at a point 
different from the point which you consider is the appropriate point of the word, then in
sert the command /- at the point you consider is the proper position. Then, when the file is 
being processed, the programs suspend the normal rules for deciding on hyphenation points 
and, if it is necessary to hyphenate the word, it will only be hyphenated at your chosen 
point. (If the word falls on the line such that no hyphenation is necessary, then the "dis
cretionary hyphen" command is ignored.) 

USING HYPHENATION DICTIONARY ONLY - [yd] COMMAND 

As mentioned near the beginning of this chapter, hyphenation involves the use of both a 
set of general rules for hyphenation and reference to a dictionary of words with indicated 
hyphenation points. 

If desired, it is possible to suspend application of the general rules and rely solely on the 
dictionary entries. This is achieved by inserting the command 

[yd] 
into the source file. 

If, at a later stage, normal hyphenation routines are to be resumed, the [yd] command is 
cancelled by inserting the general enable-hyphenation command [ya]. 

ALTERING ESSENTIAL HYPHENATION PARAMETERS - COMMAND [yp)1,?2,)3,?4] 

This command allows the user to alter the system standards for the following hyphenation 
routine controls:-

? 1, which denotes the minimum number of letters which must occur in a word before 
a hyphen may be inserted (the system default value is 2) 

?2, which denotes the minimum number of letters which must follow an inserted 
hyphen (the system default value is 2) 

?3, which controls the number of successive lines on which system-inserted hyphen may 
occur (the system default value is 3) 

?4, which defines the minimum number of letters a word must contain before the sys
tem is permitted to hyphenate it (the system default value is 5). 

Note: If ?3 is set to the value 0, then hyphenation is turned "off', i.e. it acts as the com
mand [ya]. 

Special Warning: In practice, it must be recognized that the forcing of a point of jus
tification (with command /j) or the alteration of a particular line-ending by alteration of 
system-inserted hyphens by any available means can seriously affect the line-endings 
(including hyphenation) of all successive lines to the end of the current paragraph. So, if 
you make such changes, always remember to re-check to ensure you haven't introduced 
more problems than you have solved! 
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Commands affecting the Justification Process 

The justification process involves positioning as much text as possible on a line (including 
the first part of a hyphenated word if necessary) and then adjusting the inter-word spacing 
till perfect justification is achieved. There are, for aesthetic reasons, limits to both the max
imum and minimum allowable inter-word spaces. In addition, some systems may allow 
"letter-spacing" to occur (i.e. the normal clearance space between letters of a single word 
may be increased) if justification cannot be achieved by inter-word space adjustment only; 
it is usual not to permit letter-spacing, as the visual result is often displeasing. ITPS has 
letter-spacing available, but it is automatically disabled as the default setting, with the op
tion for the user to enable this feature if he makes the conscious decision that it is desirable 
in the current circumstances. 

The adjustment of both inter-word spacing and letter-spacing are covered in this chapter. 

CHANGING ESSENTIAL JUSTIFICATION PARAMETERS - [jp?1,.?2,?3,?4] COMMAND 

This command alters system-defined values controlling the justification routines and hyphe
nation/justification interaction. Again, the warning must be repeated not to interfere with 
this rather delicate balance without good reason and advice. 

The system-defined parameters involved are: 
? 1 minimum permissible inter-word space 

(the system default value is 18) 
?2 maximum inter-word space to use before attempting hyphenation 

(the system default value is 27) 
?3 maximum inter-word space to use befo introducing letter-spacing 

(the system default value is 54) 
?4 maximum letter-spacing permitted 

(the system default value is 0, i.e. letter spacing is disabled) 

Note: Each of these parameters is expressed in relative units (i.e. they are point-size 
dependent), where there are 54 relative units to the em-space in the current size. 

ALLOWING/DISALLOWING LETTER-SPACING - COMMANDS [jP] AND [jl%] 

Letter-spacing is normally not permitted, so that the command [jl %] is automatically set 
by this system. 

However, if a user desires to allow letter-spacing, the command 
[jI?], where ? is expressed in relative units 

should be inserted at the point in text from which it is required. 
If it is to be disabled later, the command [jl %] should be inserted. 

Note: Although the command /j is really a member of the family of justification commands, 
it has already been introduced and discussed both earlier in the current chapter and in 
Chapter B8. 
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CHAPTER B16 
Inserting Rules 

While effective use of space and pointsize can dramatically reduce the need for rules in 
tabular and other matter, there will remain occasions when judicious use of either or both 
of horizontal and vertical rules can assist the reader. 

In the system as implemented at this installation, there is a command available for in
serting horizontal rules and a character available for inserting vertical rules. 

INSERTING HORIZONTAL RULES - [or] COMMAND 

The command [or] causes a horizontal rule to be executed (once only) immediately follow
ing the next quad left command. The rule so inserted is placed on the base-line of the line 
immediately following the text set flush left, and it does not respond to any other 'position
ing' commands (i.e. to [va?] and [vr?] commands), since the command invokes an 
operation rather than a character. 

However, with a little cunning, we can overcome this problem (See Example 16(c) later). 

Example 16(a) 
Source file contains: 

[fl00][pl0][v11][c12.0] 
[orllnsert a rule after the next 
quad left command.!1 

Output appears: 
Insert a rule after the next quad 
left command. 

Altering the Weight (Thickness) of the Rule 
The weight of the rule applied is dependent on the pointsize currently in operation, and the 
command [or] does respond to a preceding pointsize command. 

Since there are 30 available pointsizes, there are 30 different weights of rule obtainable. 
In the following example, the technique of changing pointsize immediately before executing 
the rule is shown for comparison with the preceding example. 

Example 16(b) 
Source file contains: 

[fl00][pl0][v11][c12.0] 
[or]lnsert a rule after the next 
quad left command.[p361/1 

Output appears: 
Insert a rule after the next quad 
left command. 

To force re-positioning of a horizontal rule, it is necessary to introduce some (usually ex
traneous) character on which the 'add-leading' or 'reverse-leading' command can act. 

In this situation, a 'fixed space' character can be very useful, since it is invisible to the 
reader! In the next example, the horizontal rule will be positioned closer to the base-line of 
the preceding text line. 
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Example 16(0) 
Source file contains: 

[f100][pl0][v11][c12.0] 
Insert a rule after the next 
quad left command./z 
[vr8] [or ]/n/l 

Output appears: 
Insert a rule after the next quad 
left command. 

Warning: Because of the action of the phototypesetting command, horizontal rules are al
ways drawn from the default left margin and continue to the current right margin (as set by 
the column-width value), i.e. left-indents are ignored, including the effective indent when 
multi-column work is being produced (see Chapter B18). 

Because of this, some users may prefer to employ the technique of inserting a line of lead
ers, using the base-line ruleas the leader character ... see Chapter B13. This allows more 
control with regard to add- and reverse-leading commands, and the thickness of rule can be 
controlled by appropriate pointsize commands. The use of leaders is demonstrated in 
Example i6(d). 

INSERTING VERTICAL RULES - VERTICAL BAR CHARACTER 
The insertion of vertical rules is less mechanical, since it involves the joining of many sepa
rate characters, each of which has to be inserted. 

Many (but not all ... see Appendix E) fonts contain the 'vertical rule' character, which 
(when available) is accessed by the corresponding keyboard character. 

The use of this character to 'draw' a vertical line involves choosing the point size to match 
the current leading (remember the line has to be continuous) and then calling up the char
acter as many times as required to produce the line of desired length. 

Some Hints: 
(a) Where text is also involved, it may be useful to consult the commands [vm?] and 

[vp?] (see Chapter B18), which offer control over vertical positioning. 
(b) For convenience of inserting the same character in the same horizontal position on a 

sequence of lines, it is useful to apply the tabbing commands discussed in Chapter 
B12. 

(0) The vertical rule character is positioned with its lower extremity slightly below the text 
base-line, and its higher extremity therefore does not reach the preceding text base
line. The reversal of, say 2 points, will be useful to assist in displaying contact. 

Ex-ample 16( d) 
Source file contains: 

[p1 0][v1 0][c12.01 
[ts5.6,6.6] 
+_/Z/_/r 
Left entry 1 lu[vr211 [va21/vRight entry 1 II 
Left entry 2/u[vr211[va21/vRight entry 2/1 
Left entry 3/u[vr211[va21/vRight entry 3/1 
lu[ vr211 [va21/v/l 
[vr1 01 + _/z/_/r 

Output appears: 

Left entry I 
Left entry 2 
Left entry 3 

Right entry I 
Right entry 2 
Right entry 3 
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CHAPTER B17 
Miscellaneous Commands 

This chapter is devoted to a variety of commands which may not be in common use, but 
can be very valuable for particular occasional situations. These commands, ideas and tech
niques provide the user with greater flexibility and control in achieving particular styles 
and effects. 

(I) CREATING "NEW" TYPEFACES - COMMANDS res?] AND [fv] 

Althought the system supports almost 80 different type styles (see Appendix A and Appen
dix B), it is possible for the user to "manipulate" these faces to generate pseudo-typefaces 
with distinctly different appearances. 

To a small degree this has already been mentioned in Chapter B4 with the [fm] com
mand, which "tilts" the characters of any given face by a set amount. For certain sans-serif 
faces, this produces a reasonable "italic form" of the family. 

The [es?] command permits the user to "distort" the characters of any face by increasing 
or decreasing the width of the character without affecting its height. The parameter? is any 
of the allowable values for a point size command. 

Then, if the current point size is, say, 10 point, the command [es18] will cause the 
subsequent text to be set with the normal 10-point height, but l8-point width (i.e. an "ex
panded" style). Likewise, the command [es8] will cause subsequent text to be set with 10-
point height and only the width of the corresponding 8-point character (i.e. a "condensed" 
style). 

Example 17(a) 
Source file contains: 

[f1 OO][p1 O][c12.0] 
This is a sample of normal text set in 
10 point type in English Times. Below the 
style will be distorted.!1 
Normal Heading/c 
res 18]Broader Heading/c 
[es8]Condensed Heading/c 
This paragraph continues the 
condensed style begun in the previous 
heading./1 
res 18]Now we switch to 
an expanded style. Note that 
justification is still 
maintained ./1 

Output appears: 
This is a sample of normal text 
set in 10 point type in English 
Times. Below the style will be 
distorted. 

Normal Heading 
Broader Heading 

Condensed Heading 
This paragraph continues the condensed 
style begun in the previous heading. 
Novv vve svvitch to 
an expanded 
style. Note that 
justification is 
still maintained. B17-l 



A command of the form [es?] is cancelled by either the command [es % ], which restores the 
widths of all subsequent characters to that implied by the current point size command or 
any subsequent point size command, which assumes that the widths of characters will agree 
with the pointsize command. 

There exists also the command [we?], which causes the widths to correspond to those of 
pointsize ? for just the remainder of the current line of type. This would be useful if 
"manufactured" expanded or condensed styles were to be used for headings. 

The facility also exists to provide reverse style faces, i.e. instead of a black character on a 
white background, there is produced a white character on a black background. However, it 
is important to note that 
(i) this is performed on a "single-character" basis 

(ii) not all characters will yield a successful result. 
The command to effect this style is [fv], and it is cancelled by the command [fv%]. 
The following example demonstrates both how to use this command and some dangers 

associated with the "reverse-face" command. 

Example 17(b) 
Source file contains: 

[p 1 O][f520] 
This is normal style/I 
[fv]and this is reverse style.[fv%]/I 
[f100]English Times sample/I 
[fv]showing serif faces as well[fv%]/I 
[f1 01]English Times italic/I 
[fv]does not respond too well![fv%]/I 
[va12][p20][f280]Avoid Script faces/I 
[va12][fv]in reverse form.[fv%]/I 

Output appears: 
This is normal style 
and this is reverse style. 
English Times sample 
showing serif faces as well 
English Times italic 
does not respond too. well! Note part of "s" in "respond" missing 

In effect, avoid situations where a "tail" of a character can "tuck into" the "territory" of the 
preceding character. 

(II) ALLOWING/DISALLOWING CHARACTERS TO BE PRINTED - COMMANDS [of] AND [of%] 

Since the basic aim of typesetting is to produce visible output, it may appear strange that 
there should be a command which suppresses the printing of characters input to the source 
file! However, on occasions, the presence of this command provides a useful quick tech
nique for assuring alignment of selected characters and for guaranteeing that a blank space 
is exactly the width of some nominated character string (without ever bothering to find out 
what the actual measure is). 

Consider first the problem of a three-item list in which each item is numbered using 
roman numerals contained within brackets, and it is demanded that the right brackets 
should align, i.e. 

(i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 
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While the necessary tab stops could be set up to perform this task (using the /w quad-
ding command), another technique is to recognize the fact that we need 

ii(i) 
i(ii) 
(iii) 

where the i's outside the brackets are not intended to be seen. 
The command [of%] instructs that, for all subsequent characters up to the command 

[of), the characters should not appear, but the space these characters would normally occu
py should still be inserted. 

Example 17(c) 
Source file contains: 

This line shows normal left margin.!1 
[of%]ii[of](i)/mThis is first item/I 
[of%]i[of](ii)/mThis is second item/I 
(iii)/mThis is final item/ 

Output appears: 
This line shows normal left margin. 

(i) This is first item 
(ii) This is second item 

(iii) This is final item 

Now consider the need to allow a space equal in width to the measure of some known text 
string. 

Example 17( d) 
Source file contains: 

Insert name [of%]John Brown[of] directly below on following line./I 
[of%]lnsert name [of]John Brown/I 

Output appears: 
Insert name directly below on following line. 

John Brown 

Notice how the first line allows the space needed to accommodate the text string 'John 
Brown", and the second line allows for the space needed by "Insert name". 

(III) "DUMMY" END-OF-FILE MARKER - lot] COMMAND 

A very special case of the suppression of characters in the source file is the command lot), 
which instructs JUSTIF to ignore (i.e. not to process) all subsequent text in the input file. 

Example .17(e) 
Source file contains: 

This is a sample piece of text 
near the start of a long file.!1 
[ot]At output, this text will not appear 
since it will not be processed./I 

Output appears: 
This is a sample piece of text 
near the start of a long file. 

The [ot] command is useful when, say, a trial run of just a small portion of a large file is 
required to either test formatting or make a minor correction. 

(IV) BREAKING OUTPUT INTO SMALLER FILES - [oil COMMAND 

If the source file is very large, the output may be unmanageable - indeed, there is a 
maximum length of film which the take-up magazine of the phototypesetting can accept. 
Files producing longer output than this need to be split into a series of smaller files. 
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This can be done easily by inserting the command [oil at suitable points throughout the 
.TYP file. 

Suppose that the command [oil is inserted at two different points in the file XYZ.TYP. We 
will refer to the text from the beginning of the file to the first [oi] command as SEGMENT 1, 

the body of text between the two commands as SEGMENT 2, and the text from the second of 
the two commands to the end of the file as SEGMENT 3. Then, when this file is processed by 
JUSTIF, it produces three output (.LST) files, instead of the normal single output file -
SEGMENT 1 (only) is placed into the file XYZ.LST (the normal name for the output file), 
SEGMENT 2 is placed in a file called XYZ.L01, and 
SEGMENT 3 is placed in a file called XYZ.L02. 

Each of this files may then be passed separately to the phototypesetting machine. 

(V) BACKSPACE COMMAND - /b 

Another variation of the normal processing operations occurs when it is required to super
impose a character on the preceding character, effectively manufacturing a new (combined) 
character. 

This may be needed when some special character is required which is not available 
directly as a character on any font, but can be seen to be really a combination of other 
existing characters, and also to generate characters with foreign accents, since the accents 
exist as separate characters in fonts where they are supplied. 

The command /b instructs that the following character should be positioned over the 
preceding character, taking into account the rspective widths of the two characters lll

volved. 

As a general rule, always arrange that the character with the larger width should be set 
first, followed by the /b command, followed by the character with the smaller width. 

In particular, with foreign accents, since accents generally have a narrower width than 
the character they relate to, the accent is inserted after the character. 

The exception to this rule is where the accented character is the character "i", in which 
case, two general rules should be observed: 
(i) Use the special "dotless i" character 1 rather than the general i-character. Then, there 

will be no visual or actual interference between the "dot" of the i-character and the 
accent. This special character is available in all fonts with accents and is always ac
cessed by the code + (. 

(ii) Because this special character is normally not as wide as the accent character which is to 
superimpose it, it is necessary to reverse the order of insertion of characters in this case. 

Example 17(1) 
(Note that this example is shown im Mallard style, since most required characters are avil
able in that font, but notice the switch to the italic form to obtain the multiplication 
symbol.) 

Source file contains: 
[f140] 
Put an x in a box + (fb[fi] + m[fr] and carry on./1 
Accents: elb +, albA, Alb + (/1 

Output appears: 
Put an x in a box 5a and carryon. 
Accents: 13, ii, 1 
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CHAPTER B18 
Multiple-Column Output 

MARKING VERTICAL POSITIONS AND MOVING TO THEM - COMMANDS [vm?] AND [vp?] 

The ITPS system permits us to instruct the programs to "remember" where the carriage is at 
any desired point in text, and to to cause the carriage to to return to that "marked" point at 
a later stage. In fact, we can ask it to "remember" ten distinct points in text! 

The command to issue at a point at which it might be desired to return later has the 
form 

[vm?] where? is any integer in the range 0-9 

When it is required to "move back" to a point "marked" by a [vm?] command, the com
mand to issue is 

[vp?] , where ? is the numeric value given at the time of the [vm?] command 

Normally, when a "move back" operation has been performed, certain other parameters 
(e.g. column measure, or indent-value, etc.) will have to be changed; otherwise the follow
ing text will over-print the text previously positioned at that point! 

Example 
Source file contains: 

Notes: 

[c12.0] 
[vm1] 
This text is to be set in 
a width of 12 picas, but we don't know how far 
down the page it will set. So, if we need to 
return to the beginning to set a parallel column, 
we don't know the value to use in a reverse-leading 
command. That is why the top of 
the column has been "marked". 
Then we can use the move-back command 
to return to the chosen point at any time.!1 
[vm2][vp1] 
[c27.0][i115.0] 
Now we alter the measure to 27 picas with 
a left indent of 15 picas, so that all the text which 
follows will be separated by 3 picas from the 
column we set initially, and will also set to 
a width of 12 picas. 
If this column is too short, we can move to 
mark position 2, i.e. the bottom of 
the left column./I 
[vp2] 
At the bottom!/I 

1. Set initial measure to 12 picas. 
2. Mark position No.1 

See Note 1 below 

See Note 2 below 

See Note 3 below 

See Note 4 below 

3. Mark position No.2 (i.e. immediately below the bottom of the left column), and 
move back to mark position No.1 (i.e. top of left column) 

4. Reset column measure to 27 picas, with a left-indent of 15 picas, i.e. left column measure + 3 
pICas. 
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Output appears: 
This text is to be set in a width 
of 12 picas, but we don't know 
how far down the page it will 
set. So, if we need to return to 
the beginning to set a parallel 
column, we don't know the val
ue to use in a reverse-leading 
command. That is why the top 
of the column has been 
"marked". Then we can use the 
move-back command to return 
to the chosen point at any time. 

Now we alter the measure to 27 
picas with a left indent of 15 pi
cas, so that all the text which 
follows will be separated by 3 
picas from the column we set 
initially, and will also set to a 
width of 12 picas. If this col
umn is too short, we can move 
to mark position 2, i.e. the bot
tom of the left column. 

At the bottom! 

This technique enables us to set column-type material in which the contents of a column 
may extend to more than one line (which tabbing commands cannqt handle ... see Chapter 
B12). 

The one point to remember in attempting this is to try to set the longest column last; other
wise it is as shown in the example above. Remember that the size of the column measure 
and the indent-value will determine the width in which the text will be set - the columns do 
not have to have equal widths. 

The commands discussed below are applied to a situation which is related to the ideas 
above, but differs significantly in that the depth at which the "return to marked place" is to 
be performed is known, rather than the actual word in text at which it is to be executed. 

AUTOMATIC MULTIPLE-COLUMN COMMANDS - [em?] AND [vg.'] AND [ve.'] AND [vb] AND 
[vc%] 

Where multiple columns of equal width are required, and there is imposed the additional 
condition that columns should be of equal depth, the system can perform the necessary 
arithmetic to determine how many columns of specified width, each separated from its 
neighbours by a nominated horizontal space, will fit into the total width on which setting is 
to occur, and furthermore perform automatic returns to top of column whenever the nomi
nated depth is exceeded. Where all columns have been filled, the system automatically re
peats the pattern. 

The commands involved, with their meanings and essential parameters are: 

Example 

[em?] where? denotes the total width, in picas. points notation, of all the columns 
and their separating distances. 
During normal operation, if as many columns as possible as to be placed 
in parallel, then the value 70.0 picas should be used, since this is the 
maximum width of the setting area on the chemically-treated paper. 
By amending the value of this parameter in this command, you can con
trol the number of columns which may be set side-by-side. 

[vg?] where ? denotes the width, in picas. points notation, of the inter-column 
space, or gutter. 

[vc?] where? defines the depth, in points (only) for each column, 
i.e. when this depth is exceeded, a new column is automatically begun. 

Source file contains: 
[f100J(p10][v11] 
[cm28.0J(c12.0][vg3.0J(vc70] 
By asking for 12 pica columns and 
3 pica gutters in a maximum width 
of 28 picas, simple arithmetic 
shows that we can place, at most, two 
columns side by side. Also, since the 
leading value is 11 points and the 
depth to check is 70 points, there will 
be 7 lines set (77 points) before 
the depth is passed./1 
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Output appears: 
By asking for 12 pica columns 
and 3 pica gutters in a maxi
mum width of 28 picas, simple 
arithmetic shows that we can 
place, at most, two columns side 
by side. Also, since the leading 
value is 11 points and the depth 

to check is 70 points, there will 
be 7 lines set (77 points) before 
the depth is passed. 

A new column may be forced near any point in text by inserting the command [vb] at the 
point. The new column will begin immediately the current line has finished setting, even 
though the nominated depth has not been exceeded, 

More drastically, the breaking of continuous text into columns may be terminated at any 
time by inserting the command [vc%] into the file. 

An application to crude pagination 

By setting the value of [c?] to the desired width of a page, and the value of [vc?] to the 
desired depth of text on a page, the technique above provides a means of obtaining pages. 

However, there can be certain dangers in this "automatic" approach to pagination, e.g. 
the positioning of headings too close to the end of a page, the possible need to insert "fol
ios" (page numbers) and "running heads" (page titles), possible other bad page-breaks (e.g. 
in the middle of a table) etc. For a completely professional final product, it is often neces
sary to do more than simply leave the page "short". However, a preliminary "draft" version 
(see Chapter C 1) with such a technique incorporated may assist considerably in determin
ing where pages should begin and end. 
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CHAPTER B19 
Macros and Arithmetic Commands 

In typesetting large jobs or a large number of jobs, it can occur that the same layout IS 

required many times. This can involve three distinct situations: 

(a) A single standard lTI'S command exists for producing the desired layout of type, e.g. 
if certain pieces of type have to be positioned on the right margin, we use the com
mand !r. 

(b) The layout can be achieved by a sequence of standard comm~nds, e.g. 
[va7Hfl06Hp14][ rr] ... 

(c) No standard command exists for the purposes intended, nor maya simple sequence of 
standard commands suffice, e.g. 
to produce a list of consecutive integers 1 2 3 4 5 ... without typing each integer indi
vidually, or to generate "small" capitals letters in the current pointsize. 

Even where situation (b) is the case, it can happen that the required sequence is lengthy 
and so, when it has to be repeated constantly throughout a document, it becomes tedious 
to have to keep inserting the command string, and the risk of error or inconsistency has to 
be considered. 

The potential tedium in situation (b) can be removed, and the problem in situation (c) 
sometimes resolved, by defining and using a typesetting macro. 

Essentially, a macro is a sequence of standard typesetting commands, with optional 
embedded text ... the text element may be varied from one application to another in much 
the same way as the value of a parameter in a standard command can be varied each time 
the command is applied (e.g. [p12] or [p14] or [p20], etc.). 

LEVEL I MACROS 

At the simplest level, a macro can be considered as a user-defined command which replaces 
a string of standard commands. Such a definition is worthwhile, of course, only when the 
same command sequence has to be inserted many times throughout a complete job, or 
series of jobs; when this is the case, the macro can save many keystrokes and reduce the 
liklihood of inconsistency or other occasional error inherent in the task of replicating a 
lengthy command sequence. 

Suppose that a document contains essentially two basic styles: 
Style 1 which indicates that the setting is to be 10 point on 11 point leading to the full 

measure, and 
Style 2 which indicates that the style is to be 9 point on 10 point leading, with a 1-pica 

indent on both sides. 

If the document is such that we frequently have to swap from one style to the other, then 
we are faced with the prospect of (many times over) inserting the command strings 

[p9HvlOHib1.0] to move from style 1 to style 2, and 
[ib%Hp10Hvll] to move back to style 1 fi'om style·2. 

Even in a simple case such as this, it might be considered beneficial to reduce these com
mand strings to more convenient "single" commands, say [* sl] to move to style 1 and [* s2] 
to move to style 2. 

/'v'oil': Below. we shall see that the character * in such "colllllland,nallles" is essential. 

These "user-defined commands" can be constructed quite easily and they represent the sim
plest example of a typesetting macro. 
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To define the malTO 

Once the decision has been made to replace a sequence of standard commands with a ma
cro, the first step is to choose a name for this "home-made" command. The name can consist 
of a maximum of 6 characters, the only illegal characters being the space and the special 
symbols + / = @ [ J. 

In our example, for simplicity, suppose we choose to call our intended macros sl and s2. 
Next, for each macro, create a file named macroname.MCR, i.e, in our example, the files to 

generate will be S1.MCR and S2.MCR. Into each file we place the command sequence which 
the macro is intended to replace. Thus, 

S1.MCR contains [ib% Hp10][vll] 
S~I\ICR contains [p9][v10][ib1.0] 

T'o call (use) a defined macro 

Once the macro has been defined in a .MCR file, it may be used like a "standard" command 
In any TYP file, except that it is called by the command [*macroname], i.e., in our example, 

[*s11SEGMENT A 
[*s2]SEGMENT B 
[*s1]SEGMENT C 

would give a final product in which SEGMENT A and SEGMENT C are set 10/11 to the full 
measure, and SEGMENT B would be set 9/10 with a I-pica indent on each side. 

Ex-ali/pie (using macros S 1 and S~ described above) 
Source file contains: 

[c20. O][f 1 OO][p 1 O][v 11] 
This initial text is set in the basic style, and 
we now wish to shift to Style 2./1 
[*S2]Note the reduction in pointsize and leading, 
and the indent on both sides.!1 
[*S 1]Now we return to the original setting, 
i.e. to Style 1, with no indent and larger 
pointsize and leading.!1 

Output appears: 
This initial text is set in the basic style, and we now 
wish to shift to Style 2. 

Note the reduction in pointsize and leading, and the 
indent on both sides. 

Now we return to the original setting, i.e. to Style 1, 
with no indent and larger point size and leading. 

LEVEL II MACROS - SPECIAL CHARACTER @ 

As an example of the construction of a more complex macro, consider the setting of a two
column table in which the entries in both columns extend to more than a single line, but 
the left column is always the longer-although the exact depth is variable, i.e.: 

Output appears: 
The left column entry is always 
longer than the right column 
entry, but the depth may vary 
from entry to entry. 
A macro to achieve this style 
needs to be given two pieces of 
variable length text at each ap
plication. 

A "direct" approach would be to: 

This layout can be achieved by a 
repeated command sequence. 

Or it may be achieved by build
ing a suitable macro. 

1. Mark top of column (i.e. current vertical position). 
2. Set right-hand (shorter) column first with a suitable column measure and left indent to 

clear the left column and gutter. 
3. Return to top of column, re-set column margins and insert left-hand (longer) column. 
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4. Repeat steps 1-3 for next entry, etc. 
i.e., for two columns, each of width 12 pIcas, and with a 2-pica gutter, the command/text 
sequence would be similar to: 
[vm1][c26.0][i114.0]First right column entry/l 
[vp1][il%][c12.0]First left column entryll 
[vm1][c26.0][i114.0]Second right column entry/l 
[vp1 ][il % ][c12.0]Second left column entry/l 
etc. 

More conveniently, we need to be able to construct a macro of the form: 
[vm1][ c26.0][i114.0]xxx/1[ vp1][il % ][c12.0Vyy/l 

(where xxx and yyy represent right- and left-column text entries respectively) 
which can be called for each "complete" (i.e. left and right columns) entry in the table. 

The system provides for such macros. They are diftned as for other macros (i.e. in a .MCR 

file), but they contain the special character @, which denotes that text is used at this point 
in execution. 

For example, using the illustration above and calling the macro by the name DC (for 
Double-Column), the file DC.MCR would appear as 

[vm1 ][c26.0][i114.0]@/1[vp1][il% ][c12.0]@/1 

To use this macro, and to obtain the output indicated above: 
Source file contains: 

[c29.0]][f 1 OO][p 10][ v 111 
[*DClThis layout ... sequence.@The left column ... entry to entry.@ 
[*DC]Or it may ... suitable macro.@A macro to ... each application.@ 

Note: In execution, the character @ acts as a separator (or delimiter) of the different text 
strings to be applied in the macro. 

Repeating the same macro - [ar"] command 

Continuing the example from above, where we wish to call the same defined macro at 
many points in the .TVp file, there are two additional operational techniques which can be 
employed: 
(a) Where the number of calls immediately following each other is known (in our example, 2 succes

sive calls), we can use the command 
[ar?], where? is the number of times to repeat the macro 

which immediately follows this command 
i.e., [ar3][*s7] causes the macro S7 to be repeated 3 times. 

Hence, referring to the example above, 
Source file could contain: 

[ar2][*dc1This layout ... @The left column ... @Or it ... @A macro ." @ 

(b) Alternatively-and particularly when the number of calls is not known, the insertion of an addi
tional character @ signifies to repeat the previous macro call (without specifying it by 
name). 

Again, referring to the example above, 
Source file could contain: 

[*DC1This layout ... @The left column ... @@Or it ... @A macro ... @ 

Note the additional @ symhol. 

Nole: The significance to .JUS'llI' of the symbol @ may now be appreciated. This is why 
special care must be taken, if the printing character @ is required in text, to use the access 
code /@ and not simply @. 

A simple @ will be interpreted as an instruction to repeat the previous macro and, if 
there is no previous macro, JUSTll' will display an error message concerning macro calls; for 
the beginner who is not consciously using macros, this can be very confusing! 
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Command [ak I 
If the definition of a macro contains reference to, say, two text strings (i.e. there are two 
@'s built into the definition), but it happens that on occasions only the first text string is 
available to be supplied, then the macro can be terminated (without supplying all of the 
arguments) by the command [ak). 

This is shown in the following example, which again uses the DC-macro defined earlier, 
and which simply removes the first left-column entry. 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[c29.0])[f1 OO][p1 O][v11] 
[*DC]This layout ... sequence.@[ak] 
[*DC]Or it may ... suitable macro.@A macro to ... each application.@ 

Output appears: 

A macro to achieve this style 
needs to be given two pieces of 
variable length text at each ap
plication. 

COJllmand I? 

This layout can be achieved by a 
repeated command sequence. 
Or it may be achieved by 
building a suitable macro. 

In Chapter B8, reference was made to this command, but no application of it was given. It 
is really only of use within definitions of macros to avoid possible redundant quadding 
commands. 

Again using the DC-macro defined above, we have built the quadding command (II) for 
each entry into the macro. But, if someone uses this macro without being familiar with the 
internals of the macro, it is possible that they will include the appropriate quadding com
mand as part of the text of the entry so that, during processing, successive quadding com
mands will be encountered, resulting in blank lines being inserted (see Chapter B8). To 
avoid such possible errors, we could modify the macro by replacing each II within the 
macro by I? Then, during processing by JUSTIF, 
1. If no quadding command has been inserted as part of the text of the entry, I? will be 

interpreted as II. 
2. If a quadding command has been inserted as part of the text of the entry, I? will be 

ignored. 
An additional advantage (beyond avoiding the possible introduction of unwanted blank 
lines) is that it allows the quadding command for any entry to be varied (to Ic or Ir) simply 
by inserting the required quadding command as part of the text of the entry. 

LEVEL III MACROS AND ARITHMETIC COMMANDS - PERFORMING CALCULATIONS 

The parameters of the various commands entered into a .TYI' file are held internally in the 
computer in storage units called registers. For standard commands, the registers used are 
well-defined by name (e.g. the register called $1' holds the value of the current pointsize in 
hundredths of a point); in addition, the ITPs-system allows the user access to a further 260 
registers (labelled A through z and An through zn, where n takes any value in the range 
1-9) also, and provides the facilities for loading a register (i.e. entering an integer value 
into that register), performing simple arithmetic operations on the contents of registers, 
inserting the contents of registers into the output file as text, and using the values in regis
ters as arguments in commands and macros. 

While the following discussion does not do justice to the whole topic, it does provide an 
introduction, via some simple examples, of the ideas involved. 
(It is possible that a more complete treatmcnt could telrlll the basis tell' a future supplemcnt to this manual.) 
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J llustration A 

Suppose we require a command which generates "small capitals" (generally rcf'erred to as 
"small caps") - SMALL CAPITALS. 

For smaller pointsizes (say, 8-12 point), it is generally sufficient simply to reduce the 
current pointsize by 2 (or perhaps 3) points but, for larger pointsizes, this is not an ade
quate working rule. 

Here, it is better to observe that the size of small caps is approximately 70 % of the full 
size, i.e. we have a formula: 

required size = 70% x current size. 
The following "arithmetic commands" are available to assist in this case: 

[ZXH,o] 
H is the name of a register (A-Z) 
o is the integer value (or name of another register) to be placed (or loaded) 
into the register H. If a register-name is used, the integer value stored in that 
register is copied to the register being loaded. 

[zmH,o] 
H is the name of a loaded register (A-Z) 
o is the integer value (or name of another register) by which the value in H is 
to be multiplied. 
The result replaces the original value in R. 

[zdN, o] 
R is the name of a loaded register (A-Z) 
o is the integer value (or name of another register) by which the value in H is 
to be divided. 
The integer part of the result of this division replaces the original value in H. 

Finally, if the name of a register is used as the value of a parameter ina standard com
mand (i.e. the value in that register is used), then, in issuing the command, the register
name must be preceded by the exclamation-mark (!). Thus [il!G] will cause a left-indent 
whose magnitude (in picas) is the integer value currently stored in register G. 

In our illustration, we need to: 
• place the current value of the pointsize in a register (for safe-keeping, since we will want 

it back again later!), i.e. load the value of the "standard" register $1' into, say, register c 
• calculate 70% of this value, storing the result in, say, register T 

• apply the normal [pI] command, but using the value in register T as the value needed 
by the command 

A suitable macro would be SC:.:\ICR (for "small caps"), containing the following command 
sequence: 

[ZXC,$PJ[ zxT ,$p][ zmT, 7][ zdT, 1000][pr!T] 

Notice that the command [pr?] was used rather than [pI), because an illegal pointsize 
could be the result of the calculation. 

The register C was used to retain the original value of the pointsize so that another ma
cro could use this register to restore this original value. 

Example 
Source file contains: 

[p 1 O]LARGE [*sc]SMALUI 
[va12][p24]STILL[p24] [*sc]APPLlES/\ 

Output appears 
LARGE SMALL 

STILL APPLIES 
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ILlustratioll 13 

Consider now the generation of a sequence of consecutive integers (perhaps to be used for 
folios, i.e. page numbers). 

This time the following arithmetic command will be useful: 

[zjR] 
N is the name of a register (A-Z) 
This command instructs that the contents of the nominated register are to be 
inserted into the output (as an Arabic number), and the value in that register 
is then to be increased by 1. 

Then, an appropriate simple macro file, NUM.MCR would contain the single arithmetic com
mand 

[zjF] 

Example 
Source file contains: 

far 1 O][*numl 
Output appears: 

0123456789 

List of other arithmetic commands 

C:Ol\Ii\IAND 

[zaN] 
[ZWR] 
[ZZR] 
[ziH] 
[zpR,V] 

[ZSR, v] 

[ZCN, v] 

MEANING 

The contents of R is written into the output file as an Arabic number. 
The contents of R is written into the output file in upper-case words. 
The register R is loaded with the particular value zero. 
The value in R is increased by 1. 
The value in R is increased by the value v, or the contents of v if v is a regis
ter-name. 
The value in R is decreased by the value v, or the contents of v if v is a 
register-name. 
The value in R is divided by the value v, or the contents of v if v is a register
name, and the remainder after division is stored in R. 

Therc also exist {(mr "register-testing" commands, each of which contains the name of a 
macro which is or is not executed, depending on the result of the test performed. Briefly, 
they are as follows: 

[zeR.Xl'x], [zgR.Xl'X], [zIR,.\'}:%'], [znR,XYx] , 
where, in each case, R is the register whose value is tested, and Xl:%' IS the name of the 
lllacro to be executed or ignored. 

For [ze ... ], Xl:%' is performed if the value in R is equal to 0; for [zg ... ], Xl:%' is performed 
if the value in H is greater than 0; for [zl...], Xl:%' is performed if the value in H is less than 
0; far [Zll ... ], Xl:%' is performed if the value in R is not equal to O. 

Finally, there is the command [vh\'l:%'], which causes the macro .\'l:%' to be executed auto
lllatically immediately after a [vp?] command is carried out. 
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List (!l :,ystem registers with their meanings 

These registers are used by JUSTIF to store values relating to specific functions. While they 
may not be used by the user to store values, the values held there are available to the user 
to use (as with $1' above) in other calculations. They are all named by a single alphabetic 
character preceded by the symbol $. 

The complete list, together with their functions, are listed below for users wishing to 
develop their own typesetting routines. 

$B number of blocks in progress 

$C current column width in eighteenths of a point (set by [c?] command) 

$D set-up number (relates to output device) 

$E number of errors so far in file 

$F current font number (set by [f?] command) 

$1 total indent (eighteenths of a point) 

$.1 total left indent (eighteenths of a point) 

$K total right indent (eighteenths of a: point) 

$L number of lines thus far in file 

$M amount of leading remaining in a mark point command 

$N amount of leading specified in [vc?] command, in eighths of a point 

$P current pointsize in hundredths of a point (set by [p?] command 

$T total column width thus far in file 

$U total leading accumulated in eighths of a point 

$V current leading in hundredths of a point (set by [v?] command 

$W number of words thus far in file 

$X pointsize resolution, set to 2 since pointsize can be requested in half-units 

$Y factor declaring minimum vertical movement, set to 8 (indicating eighths of a point) 

Final Example 

For those interested in pursuing the construction and application of macros, the following 
macro is currently used in the setting of the front cover of the Prentice Computer Centre's 
Newsletter, to ensure that a constant line of text is always positioned exactly two lines (in 
12 point leading) from the bottom of the page, irrespective of how much text has been set 
prior to it on this page, i.c. all the necessary variable text is entered, then the macro is 
called, and finally the constant line is inserted. The command sequence embedded in the 
macro IS: 

[zxp ,$M][ zmP ,$Y][ zdp, 100][ zsP ,24][ va!p] 
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CHAPTER B20 
Typesetting from the V AX 

While the principal purpose of this manual is to provide details of the ITPS typesetting 
package, which is available only on the KL-lO system, it should be noted that a typesetting 
facility exists on the VAX 111780 machine via the TROFF program (together with the pre-pro-
cessors TBL, EQN and PIC), running under EUNICE. ' 

Formal documentation of TROFF, TBL and EQN is available, viz: 
Ossanna, J. F., NROFFITROFF User's Manual, Bell Laboratories Computing Science Technical 

Report 54, 1976. 
Kernighan, B.W., A TROFF Tutorial, Bell Laboratories internal memorandum. 
Lesk, M.E., Typing Documents on the UNIX System: Using the -MS Macros with TROFF and NROFF, 

Bell Laboratories, 1978. 
Lesk, M.E., MS Macros Reference Card, 1978. 
Lesk, M.E., TBL - A Program to Format Tables, Bell Laboratories Computing Science 

Technical Report 49, 1976. 
Kernighan, B.W. and Cherry, L.L., A System for Typesetting Mathematics, CACM, March 

1975. 
Kernighan, B.W., A System for Typesetting Mathematics - User's Guide (2nd edition), Bell La

boratories Computing Science Technical Report 17, 1977. 

Alternatively, the user may consult UNIX User's Manual (7th ed.), Vol. 2A. 

This chapter is intended, not to replace such documentation, but merely to outline the 
operational procedures required to use this software and to obtain typeset output once it 
has been applied. By way of example, samples are provided of typical source files, together 
with the corresponding outp.ut. 

Note: Certain aspects are still (June, 1983) in a developmental stage, e.g. 
( a) it is proposed to make the facilities accessible from within the V AXIVMS operating sys

tem 
(b) the method of transfer of the processed file to the final output device is currently under 

reVIew 
(c) full font accessibility may not be available. 
Thus, such aspects of the content of this chapter are subject to change. 

TROFF 

TROFF is a text-processing package (which operates under EUNICE), with commands de
signed primarily for copy destined to be output in typeset form. Like ITPS (or any other 
text-processing package), it requires the user to incorporate formatting commands into the 
body of text to be output. In TROFF, the typical form of such commands is 
either .x, where x is a one- or two-character name, often with associated parameters, 

(such commands appear as lines separate from normal text) 
or \x, which may be inserted at any point in text. 

In addition, there exist "macro packages" defining formatting rules and operations for 
specific document layouts, which can reduce the number of primitive TROFF commands 
needed. The Ms-package, in particular, is frequently used because of the range of common
ly-needed facilities it provides. 

The user is referred to the listed documentation for details of the commands and macros. 
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PRE-PROCESSORS TBL, EQN AND PIC 

TBL, EQN and PIC are TROFF pre-processors, which make available techniques for the rela
tively simple and convenient setting of tables (TBL), mathematical copy (EQN) and diag
rammatic material (PIC), i.e. by the addition of particular commands into the source file, 
these auxiliary programs are called in to handle these specialised forms of setting. 

In particular, 
(a) commands required by TBL are included in a segment of the source file 

beginning with .TS (for "Table Start") and 
ending with .TE (for "Table End") 

(b) commands required by EQN are included in a segment 
beginning with .EQ and 
ending with .EN 

(c) commands required by PIC are included in a segment 
beginning with .ps and 
ending with .PE. 

TO USE VAX TYPESETTING FACILITIES AND OBTAIN OUTPUT 

(z) To run a EUNICE C-SHELL 

Beginning at VAXIVMS level, the sequence is: 
$ @bin:csh VAXIVMS prompt is $ 

% EUNICE prompt is % 

TROFF and its pre-processors may now be called. 

Also, at this level, the commands 
MAN TROFF MAN TBL MAN EQN MAN PIC 

will give brief on-line information concerning the running of TROFF and its preprocessors. 

(ii) To run TROFF (without pre-processors) 

Given a source file XYZ.TYP which contains no segments for TBL, EQN or PIC, III order to 
produce the processed file XYZ.LST, issue the command 

% troff -ms xyz.typ > xyz.lst 
(assuming the -ms macro package has b~en employed) 

(iii) To run TROFF (with one or more pre-processor(s)) 

Since TBL, EQN and PIC are pre-processors, the segments relating to these programs must 
have their special commands translated into TROFF commands- before TROFF can deal with 
these segments. Hence the appropriate EUNICE command must reference the pre-processors 
first, e.g. 
1. % tbl xyz 1 . typ I troff -ms > xyz 1 .Ist ... for TBL only 

2. % eqn xyz2.typ I troff -ms > xyz2.lst ... for EQN only 

3. % pic xyz3.typ I troff -ms > xyz3.lst ... for PIC only 

In most general terms: 
% pic xyz.typ I tbl I eqn I troff -ms > xyz.lst 

(Where more than one pre-processor is involved, the order indicated above (i.e. PIC then 
TBL then EQN) is the required order.) 

(iv) To leave EU NICE after the processed file has been produced 

% " D Control-D 

$ V AXIVMS level 
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(vi) To direct output file to phototypesetter 

Since, presently, files can be sent to the phototypesetting machines only from the KL-l0, it 
is necessary to perform a two-part operation to output processed files: 
1. Transfer the .LST file from the VAX 11/780 to the KL-lO, using the program NFT from the 

KL-10, as follows: 
. r nft 
NFT> xyz.lst/get:xyz.lst/node: 3 
User name? tscaxton 
Password for node 3? 
XYZ.LST <- 3::SYS$SYSDEVICE:[1239871XYZ.LST;2/BYTESIZE:8 at 18895 bps 

2. Output normally to the phototypesetter: 
. Icg xyz.lst 

SAMPLE TROFF INPUT FILES 

Note: The output corresponding to these input files are displayed on the following pages. 

Example 1 (TROFF only) 
.11 24 
.vs 11 p 
.ce 
\s10\fbTROFF Sample 
.sp 4p 
\fr\sBTROFF\s 10 has its 
own distinctive set of commands. 

Set line length to 24 ems in current pointsize 
Set leading to 11 point 
Centre the next line 
to-point bold heading 
Add 4 points leading 

Its standard macro packages offer convenience but 
may adopt standards which may not 
agree with the conventions preferred by 
some users. 

Example 2 ? (Using EQN) 
.EO 
a+ b over c +d 
. EN 

Denotes special commands (which will be recognised by 
the EQN pre-processor) may be inserted . 

.sp 2p 

.EO 
x sup 2 + y sup 2 z sup 2 
.EN 
.sp 2p 
.EO 
{partial sup 2 f} over {partial x sup 2 } 
sup 2 
.EN 
.sp 2p 
.EO 
sign(xr= =left{ 
rpile{ 1 above 0 above - 1} 
Ipile{if above if above if} 
Ipile{x>O above x=O above x <O} 
.EN 

Example 3 (Using TBL) 

.11 20 

.TS 
css 
c I c I c 
I I c I n. 
\fbRecent Titles 
\fiTitletabAuthortabPrice\fr 

x sup 2 over a sup 2 + y sup 2 over b 

Computerized Methods of Setting Type<tab>M. Rule<tab> 12.70 
Having Fun with Typesetting Packages<tab>M. de Sade<tab> 19.25 
Beginner's Guide to Typesetting < tab> I. Opener < tab> 4. 50 
.TE 
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Example 4 (Using PIC) 

.PS 
ellipse" 1" 
ellipse "2" with .nw at last ellipse.se 
ellipse "3" with .sw at last ellipse.ne 
.PE 
.PS 
line right 1 i down O.25i \ 

then left 1 i down O.25i \ 
then right 1 i down O.25i dotted 

spline from start of 1 st line \ 
right 1 i down O.25i \ 
then left 1 i down O.25i \ 
then right 1 i down O.25i 

.PE 

.PS 
circlerad = O.15i; d O.5i; s = O.3i 
define tree ' 
{ R: $1; move to R 
{ line from R to R - $4,d chop 

line from R to R + $4,-d chop} 
{ move left $4 down d - circlerad; $2 } 
{ move right $4 down d - circlerad; $3 } 
} 

tree(circle " + ", circle "\fla\fP", 
tree(circle "*", circle "\flb\fP", 

circle "\flc\fP", s), s) 
.PE 
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TROFF SAMPLE 

TROFF has its own distinctive set of commands for 
formatting output. Its standard macro packages offer 
convenience, but may adopt standards which do not 
agree with the conventions preferred by some users. 

a +b = 1 
c+d 

Sign (x) == 
if x >0 

if x =0 
if x <0 

Recent Titles 
Title 

Computerised Methods of Setting Type 
Having Fun with Typesetting Packages 
Beginner's Guide to Phototypesetting 

B20-5 

Author 
M. Rule 

M. de Sade 
I. Opener 

Price 
12.70 
19.25 
4.50 
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CHAPTER Cl 
Obtaining Preliminary and Final Output 

Part B of this manual was concerned primarily with the various commands which need to 
be inserted into the source (input) file in order that the typesetting programs will format 
the text on output in accordance with pre-defined specifications. In this chapter, the focus 
will be the means of producing the final output from the .LST file generated by the program 
jUSTIF. 

Once the .LST file has been produced by jUSTIF, there are two possible forms of out
put - either a simulated display (on either terminal or line-printer) of the finished article or 
the genuine final product generated on the phototypesetting machine. 

Since the real final output is produced on special chemically-treated paper, its creation 
attracts a special "materials" charge, rated (at June, 1983) at $1.50 per A4 length of paper 
(50¢ per 100mm length). For this reason, it is often considered desirable to produce a less 
expensive "mock-up" for the purposes of proof-reading for literal errors and/or inspection of 
general style and format before proceeding to the final-product stage. This simulated ver
sion is called a draft copy. 

TO PRODUCE A DRAFT VERSION 

The production of a draft copy involves passing the .LST file generated by jUSTIF to another 
program called PRELP (on the TPS: disk area), which "translates" the movement and other 
commands embedded in the .LST file for controlling the typesetting machine into "equiva
lent" commands required by a line-printer or terminal to produce an effect which, as 
faithfully as possible*, reflects the final product. The result of this conversion process is a 
file with the extension .DRF .. 

* Neither a line-printer nor a terminal has the fine control characteristic of a phototypesetting machine, nor the 
range of characters and styles. Thus, much detail is lost in the translation. 

Given that the source file XYZ.TYP has been processed by jUSTIF, yielding the file XYZ.LST, 

then the following two steps are carried out: 

Step 1 
.r tps:prelp 
INPUT FILE FOR INTERPRETATION: xyz.lst 
[Will use 209 picas ( 884 mm) or 3 A4 pages of bromide paper on the MCS8400) 

END OF EXECUTION 

CPU TIME: 2.73 

Exit 

ELAPSED TIME: 9.52 

Note: PRELl' does two things-

At this stage, the file XYZ.DRF has been produced 

1. It provides information concerning the length of output which would be produced on 
the phototypesetter. 

2. It generates a file XYZ.DRF which can be typed or printed on normal general-purpose 
output devices (such as a terminal or line-printer). 

Step 2 

To preview on a terminal: 
.type/fortran xyz.drf 

The simulated copy is then displayed at the terminal. 

To obtain a hard-copy version from a line-printer: 
.print/file:fortran xyz.drf 
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Special Points to Note Concerning Draft Copy 
The devices on which draft files are output restrict the amount of detail which can be dis
played in the draft copy. In particular: 
1. Since all characters on the general-purpose output devices have the same width (unlike 

the characters produced by a phototypesetting machine), but the draft version still has 
to reflect truly the line-by-line presentation of the finished product, it follows that, 
whereas the final product will generally be justified, the draft copy will have a "ragged 
right" appearance. 

2. The output devices do not have either the range of characters provided by the photo
typesetter, nor the range of sizes. In consequence: 
(a) there is no indication of point size - all characters have the same s.ize 
(b) where the true character does not belong to the character set of the "simple" output 

device being used (e.g. £, ., - (em-dash), etc.), some "replacement" characters must be 
supplied in the draft version. 

3. There is only one 'Jace" available, not the variety associated with the proper intended out
put device. In an attempt to provide some indication of font changes, the following 
conversions are always made in the draft copy: 

(i) Italic and bold italic type is shown underlined* 
(ii) Bold type is shown overprinted* 

(iii) All other typeface changes are not catered for. 
* With video-display terminals, these may be difficult to see. 

4. The general-purpose output devices do not have a "reverse-leading" capability, so PRELP 

interprets both [va?] and [vr?] commands asforward advances. Thus, 
(i) a list which may appear in the final product as 

(a) The first item 
of a list of 
items. 

(b) The 
item 
list. 

second 
of the 

may appear in the draft copy as 
(a) 

The first item 
of a list of 
items. 

(b) 
The second 
item of the 
list. 

(ii) Similarly, when a superior number has been manufactured with a reverse-leading! 
pointsize-change combination, the draft representation of 

will be 
... superior36 numbers ... 

supenor 
36 

numbers ... 

While the list of limitations above may suggest that the draft version is only a poor 
reflection of the finished product, it must also be appreciated that the draft is comparatively 
inexpensive to produce (i.e. a draft copy + a final version is less expensive than an incor
rect "final" version + a corrected "final" version), and it does allow the following valuable 
checks to be made: 
1. Normal text characters do correspond on all output devices, so regular spelling checking 

can be carried out. 
2. Crude format-checking can be performed-

(i) Most common typeface changes (italic and bold) are highlighted 
(ii) Many (but not all) applications of added vertical whitespace will be shown. Fine 

additions (less than half a line in the current leading) are not treated because line
printers!terminals operate in "whole-lines" only. Even reverse-leading applications 
are noticeable (as shown above) although they appear as added-leading applications. 
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(iii) Actual line-endings are factual so, for example, bad word-breaks, column-breaks, 
etc are displayed. 

(iv) Indents are shown to exist, even though the magnitude of the indent is not faithfully 
reflected. (Thus, if the command II is used instead of the command Ip and an [ip-] 
command is present with a non-zero first parameter, then the following line will not 
have the normal start-of-paragraph indent.) But, with tabular material, the internal 
tab-positions of the output device are called into play, with the result that PRELP may 
produce a very "mis-aligned" display, which may still be correct in the final version. 
Also, large indents are simply indicated by the characters > > > appearing at the 
left of the line, to avoid possible wrap-around of lines which can make proof-reading 
difficult. 

It is recommended that, especially until you have sufficient experience with the programs 
and devices (and oftentimes even if you are experienced!), it is a good practice to produce 
draft copies of the entire job (document, chapter, etc) and "proper" output of a small sample 
of the job. 

TO PRODUCE FINAL COpy 

After examination of a draft version, and subsequent possible editing of the .TYP file and 
re-submission of the amended source file to the program JUSTIF to produce a modified ver
sion of the .LST file (repeating the overall process as often as needed), the stage is reached 
where the final product can be produced in the confidence that there are no text or format 
errors. 

To pass the .LST file to the phototypesetting machine, there are either of two commands 
which may be used. They are: 

./eg xyz.lst 
and 

./egu xyz.lst 

Both pass the file to the phototypesetting machine for processing, the only differences being 
when the job is performed and the cost of the processing. 

The regular command is Icg; the command Icgu is a request to have the job treated as 
urgent, in which case the job is processed with as little delay as possible but an extra charge 
is levied for the preferential treatment requested. 

Rules oj Operation oj Phototypesetter 

As at June, 1983, the following rules of operation apply: 
There are two "queues" leading to the machine-
• the "regular"( or MCS) queue, containing files passed by the Icg command; these are pro

cessed on, at worst, a 24-hour turnaround basis and attract the basic charge rate of 
$1.50 per A4 length of paper. If the combined length of jobs in the MCS queue exceeds 
20 ft, then processing of this queue begins and the resulting output may be collected 
from the usual output-collection points. If this queue has not been processed prior to 5 
pm on a normal working-day (because of lack of jobs), then it will be processed at that 
time. It is also cleared before the operators cease duty. 

• the "urgent" queue, containing files passed by the Icgu command; these are processed as 
soon as possible and are charged at the normal rate plus $4.50 per file. This surcharge is 
imposed to cover the cost of wastage of bromide paper which has to occur with each 
processing run and additional operating overheads. With a normal queue of jobs, this 
wastage and other costs is shared by all jobs in the queue; but with a "single-job" situa
tion such as occurs with jobs in the "urgent" queue, the total cost of this wastage and 
other overheads must be borne by the one user. 
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To inspect the queue and to transfer a job between queues 

The COMPUGRAPHIC 8400 phototypesetting machine is known in the overall computer system 
as device LPT026:, so it is this queue for this device which must be inspected. 

To check all jobs on this queue, issue the monitor-level command 
./MCS 

To inspect only your own jobs on this queue, the command is 
./MCS/C 

To transfer a job from the regular (MCS) queue, which characterises all jobs in its queue 
with the switch IFORMS:MCS (as you will see if you inspect the queue as shown above), to 
the urgent queue, which characterises all of its jobs with the switch IFORMS:URGENT, 

proceed as follows: 
1. Determine the jobname of your job in the MSC queue by inspecting the queue as dis

cussed above; part of the information returned to you is this jobname 
2. Suppose that the jobname is DOCA. Then give the command 

./MCS DOCA = Imodify Iforms:urgent 

JUSTIF SWITCHES 

JUSTIF accepts three switches, viz., 
IHELP, which provides information on how to apply the program, and a list of switch
es; 
IEXIT, which causes automatic return to monitor level once the nominated file has 
been processed, whereas the user is normally held at JUSTIF level, i.e. there is no need 
for the user to give the control-C command after the file has been processed; 
ILOG, which causes the generation of a log file, in which errors and statistics are re
corded during processing. The use of this file is explained in Chapter C5. 
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Chapter C2 

Width-Testing Programs 

In some situations, it is important to know whether or not a phrase will fit into a pre
determined horizontal space (e.g. whether a heading will fit into a column of prescribed 
width) or, conversely, to know what space is required to accommodate some given phrase 
(i.e. how wide to make a column, knowing the longest phrase required in that column). 

The system offers two alternative programs for providing information of this kind, viz., 
TPS:WIDTH and TPS:HEDFIT 

In both programs, the user nominates 

• the typeface required 
• the pointsize required 
• the text required 

and the program returns information concerning the width to which the given text string 
will set with the given typeface and point size parameters. 

USING TPS:WIDTH 

Example 
. R TPS:WIDTH 
Typesetting width calculation program 
Font number? 1 20 
Point size? 1 2 
Text: THIS IS A SAMPLE FOR TESTING WIDTH 

22.7 ems 
22 picas + 8 points . 
95.8 mm. or 3.77 inches 

Text: At this stage, there are three options: 
either enter further text 
or ,... C which returns to monitor level 
or ,... Z which allows further testing 

USING "z OPTION: 

Each time text is supplied to WIDTH, it returns the measure, and prompts for more text (as 
shown above) in the assumption that pointsize and face remain constant. However, if addi
tional tests are to be performed but with different point size and/or typeface conditions, then 
it is not necessary to exit (with "C) from the program and begin again; the command "Z 
returns to an earlier level (i.e. Pointsize? (if typed once) or Font number? (if typed twice) ) of 
the WIDTH program. 

Example 
. R TPS:WIDTH 
Typesetting width calculation program 
Font number? 120 
Point size? 1 2 
Text: THIS IS A SAMPLE FOR TESTING WIDTH 

22.7 ems 
22 picas + 8 points 
95.8 mm. or 3.77 inches 

Text: THIS IS A NEW SAMPLE 
13.3 ems 

13 picas + 3 points 
56.2 mm. or 2.21 inches 
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Text: "Z 
Point size? 14 
Text: THIS IS A NEW SAMPLE 

13.3 ems 
15 picas + 6 points 
65.5 mm. or 2.58 inches 

Text: "Z 
Pointsize? "Z 
Font number? 122 
Point size? 14 
Text: THIS IS A NEW SAMPLE 

13.4 ems 
15 picas + 7 points 
65.9 mm. or 2.59 inches 

Text: 
If an Invalid pointsize is entered, the appropriate calculation will be made as if such a 
pointsize value existed. However, the program will not accept an invalid font number. 

USING TPS:HEDFIT 

Note: This program is similar in purpose and application to the program WIDTH discussed 
above, but was specifically written to meet the needs of "headline fitting" in magazine/news
paper applications. 

The principal difference is that this time the user nominates the measure also and the pro
gram shows how much of the nominated text string will fit into the nominated width, as 
well as calculating the total width of the complete string. 

Example 
. R TPS:HEDFIT 
Heading fit width calculation program 
Multiple or Single Lines [Single]: 
Column measure: 12 
Font number? 106 
Point size? 24 

Press RETURN key for SINGLE (Default) 

i.e. 12 picas 

That measure will contain 12 average characters 
Text: SAMPLE HEADLINE 
SAMPLE HI IEADLINE This shows how much will fit in the column 

20 pica ems + 7 points 
87.1 mm. or 3.43 inches 

Text: TEST TEXT 
TEST TEXTI I 

11 pica ems and 4 points or 
48.1 mm. or 1.89 inches 

This shows the entire heading will fit in the column 

The following example shows the use of the "multiple-line" facility in this program. 
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Example 
. R TPS:HEDFIT 
Heading t width calculation program 
Multiple or Single Lines [Single]: M 
Font number: 106 
Pointsize: 20 
Measure 1: 24 
Measure will contain 32 average Ic chars & 22 average UC chars 
Measure2: 18 
Measure will contain 24 average Ic chars & 16 average UC chars 
Measure3: 1 5 
Measure will contain 20 average Ic chars & 14 average UC chars 
Measure4: 
Line 1 : SAMPLE HEADLINE 
Line2: SAMPLE HEADLINE 
Line3: SAMPLE HEADLINE 
Line4: 
SAMPLE HEADLINE/ / 
SAMPLE HEADLINE/ I 
SAMPLE HEADLI/ /NE 

Press RETURN to terminate 

Press RETURN to terminate 

17 pica ems and 2 points 
17 pica ems and 2 points 
17 pica ems and 2 points 

Text will not fit into lines of given lengths 
Total text length is 52 pica ems and 7 points 
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CHAPTER C3 
Text-Processing Menu Systems - TXTMEN and JRNMEN 

There exist two menu-systems containing a range of functions appropriate to users with a 
text-processing requirement. These two programs are called 

TXTMEN a menu containing functions related to ootq typesetting and other word
processing tasks (notably accessing the prograrr\. RUNOFF) 

and JRNMEN a modified form of TXTMEN with functions suitable for typesetting only. 

Users whose only use of the computer system will be in the typesetting/word-processing 
areas would find it very convenient to work with either or both of these menu-systems, SInce 
the facilities exist within them to: 

• create a source file 
• edit a source file 
• generate a .LST file using JUSTIF 

• generate a .DRF file using TPS:PRELP 

• dispatch a .LST file to the phototypesetting machine 
• dispatch a .DRF file to a line-printer or terminal 
• perform width-checking operations, as described in Chapter C2 
• perform general file-management tasks 

(e.g. TYPE, PRINT, DELETE, ARCHIVE, etc.) 
In short, virtually any operation likely to be performed while setting up, processing, modi
fying or dispatching material destined for typesetting can be carried out from within these 
menus. 

Additionally, each attempts to "protect" the user where possible by suggesting, for exam
ple, which file is intended if a file-specification is the object of a command or, again, which 
device is intended if a devIce should be specified as part of a command. This statement 
implies that "complete" commands do not have to be given - if a command is incomplete 
(i.e. the object of a command is not specified), then the user will be prompted by the menu 
system for the missing detail. 

THE MENU SYSTEM - JRNMEN 

This system is called up by the command 
R JRNMEN 

and it responds as indicated below: 

Example 
. R JRNMEN 

Welcome to the un TYPESETTING SYSTEM 
(Type? for help to any question) 

Command> 

Note: This introductory message is displayed at the terminal only on the first occasion on 
each day on which the program is called up. 

The possible responses to the menu-prompt (Command» are: 
Pressing the RETURN key, in which case the system displays a list of the commands 
which may be used, together with a very brief description of the function of each 
command (such as shown below in this chapter) 

or Typing the "command" ?, as suggested in the introductory message, in which case a 
substantial help-message will be displayed 

or Typing one of the commands from the menu. 
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Pressing the key RETURN will cause the system to respond with the following display: 

The available commands are: 

CREATE Create a NEW story 
EDIT Edit an OLD story 
HEDFIT Check on the fit of story heading 
JNH 
DRAFT 
SET 
DIRECT 
PRINT 
TYPE 
COPY 
DELETE 
EXIT 
KJOB 
HELP 

Produce a typeset story for a specified device 
Draft a typeset story on the lim~-printer or terminal 
Send final typeset story to a specified device 
List names of stories on disk 
Print story on the line-printer 
Type story on the terminal 
Make a copy of another story 
Delete a specified story from storage 
Leave the menu system 
Log off from the computer system 
Type out help information on menu system 

Notes: 
1. The functions CREATE and EDIT both call up the editing program SED ... no other editor 

is available with this menu. 
2. The function HEDFIT simply runs the program TPS:HEDFIT discussed in Chapter C2 from 

within the menu. Likewise, JNH runs the program JUSTIF, producing the .LST file, DRAFT 

runs the program TPS:PRELP, producing the .DRF file, and SET performs the same func
tion as the command ICG, l.e. it dispatches the ~LST file to the appropriate 
phototypesetting machine. 

3. The functions DIRECT, PRINT, TYPE, COPY, DELETE, KJOB perform exactly as their monitor
level counterparts of the same name, while EXIT returns the user to monitor level, and 
HELP provides information. 
Note especially that you may leave the menu only via the commands KJOB or EXIT. In 
particular, "C does not let you escape from the menu - it returns you to the general 
prompt Command>. 
Example 

Command> JNH 
Story to typeset: XX.TYP Assuming this is first command 

[JUSTIF Version 301 (1604001-2] 
[JNHQUE - Justifying file DSK:XX. TYP] 
[JHNFIN - xx DONE] 

Exit 

Command> SET 
Story to send [XX.LST]: 
Send to typesetting device: 
[JRN Defaulting to CG8400] 
Typesetting priority to be used [STD]: 

[LPT026: XX = ISeq/232354/Limit: 6, 1 File] 
Command> 

THE MENU SYSTEM - TXT MEN 

Defaults to last story set by JNH if no story entered 

Defaults to CG8400 if no device entered 

STD corresponds to "normal" queue ... typing ? here 

will display informative message to the effect that per

missible values are STD (either explicitly or by default 

by pressing RETURN key) or URGENT 

This menu system is similar to the one discussed above but, III differs III the following 
respects: 

These functions are not available: 
HEDFIT, JNH, SET, COPY 

These functions are different in application: 
CREA TE, EDIT 

which call up the editing program UQEDIT, not SED. 
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Example 

These added functions are provided: 
SED, which calls up the editor of the same name 

(and hence replaces the functions CREATE and EDIT from jRNMEN) 
RUNOFF, which calls up the "text-processing" package RUNOFF 

(which interfaces to the typesetting programs ... see below) 
TYPSET, which performs a 'JNH" type of function, 

but with a file set up for RUNOFF. 
SEND, which performs the same function as SET. 
ARCHIV, RETRIE, which allow transfer of files between on-line and off-line stor

age areas. 

. R TXTMEN 

Menu> 

Text Processing Menu System 
(Type? for help) 

Pressing the key RETURN will cause the system to respond with the following display: 

The available functions are: 

CREATE Create a NEW file 
EDIT Edit an OLD file 
SED Run the SED video editor program 
RUNOFF Produce RUNOFF output for the line-printer or terminal 
TYPSET Produce a typeset file for a specified device 
DRAFT Draft a typeset file on the line-printer or terminal 
SEND Send final typeset file to a specified device 
WIDTH Find the width of typeset text 
DIRECT List names of stored files 
PRINT Print file on the line-printer 
TYPE Type file on the terminal 
DELETE Delete a specified file from storage 
ARCHIV Archive specified file offline 
RETRIE Retrieve specified file from offline 
EXIT Leave the menu' system 
KJOB Log off from the computer system 
HELP Type out help information on menu system 

RUNOFF-JUSTIF Interface 

For users with files originally set up for processing by the package RUNOFF (See manual 
MNT-14), the menu-command TYPSET causes the RUNOFF-commands to be translated into 
"equivalent" jUsTIF-commands and to be passed automatically to jUSTIF, producing a .LST 
file. 

However, since there is no provision in a word-processing package such as RUNOFF for 
such features as different typefaces, different pointsizes, etc., this method of treating your 
file adopts certain default standards and transformations, viz., 

• default output device - CG8400 
• default typeface - English Times 
• underlined text is converted to English Times Italic 
• default point size - 10 point 
• default leading - 12 point 
• default measure - 36 picas. 

Additional typesetting commands can be inserted in the .RNO file, provided they are en
tered in the form 

_lcommand_l or _/command 
i.e. the brackets or slash must be preceded by the underscore character. 

The user has no real control over any of the transformations performed on a standard 
RUNOFF file sent for typesetting, although the .TYP file generated may be edited. However, 
it will contain many more commands than a regular user of jUSTIF would normally use. 
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CHAPTER C4 
Output to APS-5 Phototypesetter 

Until the installation of the COMPUGRAPHIC 8400 machine at the Prentice Computer Centre 
in 1983, all output had to be directed to an APS-5 phototypesetter situated at Queensland 
Newspapers, Bowen Hills. The facility to send output to that device still exists. 

But, files prepared specifically for one machine cannot simply be dispatched to the other 
without (sometimes) a good deal oj editing and (certainly) re-processing by JUSTIF. 

This is because 
1. the output device is different, and operates differently, so that JUSTIF has to translate 

your typesetting commands into operations which the individual particular machine 
will understand 

2. the typefaces available on the different machines are different (although some may be 
common) and are referenced by different jont numbers even when the face is available in 
both, e.g. 
(a) English Times is available on both machines, but whereas it is font number 100 
on the COMPUGRAPHIC 8400 machine, it is font number 230 on the APS-5 machine 
(b) this manual could not have been set on the APS-5 machine, since Baskerville is not 
available on that machine 
(c) the Newton series of typefaces is available on the APS-5 machine, but not on the 
resident COMPUGRAPHIC 8400 machine. 

3. the character-sets on any common fonts do not coincide - each APS-5 font contains 100 
characters (not 118 as on the COMPUGRAPHIC 8400 machine). 

4. access codes may differ for the same character on the different machines. 

Where there is good reason to wish to use the APS-5 machine, you are advised to consult 
the Prentice Computer Centre regarding font and character availability, access codes and 
font numbers. 

Also, the first command in the file must be 
[* aps] not [* cg8400]. 

TO OBTAIN OUTPUT FROM APS-5 

If operating jrom monitor-level, give the command 
./TYPESET XYZ.LST INOHEAD 

after the file XYZ.LST has been proquced by JUSTIF. 

If operating jrom menu-level (either JRNMEN or TXTMEN), the command SET or SEND (as the 
case may be) will request information about the output device. In either case, enter the 
value APS. 

OPERATING RULES 

Since output to the APS-5 machine requires the physical transportation of materials to 
another location, it is inevitable that turnaround time will be greater. The dispatch ar
rangements are: 
1. The .LST file is written to magnetic tape at midnight on any working day. 
2. The magnetic tape is dispatched on the following working morning to Queensland 

Newspapers for processing. 
(i.e. jobs submitted on Friday will be written to magnetic tape at midnight, and collect
ed for dispatch on Monday morning.) 

3. Output is collected from Queensland Newspapers on the following working day and are 
normally available for collection at the Prentice Computer Centre that afternoon. 
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With regard to cost, normal computer processing costs are involved, plus the "materials 
surcharge", which is rated at $2.00 per A4 length of page by Queensland Newspapers. 
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CHAPTER C5 
Tracking Down Errors 

When an illegal command is issued in a .TYP file, jUSTIF returns an error message to the termi
nal when it encounters this illegal command during processing, usually displaying some of 
the text around the offending command (as an aid to the user in locating the incorrect 
command during subsequent editing), as well as a brief comment on the illegality, e.g. 

text .. , [F161]1LLEGAL FACE 
<%JUSERR: 

? 
FACE NOT AVAILABLE 

> 
However, depending on the error, the message may not always provide a simple or 

meaningful comment on what is wrong (such as ILLEGAL FACE), e.g. 
text ... 10 ... 
<%JUSERR: 
? 
ILLEGAL COMMAND 

> 
In this case, the display of some of the surrounding text can be valuable, since the only 

simple method of detecting the error is: 
1. To return to the .TYP file and use the text' displayed to locate the section of the file 

where the error occurs, and then 
2. To inspect very carefully all the text/commands in that section for possible errors, which 

could include 
illegal commands, ego [k20] instead of [p20], /y instead of /r 
missing command indicators or incorrect access codes, e.g. + instead of / + or /0 
(which is not a valid access code), etc. 

H you cannot detect the source of the error in this manner, then the techniques described 
below may be useful. 

GENERATING .JH (ERROR/STATISTICS) FILE 

When running program jUSTIF, an auxiliary file (.JH file) may be generated along with the 
.LST file, in which is recorded: 

1. each error (if any) detected, together with the line-number of the line of the input 
file on which the error occurs, and a comment on the error itself (similar to the 
terminal display when an error is met), and 

2. summary statistics on the input file, viz., 
font number of primary typeface, number of errors, number of keystrokes, number 
of words, number of lines, value of primary leading. 

By default, this file is not generated unless specifically requested by the user when calling 
the program jUSTIF, as shown below (taking the file DOCA.TYP as the input file): 

.R JUSTIF 
*DOCA/LOG Use the /LOG switch 

Sometimes the .JH file so generated may assist is locating and recognizing an error in the 
.TYP file. 
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GENERATING .DMP FILE 

A program TPS:DMPBIN exists which translates the contents of a .LST file into a humanly
intelligible set of instructions and text. Basically it records, step by step, the primitive in
structions which the phototypesetting machine will obey- i.e. every horizontal/vertical 
movement (in direction and magnitude), each typeface change, each point size change, each 
word printed. 

Consequently, the file generated by DMPBIN will usually be a lengthy file but, as a last 
resort, may help to detect errors at a point in text by displaying exactly what is happening 
at that point. 

To generate a .DMP file, the .LST file must first be generated by JUSTIF, and then passed 
as the input file to DMPBIN as follows: 

.R TPS:DMPBIN 

INPUT FILE NAME: XYZ.LST 
INPUT FILE NAME:~ C 

The file generated by DMPBIN will be named XYZ.DMP. 

SEEKING OTHER ADVICE 

Other enquiries regarding typesetting can be directed to the Prentice Computer Centre. 
In particular, consulting problems can be forwarded via the program MAIL to the mail-

box TEXT as follows: 

.MAIL 
No mail 
Mail command: SEND 
To: TEXT 
Subject: CONSULTING 
Message: ("Z when donel 
.... ENTER MESSAGE ... 
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APPENDIX A 
, List of Available Fonts, with Associated Font Numbers 

For organizational purposes, and convenience of use, the following convention has been 
adopted in the numbering of the fonts: 

The "normal" face of a family of faces (usually the 'medium' face) has an associated 
font number terminating with 0, 
e.g. English Times Medium is font 100, Baskerville Medium is font 110, Souve
nir Medium is font 150, Eras Medium is font 510, and so on. 
Where there is only one member in the family (e.g. Clearface Contour, Goudy 
Extrabold, Florentine Script, the Phonetic and Mathematics/Greek fonts) this 
face will also have a number ending in 0. 

The "medium italic" face of the family has a font number greater by 1 than the "nor
mal" face, 
e. g. English Times Italic is font 101, Baskerville Italic is font 111, Souvenir Me
dium Italic is font 151, etc. 
Where no such member of the family exists (e.g. Eras, University, Rockwell, 
etc), no other face will take this number. 

The "bold" face of the family has a font number greater by 2 than the "normal" face, 
e.g. English Times Bold is font 102, Baskerville Bold is font 112, Souvenir Bold 
is font 152, Eras Bold is font 512, etc. 
Where the bold form does not exist, the number is not used for any other face. 

The "bold italic" form of the family (where it exists) has been given a font number 
greater by 3 than the "normal face", and this number is reserved for such a face 
only, 
e.g. English Times Bold Italic is font 103, Baskerville Bold Italic is font 113, 
Souvenir Bold Italic is font 153; Eras Bold Italic is not available, so font number 
513 is not used. 

Also, since no family of faces available contains more than nine members, the first 
two digits of the font numbers for all members of any family are identical, e.g. 
all English Times styles have numbers of the form 10?, 
all Baskerville styles have numbers of the form 11?, 
all Souvenir styles have numbers of the form 15?, 
all Eras styles have numbers of the form 51?, and so on. 

Where styles other than the four "basic" styles (Medium, Medium Italic, Bold, Bold Italic) 
exist, the last digit of the three-digit font number will lie in the range 4-9, 
e.g. Souvenir Light is font 155, Univers Ultrabold Expanded is font 508, English Times 

Condensed is font 104, Helios Semibold Outline is font 524. 
Note: For these "non-basic" styles, there is no regular pattern to the allocation of the final 
digit in the font number. 

Below are listed all the available fonts, with their associated font numbers, arranged m 
families, in increasing font number order. 
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Font Font 
Number Face Description Number Face Description 

100 English Times 500 U nivers Medium 
101 English Times Italic 501 Univers Medium Italic 
102 English Times Bold Text 502 U nivers Bold 
103 English Times Bold Italic Text 504 U nivers Extrabold 
104 English Times Condensed 505 U nivers Light 
105 English Times Bold Display 506 Univers Light Italic 
106 English Times Bold Italic Display 507 U nivers Extrabold Expanded 

110 Baskerville 508 U nivers Ultrabold Expanded 

111 Baskerville Italic 510 Eras Medium 
112 Baskerville Bold 512 Eras Bold 
113 Baskerville Bold Italic 514 Eras Demibold 

120 Garth Graphic 515 Eras Ultrabold 

121 Garth Graphic Italic 516 Eras Outline 

122 Garth Graphic Bold 520 Helios 
123 Garth Graphic Bold Italic 522 Helios Bold 

130 Century Schoolbook 524 Helios Semibold Outline 

131 Century Schoolbook Italic 530 University Roman 
132 Century Schoolbook Bold 532 University Bold 
133 Century Bold Italic 540 Stencil 
140 Mallard 544 Stencil Outline 
141 Mallard Italic 550 Clearface Contour 
142 Mallard Bold 

760 Dingbats 200 
143 Mallard Bold Italic 

(Miscellaneous No. 1) 
150 Souvenir Medium 770 Dingbats 300 
151 Souvenir Medium Italic (Miscellaneous No.2) 
152 Souvenir Bold 

900 Script Text 
153 Souvenir Bold Italic 
154 Souvenir Outline 

(Maths/Greek No.1) 

155 Souvenir Light 
910 Full-size Greek Text 

(Maths/Greek No.2) 
156 Souvenir Light Italic 

920 Inferior English Times Italics 
160 Rockwell Medium (Maths/Greek No.3) 
162 Rockwell Bold 930 Inferior English Times 
170 Serif Gothic Regular (Maths/Greek No.4) 
172 Serif Gothic Bold 940 Superior Greek and Chemistry 
174 Serif Gothic Extrabold (Maths/Greek No.5) 

180 Tiffany Medium 950 Superior English Times Italic 

182 Tiffany Bold (Maths/Greek No.6) 

190 Grouch 960 Inferior Greek 
(Maths/Greek No.7) 

200 Korinna Extrabold 970 Superior English Times 
210 Goudy Extrabold (Maths/Greek No.8) 

280 Florentine Script 980 Phonetic English 

300 Special Logos* (Phonetics No.1) 
990 International Phonetic Alphabet 

(Phonetics No.2) 

* At time of preparation of this manual, font 300 is reserved only for this purpose ... no characters have yet 
been included in this font, but arrangements are being made to include logos of special interest to particular 
groups on campus (e.g. University of Queensland shield, Griffith University shield, Prentice Computer Centre 
logo, etc). 

An example of each style of type is provided in Appendix B. 
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APPENDIX B 

Samples of All Available Type-Styles 

For purposes of inspection and comparison, a common piece of text has been set in each 
'text' type-style available on the COMPUGRAPHTC 8400 phototypesetter. 

However, it should be carefully noted that particular styles of type are best suited to particu
lar purposes, and the design used in the samples below will not display most of the type
faces to their greatest advantage. 

It is recommended that, unless you have special knowledge of particular typefaces, you 
should experiment with small amounts of text to determine a style of type which best suits 
your individual requirements. Also, take care where "spectacular" display faces are involved 
... there are normally used in very short "bursts", not for lengthy text pieces. 

All samples have been set in 11 point on 12 point leading. 

English Times: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type currently 
available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

English Times Italic: 
This short sample oj text has been set to demonstrate the various styles oj type currently 
available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

English Times Bold Text: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type currently 
available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

English Times Bold Italic Text: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type currently 
available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

English Times Condensed: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type currently available, and to 
allow comparison between these styles. 

English Times Bold Display: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type currently 
available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

English Times Bold Italic Display: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type currently 
available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Note: The distiction between "Text" and "Display" styles in English Times is that the "Text" faces should be used 
for point sizes up to approximately 24 point, and the corresponding "Display" faces used for all larger point 
sizes. A few characters have been modified in the "Display" forms to avoid noticeable distortion in the larger 
pointsizes. It is legal to use either in any available size, but best results will be obtained if the preceding rule is 
followed. 
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Baskerville: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type currently 
available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Baskerville Italic: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type currently available, and to 
allow comparison between these styles. 

Baskerville Bold: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type cur
rently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Baskerville Bold Italic: 
This short sample oj text has been set to demonstrate the vanous styles oj type curren try 
available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Garth Graphic: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type cur
rently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Garth Graphic Italic: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type currently 
available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Garth Graphic Bold: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of 
type currently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Garth Graphic Bold Italic: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type 
currently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Century Schoolbook: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type 
currently available, and. to allow comparison between these styles. 

Century Schoolbook Italic: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type cur
rently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Century Schoolbook Bold: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of 
type currently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Century Bold Italic: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type cur
rently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 
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Mallard: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type 
currently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Mallard Italic: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type 
currently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Mallard Bold: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type 
currently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Mallard Bold Italic: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type 
currently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Souvenir Medium: 
This short sample of text has be,en set to demonstrate the various styles of type cur
rently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Souvenir Medium Italic: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type cur
rently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Souvenir Bold: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various 
styles of type currently available, and to allow comparison between 
these styles. 

Souvenir Bold Italic: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various 
styles of type currently available, and to allow comparison between 
these styles. 

~®O!J\I)7®llilDIT @O!JllilDllil®g 

1TiluD(i3 (i3ilu®ITll (i3~IJiJi)jJ)il® ®1l ll®ssll ilu~(i3 @®®llil (i3®1l ll® CJ!]®IJiJi)®llil(i311IT~ll® llilu® \I)7~ITD®O!J(i3 

(i311\l)7il®(i3 ®1l 1l\l)7jJ)® CC;:O!JITIT®llilllil\l)7 ~\I)7~Dil~@il®o ~llilCJ!] u® ~ilil®1l!J' CC;:®IJiJi)jJ)~ITD(i3®llil @®llll!J'®®llil 

llilu®(i3® (i311\l)7il®(i3o 

Souvenir Light: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type currently 
available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Souvenir Light Italic: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type currently 
available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Rockwell Medium: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type 
currently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Rockwell Bold: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of 
type currently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 
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Serif Gothic Regular: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type cur
rently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Serif Gothic Bold: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type cur
rently available. and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Serif Gothic Extrabold: 
This short sQmple of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type 
currently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Tiffany Medium: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of 
type currently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Tiffany Light: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type 
currently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Grouch: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various 
styles of type currently available. and to allow comparison between 
these styles. 

Korinna Extrabold: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles 
of type currently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Goudy Extrabold: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type 
currently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Y~J~. 
:JiZ& ~~ ¥'kdk ~ dd'&> ~ de ~ d:~ ¥'~ ~~, and&> ~ 
~~deJe~. 

Eras Medium: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type cur
rently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Eras Bold: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles 
of type currently available, and to allow comparison between these 
styles. 

Eras Demibold: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type 
currently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Eras U'trabo.d: 
This short samp.e of text has been set to demonstrate the various 
sty'es of type current.y availab'e, and to allow comparison between 
these sty.es. 

@17&Jf3 @Cl!J'ClOIlCill@B 

uDilIlf3 f3Dil®I7'Cl f3IIlDW/JlO@ ®(] 'Cl@2::\'Cl DilIIlf3 w@@Cill f3@'Cl 'Cl® @@DW®Cillf3'ClI7IIl'Cl@ 'ClDil@ 'i"l1Il171l®Cl!Jf3 f3'Cl~O@f3 

®(] 'Cl~/Jl@ CSCl!JI7I7@Cill'ClO~ 1Il'i"l1Il1l0IIlwO@17 &JCill@ 'Cl® IIlOO®W CS®DW/JlIIlI7Ilf3®Cill w@'Clw@@Cill 'ClDil@f3@ 

f3'Cl~O@f3D 
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Univers Medium: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type 
currently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Univers Medium Italic: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type 
currently available, and to aI/ow comparison between these styles. 

Univers Bold: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type 
currently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Univers Extrabold: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of 
type currently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Univers Light: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type cur
rently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Univers Light Italic: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type cur
rently available, and to aI/ow comparison between these styles. 

Univers Extrabold Expanded: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various 
styles of type currently available, and to allow comparison be
tween these styles. 

Univers Ultrabold Expanded: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the 
various styles of type currently available, and to allow compar
ison between these styles. 

Helios: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type cur
rently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

Helios Bold: 
This short sample of text has been set to demonstrate the various styles of type 
currently available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 

[X]®Do®@ ®®ITilllo@J®D@l @(1jJ'UDo[Ji)®~ 

u[)iJo@ @[)iJ®[['U @®ITilll~D® ®lI 'U®M'U [)iJ®@ @J®®[Ji) @®'U 'U® @l®ITilll®[Ji)@'U[[®'U® 'U[)iJ® W®[[O®(1jJ@ @'UWD®@ ®lI 

'UW~® ©(1jJ[[[[®[Ji)'UDW ®w®oD®[Q)D®~ ®[Ji)@l 'U® ®DD®w ©®ITilll~®[[O@®[Ji) [Q)®'Uw®®[Ji) 'U[)iJ®@® @'UWD®@o 

University Qoman: 
This short sample of text has been sello demonstrate the various styles of type currently available, and 
to allow comparison belween these styles. 

University Bold: 
This short sample of text has been sel to demonstrate the various styles of type currently available. 
and to allow comparison belween these styles. 
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mDm\l~vD~D~fJ 'D'DDD~[;)D~ [;)'D'I.'fD.D~[;)o 

Ciearface Contour: 
This short sample of text bas been set to demonstrate the various styles of type currentiy 
available, and to allow comparison between these styles. 
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APPENDIX C 

List of Available Characters in Each Font 

When selecting a suitable typeface for a particular job, it will be necessary to check that all 
characters needed are available in the chosen font. The "character-lists" below for each font 
may be found useful for this. 

Also, where it is found necessary to use another font for just an occasional character, the 
lists below may help in deciding which alternate font should be used to match the common 
font most closely. 

It is also recommended that you consult Appendix E, since this defines the required access code for any charac
ter available in a font. 

English Times 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,; :-(!)'?' [*]_. /&-$ 
070# {}\ +@= Y<lY2%YJ¥3.o*t"..D_t~II§*~. -;- ~'© x ±® -

English Times Italic 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyZ 
0123456789 
.,;:-(!) ,?'[*J_./&-$ 
%# 0\ +@= 0 Y2 % 0¥3. o*t".. D_t~"§*~. -;- ~ '©x ± ® 

English Times Bold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,; :-(!)'?'[*]_. / &-$ 
070# {}\+@=Y4Y23/4Y32/3.o*t""D_t~II§*~. -;-~'©x ±® 

English Times Bold Italic 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyZ 
0123456789 
.,;:-(!) '?'£*J_./&-$ 
%# {}\ +@ = ~M%l/.H1.o*t""D_:j:~II§*~. -;- ~'© x ± ® -

English Times Condensed 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
. ,; :-(!)'?' [*1-·1&-$ 
070# {} \ +@= Y4 Yz Y4 V3 2fJ.o*t""D_t~II§*~. +~I© x ± ® -

English Times Bold Display 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,;:-(!)'?'[*]_. /&-$ 
%# {} \ +@= Y4 Y2% l!J¥3 .o*t".. D_*~II§*~. -:- ~'© X ±® 
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English Times Bold Italic Display 
ABCDEFGHIJKLkfNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,;:-(/)'?1*1-./&-$ 
%# {}1+@=0Y2%Y:H1.o*t""'D_~~II§*'.+"",,©x±®-

Baskerville 
ABCDEFGHIjKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,;:-(!)'?'[*].I&-$ ".. A_ 

%r A' Ya 74 % liz % % fa Ys % i £ 1,'··i<t:D _18ffifHfffifl 

Baskerville Italic 
ABCDEFGHIjKLAfNOPQRSTUVTYXYZ 
abcdrifghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.J; :-(!)?'[*j-I&- $ 
% - , '+ = i '.o£~, t ;:~. '--lfio.ffijJl§ + .f!.fi©.fi X ® -

Baskerville Bold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,; :-(!)'?'[ * ].1 & - $ 
% #- A' Ys Y4 % liz % % fa Ys % j'£'l,':Oi ¢ 0 A_-1&ffifHfffifl 

Baskerville Bold Italic 
A BCDEFGH{!KLAfNOPQRSTUVfVXYZ 
abcdifghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
o,;:-(!)?'[*J-I&- $ 
% - , '+ = i '.0 £~, t ;:~o '-- i.fleffijJl§ + ff.fi©fl X ® -

Garth Graphic 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
0' ;:-(!)'?' [*]-./&-$ 
0/0 1,4 V2 % 1/3 % $ * "... 0123456789¢ <t: 0--11234567890 ® 

Garth Graphic Italic 
ABCDEFGHljKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
a bcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,; :-( /}'?'[*J-·I&-$ 
% % %3.4 113%$* "...o123456789¢¢D---.h234567890 ® 

Garth Graphic Bold 
ABCDEFGHIjKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
0, ;:-(!) '?'[*]-. /&- $ 
0/0 1,41/2314.1/3 2/3$ * ,......OI23456789¢¢ D--I1234567890® 

I I 
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Garth Graphic Bold Italic 
ABCDEFGHljKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
o,;:-{ !}'?'[*J_e/&-$ 
% -l4* -% .;.3 % $ * V' 0123456789¢1/: 0-----4234567890 ® 

Century Schoolbook 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
o,;:-(!)'?,*_e/&-$ 
%U- A '+@=j'O'lf:'l.¢A_-BQ:j:»a~-;-e«©x 0 ±®_ 

Century Schoolbook Italic 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
,,;:-(fJ'?'*_e/&-$ 
%rA'+@=/o 'it;:~ ¢A_/J9:j:"a~-;-e((©x o±®_ 

Century Schoolbook Bold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
. ':_(!)'?'*_e/&_$ 
" " .. A_ 

%#-A'+@=i 0 It'''l¢_B<;*))a~+e((©xo±®-

Century Bold Italic 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

. abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 

oo.(.,l"'*_e//)-_$ 
.". _/. fOC 

%#-- '+@=l 'Olt,':6c~iJr:j:)) a~+e((©x o+®_ 

Mallard 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
,,;:_(!),?,[*]e/&_ $ 
%#- A 'VaV43js1f2 %% % V32fai'£'I/:'L¢oA_-1Bffifflfffifl 

Mallard Italic 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
,,; :-(!)'?'[* 1-/&-$ 
Om -, + = j'.o£'lJ;:'{_ -l})·ffiffl§..,.. fffi©fl x®-

Mallard Bold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,; :_(!)'?'[*] e/ & _ $ 
%#- A '1ju1f43fs1h5fa% % 1f32fai'£'l~;:o.:.¢ OA_ -tBffimfffifl 
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Mallard Bold Italic 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,;:-(!),?'[* 1-/&-$ 
% - A' + = j'. 0 £'1, (IJ A_-1fte:fliff1§ + fffi©J1 X ®-

Souvenir Medium 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,;:-(!)'?'[*] _. / &-$ 
% 1f41j2 % 1j3 2/3$ * 1/ 0123456789< ¢ D_ h234567890 ® 

Souvenir Medium Italic 
ABCDEFGHUKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,; :-(!J'?'£ *)-. /&-$ 
% 1/4 Ij2 3/41j3 2/3 $ * 1/ 0123456789<(; D-h234567890 ® 

Souvenir Bold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,;:-(!)'1'[ * ] - • /&-$ 
% %Vz3A%%S* 1/0123456789"'(: D-/1234567890® 

Souvenir Bold Italic 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
o,;:-(I)'?'[ * ]_. /&-$ 
% %%%-%%$* 1/012iJ456789~C D-h2iJ4567890® 

§®(II]W®DDlltr @(II]UiliJDD® 
&lli3CC]]) IE IFCGJ IHJ ad] ~I1ru ~ @IPCQlIhl§'IT []J W\1);ly~)II'?2 
ClJ Th:J cr;crlJ ®(!:;gj ilD iJ] & illJDD DD ® IJD CQJ ISSSU (II] WI§:!j'S:!,'\:JjiZ 

®1l~S3c41&3(]5'37~® 
o9~go~2D6'gl9[ ~]= .If&=~ 
~ %%%%¥.f'* l/@llZiffi<l~®'I1(;J!v",¢ D-InZi!J<I~®'I1(;J!v@® 

Souvenir Light 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,; :-(!)'7'[ *J-. /&-$ 
% 1/41j23/41/32/3S * 1/ 0123456789¢¢ D-h234567890 ® 

Souvenir Light Italic 
AB CDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS TUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,; :-(!)'?'[*)_. / &- $ 
% 1/41/23/41/32/3$* 1/0123456789C¢D_h234567890® 
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Rockwell Medium 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,;:-(!)'?'[*]-e / &-$ 
% 1/41/Z%V3%$* vOlz3456789¢¢D_h,Z34567890® 

Rockwell Bold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,; :_(!)'?'[*]_e /&_$ 
% l;4Vz%%%$* v0123456789¢¢D_h,234567890® 

Serif Gothic Regular 
A8CDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijl"ilmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,; :-(!),?'[ * ]/&-$ 
% 'r012J456789¢ ¢~@el\mnQf s~aefrt!,\rTV1Yz. 

Serif Gothic Bold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
,,; ;-(!)'?'[ * ]/&-$ 
% 't012J456789¢¢--A.,€@ek"mnQfs19aeftt"-rTVlYZ 

Serif Gothic Extrabold 
ABCDEFGHUKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
,,;:-(!)'?'[*]/&- $ 
% 't0123456789¢ ¢-J\.€@ek"mi'lQfs~aejl"t"-rTl.r\YZ 

Tiffany .Medium 
ABCDEFGHUKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,;:-(!)'?'[*]/&-S 
% 8®.012345G789~(l_ t!..CI\..L..~ QI{S ,(h,·'.l,,'i> fIt 1,,111.11, IS Vw'"« 

Tiffany Light 
ABCDEFGlfIjKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijk1mnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
., ;:-(!)'?'[ * ]/&-8 
% 8®.o123456789c¢_['CIQ~QItS lh,.<;,';)J 111,,111,11 S S V\\I"~.)(" 

Grouch 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrs tuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.• ::-U)'?·[ *]- e /&-5 
°0# {}1+@=l/41123/41j31/3.o*tvD_*~"§u~. + .... '©K ~® -
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Korinna Extrabold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST(JVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,;:-(!)''?'[ *]- -1&-$ 
%# 01 + @ =1f41h%1f3%.o*tvD_:f:~"§*'. + .... '© x ±® -

Goudy Extrabold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,j:~(!)'?'[*]/&-$ 
% $0123456789¢¢ _cAGJ3ffi~0~'Iqh,k.rr\,ltls~ 

yt J<mi£//r J';:~/t! 

J:rZ':?iJIffiii9?Y'Jt'Y;)!AJ:;/~·1eyY~mIPIY~ 

~"{~/Z?t"'7"f4<di£a'"",,.cJ'? 
tJ/~~4507d'Jl 

.,;;-!V'o,/'·/r./&-,! 
,I'- - , ~ 0 % 0"J'c+'''/ "«,,/,,t;i' ___ t/Q';,-J I;.i /'&~VXF~ c_ 

Univers Medium 
ABCDEFG HIJ KLM NOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,; :-(!)'?' [*]- - /& - $ 
%# OI+@=%%%%%.o*tvD_:j:~"§*'.+""'©x±®-

Univers Medium Italic 
A BCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS TUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,;:-(/) '1'[*}- -/& - $ 
% # 0 I + @ = ~ 'h % jj % # 0 * t v D_:j: ~" § * , • + .... ' © x ± ® -

Univers Bold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,; :-(1)'7'[*]-- /& - $ 
%# OI+@=Y4%%%%.o*tvD_:j:~"§{:['. + .... '©x ±® -

Univers Extrabold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMI\IOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,;:-0)'1'[*]- -1&- $ 
%# OI+@=%%%Ya%.o*tvD_*~"§{:['.+""'©x±®-

Univers Light 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
,,; :-(! )'7'[ * ]--/&- $ 
% # 0 I + @ = :4 V2 % V3 % • 0 * t v 0_ =I: ~ " § {:[ , • + .... ' © x ± ® -
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Univers Light Italic 
A BCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS TUVWX YZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
., ;:-(1) '?'[ *}- -/&- $ 
%# {}I + @ = Y4 12 % Y3 %.0 * t".... D_f ~ 1/ § *,. -7- ..... '© x ± ® -

Univers Extrabold Expanded 
ABCDEFGHI.JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvvvxyz 
0123456789 
.,;:-(I)'?'[ *]-. /&-$ 
%# {}1+@=%Y2%%%.o*t"....D_*~"§*~. + ..... '©x ±® 

Univers Ultrabold Expanded 
ABCDEFGHI.JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvvvxyz 
0123456789 
.,;:-(!"?'[*]- - /&-$ 
%# {}1+@=%Y2%%%·o*t"....D_*~"§*~.+ ..... ·©x±® 

Eras Medium 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghUklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,;:-p)'7'[*J--I&-$ 
% '/4 '123/4 '/32/3 S * "....O'23456789¢<tD_;;234567890® 

Eras Bold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,;:-(!J'?'[*J- -/&-$ 
% % Vz3/4 %2/3$ * "....0123456789(( D-/'234567890® 

Eras Demibold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,;:-(1)'1'[*)--/&- S 
% '/4'123/4113 213 5 * "....01 23456789¢¢ D-;;234567890® 

Eras Ultra bold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,;:.(!J'?'[* J- -1&-$ 
0/0 '14 'Iz1/4'13Zh'* "....01Z1456789~~D_/1Z14567890® 
[];[?CD~ @Cl[]'C'lOEl[iiJ@ 

~[[l(£@)[];[?,@[]{]DdJO«[1UGiJ~@[jU@OO~uQD~Mv~ 

CDC~)(E@J@vCJJ[}UElll fklO 1JW[iiJ®[Jl~[?~Q[1!JI"7W2:i~~ 

®'iJ m.lcDf:5clJL7iIl® 
DoB8 Q QQD D 'bl"["]= - ff~=1J 
@/@ TI/c1l IVCl'!!c1l o/!] Cl/!]0 * "....@TI61!]c1lIDChV0®<S(5 D_/TI 6l!]c1lIDChV0®@® 
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Helios 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 

"_(I)'?' * -_/&_$ ", ... 
%#- A '+@=i'O'lf'''i,¢A_-S<;:j:»aQ-:-e«©X 0 ±®_ 

Helios Bold 
ABCDEFGHIJKlMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
a bcdefg h ij kl m nopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.. , '" " " 

.• _(I)"?' * __ 1&_$ 
%#_A' + @ = j'O'Ir":·j.cf _-B9*))a~ + e((© x 0 ± ®_ 

[f(]®Oo®@ @®m:rUO!ID®O@] @llil~OO[]j)® 
&[ID©[Q)~[?@[f(]Oc4J~[bffiaJlm@[¥l@~@1FQ1JWW~V{z 

®!ID©@]®\l(IDD1loD~Om:ru[]j)®~cm[f@~llilWWlZW~ 
@~~~~@®U'®® 
D99go((QD6~9;:' = - U&1=@ 
®1®arQ~? @ :"': O~@vDlJ8g~@Q_=®~~»»®~,~ @««©2Z @ g ® = 

University Qoman 
ABCDEfCtlIJKLMNOPQQaTUVWXYZ 
abcdef8hijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
01'23456789 
.,: :-(!)'?'[*]--/<'0-$ 
%# {}I +@= %1/2%lP/3.o*t,.....D_*~"§*~. -:- .... '©x ±® -

University Bold 
ABCDEfCHIJKLMNOPQPSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmrtopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
" ::-(!)'?'[*]--I&-$ 
%# {}1+@=%%%1j3%.o*t,.....D_*~"§*~.-:- .... '©x ±® -

S'I'I~N.~U 
luJ(~nl~I~.;III.JlU.)INOI·.lIlS'I'(JV'fXYZ 
AIJ(~n 1~1~.;III.JlU.)INOI·.lIlS'I'(JVl\TXyZ 

OI2:J~'5(n.m 
•• ;:-(!r?'[ *)-- /&-$ 
IYt. I/,IJ2:lj,I!:12!:IS * ,/ tIl2:\<I51111lIl C C! 0 _/12:j'15117111141® 

~'D'D~lt\Ja~DD. @TImD.Dlt\JD~ 
11,lDBa~DDDW~aDm:lDQDD!.m.l:)Dlt\J@DDanm~'D'mlr\l\Yl.'iTI'1Z 

11,lDBa~DDmD~aDD{]DQDD~D.l:)Dlt\J@DDanm~'D'mlr\l\Yl.'iTI'1Z 

@ D ~~B~fifDQB'd8BgD 
oogd2~q'P9[ *]~ - !&.~~ 

,/®n~ll<liiai\~SB®"Q~ D_/n~:I,n!ii(ffi~IITl®aD® 

Clearface Contour 
ABCDEFGHUKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefgbijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
.,; :_(!) '?' [-]-0/&-$ 
%1# {}I +@=lAlh'W/3¥a.o*t".....D_*~"I*~. + ..... '©x ±® -
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I '. 

Dingbats 200 
*~»+>->~-'~*-+"'>H."'* * •• 0* ::("')(=~*H 
';!~~~»---1~---1.~"'H,/~* *\7.0* >:<--tX=-.OH 
®lCD@@@@@(J)®® 

® 0 @ @) 0 0 <D 8 G) ID + •• ) ( © ® + r;/ ~ -7 vO. ~l~ ,* * ~ ea., (I =*>.-.. »»»> 
ffi ·····:l·····S·~-( ... ~ x({)© 'i ~ 6 9 t3'1@'3F~@@ 

Dingbats 300 * • ~ S>{ C>C:>L»+C:>~o++ **+{x \') *' ••• IIII-:-+« * 0 Q={)}C::>DO>:»+¢:IDc>t Q +*I} X * * V 1~+Hl 
~[]~@l~[ru[§J[1J[IDrru 

[r;] D H ~ a ~ [iJ 613 fl * D *)( @ @ + t +-<i=: O+C£> :$ @ 0 ~ ":)'J::o f-- f-- +-+• * "'''IIII.~G",#~ il:n a ~" "l#"~""'~ 'fr ~ 

Script Text 
aCBe;nGg:gJCggJJ(£;m~eJCPQCRS3CU VWXcyZ 
a.Bcd~opq:Mfu"w~z 
0123456789 
.,;:-()"* ./&-
0J0 # \ I + = V' 0 II =1= ::j:: ~ ~ # -,:2 ~ =1= ~ ~ ± =F ;!; =F l => '+ ± == -;::Z tOOL ¢= ~ ~ --;-' -If '/1. X -

Full Size Greek Text 
ABaA.E<I>rHIrpKAMNOnnPETT8iFXZZ 
ex./3iJOECP'YYJ wx "'/LV07rwQ 57V()1/;X~ r 
0123456789 
.,;:0-·/< > 
# I/E0 - :::::,~ ~ == ~ ,.; "'"" a ~ ;2 :::> :;?; v £ C -..j -J~ ~ ~ 53;::: :$ ~ ~ <: :;;: ~ :> ;;? :$ ?: ~ <{ 

Inferior English Times Italic 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

0123456789 

.,;:-()"{*F/&-< > 
% {}+ ="fIT v0Doo= ~J\2,=;= ==;!; =i= H: :: .: :. ::::;: -+ -<- cxA..!.. S 2: - 00 -;- x ± -

Inferior English Times 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

0123456789 

·,;:-0" [*] 1&-( > 
"lo [} 0 ~ L f f} ~ r- [ ) 1-]( I ~ j I ) l r I I )J([J [lOll) (( 

Superior Greek and Chemistry 
ABuLl.E'I>rHII"KAMNOIIOP[;TT8'frX;SZ 

0<(3 OOEcfrY1/ w,,'Ap.vo 7rWQ'TV 01/;x~!; 

0123456789 

,,;:0-· /_ 

#" I=O/O~~IIJ 1111~~=aOOO'1'~vH 11' // ~ <*t-O'" .!'~"-:;::=-H-~+±O/' "'-i1=:;; 

Superior English Times Italic 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

0123456789 

.,;:-()"{*J/&-< > 

0/0 - {} + @ = t"fIT == oo:j: = r "2,;!; - % §!If -+ ~ -<- X . "" S 2: L -;- , © x ± ®-
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Inferior Greek 
ABa.lE4>f'HI.pKA MNOrrnp~Tye",XZZ 

n (3 {Jo, 1>"('7' a~ "'1"'0 7rW(! >TV e-.fX ~I 
0123456789 

.,;:0-.1 0 

# 1° _/n t;J 0 e 21 17 1-- IV Il/aUAlRiv R t 0' 9 it E,.!>. v A JC I lin III .. ' ~8 .'. 1···· : t 

Superior English Times 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

0123456789 

.,;:-O"[*J/&-$ 

"70 {}£¢G) 8§.I"tHO 0 ~ ~ §3\1<\t<\\lf<\\l®H ~ §\jfll c:Bt @ ~ fi 

Phonetic English 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
. ,; :-(1)'?' [*]-1 &-$ 
- ~ , "I '··0 x." - '" .l..< 06 . v 60 th -" __ ,~_ J - - vw 

International Phonetic Alphabet 
Dq[cj,;:JdGhlq)[!U1goeql~tOJ1A\J~A.~ 
all.'YcI.~Jghifi~fn:JrjQ0U(~tl:lVSXA~ 

., 
,\ - 'y ·Jf3n:Pt"Y(),A5n¥y';-~~lP3;)1.33"U/g.I-.LTQe?~ce.tE[B"<I>ce 
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APPENDIX D 
Font-Group/Character Availability Table 

As an alternative to Appendix C, the following cross-reference table is provided to check 
for the availability of frequently-used characters in different fonts. This is not an exhaustive 
list. 

For the purposes of this Appendix, the fonts are broken into "font-groups", i.e. collec
tions of fonts which contain the same sets of characters. The divisions are as follows: 

Group A: Garth Graphic, Souvenir, Rockwell, Eras, Stencil 
(All members of each family) 

Group B: English Times, Grouch, Korinna Extrabold, Univers, University, Clearface 
Contour 
(All members of each family) 

Group C: Century, Helios 
(All members of each family) 

Group D: Baskerville, Baskerville Bold, Mallard, Mallard Bold 

Group E: Baskerville Italic, Baskerville Bold Italic, Mallard Italic, Mallard Bold Italic 

Group F: Serif Gothic 
(All members of the family) 

Group G: Tiffany 
(All members of the family) 

All other fonts have an individual collection of characters, and must be treated individual
ly. 
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\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \. \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
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~ 
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~ 
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APPENDIX E 
Access Codes - Font Blueprints 

As in Appendix D, the available fonts have been placed into "font-groups', where any face 
in any particular "group" has the same characters, each of which is characterised by a 
unique access code. 

Further, in this appendix, it is necessary to present the display in two parts: 
In Part A, the more common "text" styles (Groups A-E) are displayed, and for all of the 

faces in these groups it is true to say that a particular access code will either produce a 
consistent character or nothing, i.e., for example, the code + [ will either produce [ (if this 
character exists in the current font) or else it will be ignored (if this character does not exist 
in the current font) ... it cannot produce a different character if the current face is any of 
the faces from any of the groups, Group A-E. 

In Part B, all the other faces are treated, and for these it is not possible to maintain 
complete consistency, neither with access codes used in Part A nor with access codes within 
Part B - each face has to be taken individually. 

The divisions are as follows: 

PART A 

Group A: Garth Graphic, Souvenir, Rockwell, Eras, Stencil 
(All members of each family) 

Group B: English Times, Grouch, Korinna Extrabold, Univers, University, Clearface 
Contour 
(All members of each family) 

Group C: Century, Helios· 
(All members of each family) 

Group D: Baskerville, Baskerville Bold, Mallard, Mallard Bold 

Group E: Baskerville Italic, Baskerville Bold Italic, Mallard Italic, Mallard Bold Italic 

PARTB 

Serif Gothic, Tiffany, Florentine Script, Goudy Extrabold, Dingbats 200, Dingbats 300, 
Mathematics/Greek, Phonetics (all members of these families). 

In the following tables, a character in a column indicates the character associated with the 
nominated access code in the left-hand column; the absence of a character denotes that 
there is no character in that font corresponding to the particular access code. 

In the table for Part A, the "representative" member of each group is as follows: 
Group A: Garth Graphic 
Group B: English Times 
Group C: Century Schoolbook 
Group D: Baskerville 
Group E: Baskerville Italic 
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PART A: 

Access Group Group Group Group Group 
Code A B C D E 

A A A A A A , 
B B B B B B ) 

C C C C c C 
D D D D D D 
E E E E E E 
F F F F F F 
G G G G G G 
H H H H H H 
I I I I I I 

J J J J J J 
K K K K K K 
L L L L L L 
M M M M M M 
N N N N N N 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
p p p p p. p 

Q Q Q Q Q Q 
R R R R R R 
S S S S s S 
T T T T T T 
U U U U u u 
V V V V V V 
W W W W w W 
X X X X X X ) 
Y Y Y Y y y 
Z Z Z Z z Z 
a a a a a a 
b b b b b b 
c c c c c c 
d d d d d d 
e e e e e e 
f f f f f f 
g g g g g g 
h h h h h h 

i l 

J j j j J J 
k k k k k k 
1 1 1 1 
ill m m m ill m 
n n n n n n 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

p p p p p P ,I 

q q q q q q 
r r r r r r 
s S S S s s 

t t t t 
u U ·u u u u 
v V V V v v 
w W W W w w 
x X X X x x 
y y y y y y 
z Z Z Z z z 
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Access Group Group Group Group Group 
Code A B C D E 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

2 2 2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 3 3 
4 4 4 4 4 4 

5 5 5 5 5 5 
6 6 6 6 6 6 
7 7 7 7 7 7 
8 8 8 8 8 8 
9 9 9 9 9 9 

(Keyboard character period produces period) 
, I , 

(Keyboard character comma produces comma) 
, 

! .I 
? ? ? ? ? ? 

( ( ( ( ( 
) ) ) ) ) 

(Keyboard character hyphen produces hyphen) 
& & & & & & 

(Keyboard character back-quote produces single opening quote) 

(Keyboard character apostrophe produces closing quote/apostrophe) 

$ $ $ $ $ $ 
% % 070 % % % 
{ { 
} } 

(Keyboard character underscore produces em-dash) 

* * * * * * 
# # # # 

" (Keyboard character double-quote produces lower-case grave accent) 

(Keyboard character up-arrow produces lower-case circumflex) 

I I 
(Keyboard character vertical bar produces vertical rule) 

(Keyboard character tilde produces lower-case tilde) 
I I / / / I / 

(Oblique character is produced) 
I[ [ [ [ 
I] ] ] j 

I@ @ @ 

1+ + + + 
1= 
Ii Ys 
12 1.4 \14 Y4 
13 % 
14 Vz Y2 12 
15 % 
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Access Group Group Group 
Code A B C 

16 % % 
17 
18 V3 Y3 
19 % ¥3 
+! 

(Inverted exclamation mark is produced) 

+" 
(Plus-double quote combination produces upper-case grave accent) 

+# • 
+$ 

(Superior I-symbol is produced) 

+< 
(Keyboard combination plus-left angle bracket produces superior cent-symbol) 

+% 0 0 

(Produces degree-symbol) 

+' 
(Keyboard combination plus-apostrophe produces upper-case acute accent) 

+( 1 
(Produces dotless-z) 

+) 
(Produces cedilla accent) 

+ * * * +& 
+ + t t 
+, 

(Keyboard combination plus-comma produces lower-case acute accent) 

+-
(Keyboard combination plus-hyphen produces en-dash) 

+ 0 0 

(Superior 0 produced ... similarly jor other superior numerals below) 

+ 1 
+ 2 2 

+3 3 

+4 4 

+5 5 

+6 6 

+7 7 

+8 8 

+9 9 

+. • • • 
(Produces en-bullet) 

+1 t/ 

+: 
(Produces upper-case umlaut) 

+; 
(Produces lower-case umlaut) 

+? 
(Produces inverted question-mark) 

+@ ¢ ¢ 

+[ D D 
+ 

(Keyboard combination plus-up arrow produces upper-case circumflex) 

+-
(Keyboard combination plus-underscore produces base-line rule) 

+ 
(Keyboard combination plus-tilde produces upper-case tilde) 
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Access Group Group Group Group Group 
Code A B C D E 

+A 1 1 
(Produces fit-l character) 

+B B B fi 
+C C 
+D :I: 
+E 

(Produces centred-dot character) 

+F / 
(Produces fraction-bar character) 

+G ~ 

+H " 
(Produces seconds-symbol) 

+1 £Ii .ffi 
+J II 

+L ffi jfi 
+M § § 

+0 * +P ~ 
+Q 1 

(Produces inferior numeral 1 ... similarly for others below) 

+R 2 

+S 3 

+T 4 

+V 5 

+V 6 

+W 7 

+X 8 

+Y 9 

+Z 0 

+a a 

(Produces superior character a) 

+b • 
+c ~ 

+d 

+e e 
+f ff .ff 
+g ~ 

+h 
(Produces minutes-symbol) 

+i fi fi 
+j « 

+k © © © 

+1 Ii fl 
+m X X x 

(Produces multiplication-symbol) 

+0 0 

(Produces superior character 0) 
+p ± ± 
+r ® ® ® ® 

+s 
(Produces minus-symbol) 

The following keyboard characters and combinations produce no character: 
< > +> +K +N +n +q +s +t +u +v +w +x +y +z 
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PART B: 

Section (i) 

Access Serif Tiffany Flor'ine Goudy Dingbats Dingbats English Inter. 
Code Gothic Script E'bold 200 300 Phon. Phon. 

A A A S¥ A * * A n 
B 13 B .:iJ B ....... • B 11 
C C C C/ C :!J» ~ C ( 

D D D g D ~ S> D q 
E E E 1/ E > { E ;} 

F F F 9;- F ~ (> F d 
G G G § G ~ [X> G G 

H H H % H ~ ~ H q 
I 1 I . f I • + I 

J J J /' J ... c:J J q 
K K K ,A/ K ... .:;;;;;. K )[ 

L L L J L »--1 v L ! 
M M M .// M • .. M ill 

N N N N .,. + N ~ 
0 0 0 e: 0 * :Ie 0 0 
p p p .~ p * * P e 
Q Q Q 22 Q T • Q q 
R R R Yl R • { R 1 

S 5 S J S 0 )( S ~ 
T T T ff T * \') T t 
u u U J)£ U oN 

* U 0 .... 
V V V j/ V ~ • V J1 
W W W 71' W )( I w .M.. 

X X X ::£ X ~ .1111 X Jb 
y Y Y ;y Y * -:- y X 
Z Z Z :; Z H +C Z J:; 
a 0 a a a ~!~ 

-" * a Q 

b b b ,{ b ... 0 b I1. 
c c c c C ~ ~ c 'Y 
d d d d d >- =i> d q 
e e e e > } e ~ 
f f f / f ---7 c::::> f J 
g 9 g ",. g ~ DO g 9 
h h h ,£ h ~ D{> h 11 

i £ i • + i 
J j j cl j ~ <> j fi 
k 1-; k ,£ k ... 0 k ~ 

1 1 ( I H c:> 1 t 
m m ill m m .. / t m IIJ 
n n n n n ~ Q n IJ 
0 0 0 '" 0 * + 0 Q 

p P P r p ~t~ * p 0 
,) 

q q q ?' q V I q u 
r r r r t } r r 
s 5 S d S 0 X s ~ 
t t t t t * * t t 
u u u U 

,I; 

* U H r.t 'i' 

V V V V ~ V v v 
w W W U' W X I w s 
x X X .r X :+ *«( X X 
Y Y y y y 0 + y A 
z z Z / z H - Z Z 
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Access Serif TijJany Flor'ine Goudy Dingbats Dingbats English Inter. 
Code Gothic Script E'bold 200 300 Phon. Phon. 

0 0 0 tJ 0 @) [iQ] 0 
1 1 1 / 1 CD [I] 1 

2 2 2 ~ 2 @ [g] 2 
3 J 3 s 3 ® ~ 3 
4 4 4 .f 4 @ ~ 4 
5 5 5 :} 5 ® ~ 5 
6 6 6 (}' 6 ® [§J 6 
7 7 7 /- 7 ® [1J 7 

8 8 8 d' 8 ® ~ 8 

9 9 9 ,9 9 ® lID 9 

(Keyboard character period produces period) 

(Keyboard character comma produces comma) 

! / 

? ? ? :) ? ? 
( ( ( ( ( 
) ) ) ) ) 

(Keyboard character hyphen produces hyphen) 
& & & & & & 

(Keyboard character back-quote produces single opening quote) 

(Keyboard character apostrophe produces closing quote/apostrophe) 

$ $ S / $ $ 

% % % % 

(Keyboard character underscore produces em-dash) 

* * * * * 
# / 

" 
(Keyboard character double-quote) 

(Keyboard character up-arrow) 

i 
(Keyboard character vertical bar) 

(Keyboard character tilde) 

I I / / / / 
(Oblique) 

" 
I[ [ I [ [ 
I] ] J ] ] 
I 

1+ 
1= 
11 
12 f/4 

13 
14 0-

15 
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Access Serif Tiffany FlorJine Goudy Dingbats Dingbats English Inter. 
Code Gothic Script EJbold 200 300 Phon. Phon. 

16 % 

17 
18 Y!J 

19 
+! 
+" 
+# 
+$ s $ 

+% 
+' 
+( 
+) 
+ * 
+& 'Jc 

+ + + 
+, 
+ - f 

+0 0 0 @ lliJ 
+ 1 -1-/ 0 0 
+2 2 ,~!a! 2 @ f) 

+3 3 ~/ 3 @} IS) 

+4 4 4 ¥ 4 0 B 
+5 5 5 0 I!i 
+6 6 6 6 CD ~ 
+7 7 7 @ fj 

+8 8 8 8 G) [;) 

+9 9 9 ~ ~ 
+. 
+1 
+: 
+. , 

+ = 

+? 
+@ ¢ c% ¢ 

+ [ 
+ 1 
+ ~ 

+-
+' 
+ 

) 

+< ¢ 

+> 
+ 
\ \ 
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Access Serif Tiffany Flor'ine Goudy Dingbats Dingbats English Inter. 

Code Gothic Script E'bold 200 300 Phon. Phon. 

+A A.. cA + * J 
+B E ~ GJ3 • 0 

x 
J3 

+C @ C ?' C .. ¢ .. 
f 

+D 1/' ) ) 

+E e ( ( " <: 

+F !,~) © @ ~ 

+G G ® @ t 

~ +H Gj-f + .. 
+1 ref' t ;;: ~ 

I 

+J ~ ... J a 
+K k, ~ I(, ~ <§= " 
+L l. i L.. t/ • <Y • 
+M m /,' 5\1 D 0 A 

+N n l'{, ~ • • 6 

+0 t i ' e ;::!" /" c£> 06 t 

+P 'P ,i~ l$ 

+Q Q. Q * @ 1 

+R r ~ 'It ¥ 0 ¥ 

+S 5 S d S ea., ~ y 

+T '(h 'Ill • .. 
+V ~> :) ..; 

+V v • ~~I~;O 

+W - f- ~ 

+X x ... f- ~ 

+Y »»> fo- 1 

+Z z.. »)+ .... p 
+a a ~ • 3 

+b a ffi * J 

+c ..... ~. III" '.J. 

+d .... ~ 1111" 

+e e ICr W 3 
+f f f r.- 0 3" 

+g ~ -....p u 

+h h. 11, }< # 

+i © ~ g 

+j © ibJ I-

+k I"\. l\, c k. 'i (][ .L 

+1 ~ ~ T 

+m rrt 111, nt 6 " g 

+n fl 1l, 11. 9 " e 
+0 G' ... 00 ? 

+p ~ -.J 

+q 3" '" .'J 

+r 1 (' ~ ~ re 

., +s S S i§j "B' }E 

+t <§ ~ tb t 
+u 
+v v 
+w W- E' 

+x ~ x.. <I> 

+y y :Y re 

+z Z. Z 
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PART B: 

Section (ii) 

Access 
Code 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 

J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
o 
p 

Q 
R 
S 
T 
U 
V 
W 
X 
Y 
Z 
a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 
g 
h 

J 
k 
1 

m 
n 
o 
p 
q 
r 

s 

u 

v 

w 
x 

y 
z 

Font 
900 

c 

J 
e 

j 
it 
e 
nt 

o 

P 
't 

u 

oc 

z 

Font 
910 

A 
B 
a 

.:l 
E 
4> 
r 
H 
I 
cp 

K 
A 
M 
N 
a 
IT 
n 
p 
E 
T 
T 
8 
'It 
X 

z 
ex 
(3 

t'J 
o 
E 

(J 

)( 

t
Il 
jI 

o 

7r 

W 

Q 
s 
7 

V 

() 

I/; 
x 
~ 
t 

Font 
920 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

J 

K 

L 

M 

N 

o 
p 

Q 

R 

S 

T 

U 

V 

W 

x 
y 

z 
a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

f 
g 

II 

j 

k 

111 

n 

o 

p 

q 

s 

II 

v 

w 

x 

y 

z 

Font 
930 

A 

B 

C 

o 
E 

F 

G 

H 

J 

K 

L 

M 

N 

o 
P 

Q 

R 

S 

T 

U 

V 

W 

X 

Y 

Z 

a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

g 

h 

k 

m 

n 

o 

p 

q 

u 

v 

w 

x 

y 

z 
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Font 
940 

A 

B 

a 

A 

E 

<I> 

r 
H 

'" 
K 

A 

M 

N 

o 
n 
o 
p 

E 

T 

T 

e 
'I' 

X 

z 

{3 

,J 

Ii 

'Y 

a 

l{ 

I' 

v 

o 

w 

e 

T 

x 

Font 
950 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

J 

K 

L 

M 

N 

o 
p 

Q 

R 

S 

T 

U 

V 

W 

X 

Y 

Z 

a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

f 

g 

II 

j 

k 

111 

n 

o 

p 

q 

II 

v 

w 

x 

y 

z 

Font 
960 

A 

B 

a 

A 

E 

<I> 

r 
H 

'" 
K 

A 

M 

N 

o 
n 
o 
p 

E 

T 

T 

e 
'I' 

X 

z 

(3 

,J 

/) 

'Y 

" 
a 

l{ 

o 

w 

e 

T 

o 

x 

Font 
970 

A 

B 

C 

o 
E 

F 

G 

H 

J 

K 

L 

M 

N 

o 
P 

Q 

R 

S 

T 

U 

V 

W 

X 

Y 

Z 

a 

b 

d 

e 

g 

h 

j 

k 

m 

n 

o 

p 

q 

u 

v 

w 

x 

y 

z 

.. 

v 



Access Font Font Font Font Font Font Font Font 

Code 900 910 920 930 940 950 960 970 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 

1 1 1 1 
1 

2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 2 2 

3 3 3 3 3 3 
3 3 3 

4 4 4 4 4 4 
4 4 4 

5 5 5 5 5 5 
5 5 5 

6 6 6 6 6 6 
.) 6 6 6 

7 7 7 7 7 7 
7 7 7 

8 8 8 8 8 8 
8 8 8 

9 9 9 9 9 9 
9 9 9 

(Keyboard character period produces period) 

(Keyboard character comma p'roduces comma) 
, 

? 
( ( ( ( 

( 

) ) ) ) 
) 

(Keyboard character hyphen produces hyphen) 

& & 
& & 

& & 

(Keyboard character back-quote produces single opening quote) 

(Keyboard character apostrophe produces closing quote/apostrophe) 

$ $ 

% % % 0/0 
% % 

(Keyboard character underscore produces em-dash) 
* * * * * * 

# # # # 
# 

" 
(Keyboard character double-quote) 

(Keyboard character up-arrow) 

I I I 
,; (Keyboard character vertical bar produces vertical rule) 

(Keyboard character tilde) 
-.1 / / / / / / / / 

/ / 

(Oblique) 
/[ { [ { 

/] J ] J 

/ @ 

/+ + + 
+ 

/= -
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Access Font Font Font Font Font Font Font Font 
Code 900 910 920 930 940 950 960 970 

/> > > > 
> 

/< < ( < 
< 

+% 0 0 

+& £ 
+ + t 
+-
+. • 
+/ V' 

'l 

+% 
+ [ 0 
+-

\ \ \::, 

) 
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Access Font Font Font Font Font Font Font }iont 
Code 900 910 920 930 940 950 960 970 

+A / II ~ 0 II lSI 
+B ;jE E V L / n 8 -
+C =1= V '" I 0 00 f) ,t, 
+D ;r. B T ~ t 0 ,\ 
+E ~ ~ 00 J £ ~ 
+F =1* ~ II / 21 / 
+G =:: f-- J T ft ~ J, -, T 

+H :2 ;;;? /\ [ ~ " I ~ 
+1 >-

~ 2: ) III 2: 0 ;;;; 
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Pointsize English Times UniversMedium Baskerville Souvenir Medium 

20 X X X X 
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X X X X I 
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24 X X X X 
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